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Chapter 1IntroductionIn order to appreciate the history of the development of StructuralComplexity Theory during the last two decades, we �rst have to standback and look at the basic concepts of computation and complexitytheory.One of the starting points of computation theory can be seen inthe challenge thrown at the mathematical community by Hilbert in hisaddress at the International Congress of mathematicians in Paris in1900:`Wer von uns w�urde nicht gern den Schleier l�uften, unter dem dieZukunft verborgen liegt, um einen Blick zu werfen auf die bevorste-henden Fortschritte unserer Wissenschaft und in die Geheimnisse ihrerEntwicklung w�ahrend der k�unftigen Jahrhunderte! Welche besonderenZiele werden es sein, denen die f�uhrenden mathematischen Geister derkommenden Geschlechter nachstreben? Welche neuen Methoden undneuen Tatsachen werden die neuen Jahrhunderte entdecken { auf demweiten und reichen Felde mathematischen Denkens?'[`Who of us would not gladly lift the veil, behind which the futurelies hidden, to cast a glance at the upcoming advances of our scienceand the secrets of its development during the future centuries. Whatwill be the particular goals that the leading mathematical minds of thecomming generations will strive for? What new methods and new factswill the new centuries reveil { in the wide and rich �eld of mathematicalthought?']This is the beginning of Hilbert's famous speech, in which he poses1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION23 problems, that turned out to be important and fruitful for mathe-matics.We would like to discuss one of them as starting point for the re-search area one can place this thesis in: Structural Complexity Theory.Let's go back to the speech:`Unerme�lich ist die F�ulle von Problemen in der Mathematik, undsobald ein Problem gel�ost ist, tauchen an dessen Stelle zahllose neueProbleme auf. Gestatten Sie mir im Folgenden, gleichsam zur Probe,aus verschiedenen mathematischen Disziplinen einzelne bestimmte Pro-bleme zu nennen, von deren Behandlung eine F�orderung der Wissen-schaft sich erwarten l�a�t.'[`The supply of problems in mathematics is inexhaustible, and assoon as one problem is solved numerous others come forth in its place.Permit me in the following, tentatively as it were, to mention particularde�nite problems, drawn from various branches of mathematics, fromthe discussion of which an advancement of science may be expected.']Of the twenty three problems that he stated next, we would like todiscuss number ten.Entscheidung der L�osbarkeit einer diophantischen Gleichung`Eine diophantische Gleichung mit irgendwelchen Unbekannten undmit ganzen rationalen Zahlenkoe�zienten sei vorgelegt: Man soll einVerfahren angeben, nach welchem sich mittels einer endlichen Anzahlvon Operationen entscheiden l�a�t, ob die Gleichung in ganzen ratio-nalen Zahlen l�osbar ist.'[Determination of the Solvability of a Diophantine Equation`Given a diophantine equation with any number of unknown quan-tities and with rational integral numerical coe�cients: To devise a pro-cess according to which it can be determined by a �nite number of op-erations whether the equation is solvable in rational integers.']This problem asks for an e�ective method for solving diophantineequations. The answer, probably not as Hilbert expected, was negative.In 1970 Matijasevi�c [Mat70] proved that no such e�ective procedureexists. But what does it mean for this problem to have a negativesolution? In order to be able to do this, the notion \e�ective method"has to be made precise.The initial work and de�nition of such a formalism was done by Post,Church, Turing and many others. They developed a nowadays accepted



1.1. TURING MACHINES 3formal notion of computability. The resulting class of computable func-tions can be characterized by various logical calculi and schemes, butthe most popular characterization among Computer Scientists is theone based on the machine model presented by Turing [Tur36], whichnowadays is known as a Turing machine. In the following we will givean informal description of such a machine; for a formal description seee.g. [BDG88].1.1 Turing MachinesA Turing machine is a device, resembling (or rather the other wayaround, that is resembled by) what we call nowadays a computer. Thedevice possesses an input tape, output tape and work tape. On theinput tape a �nite word, called the input, is written. The characterswritten on the input tape (or any other tape) are taken from a �nitealphabet denoted by �. Usually the alphabet consists of 0 and 1. A tapeis a two way in�nite band, divided into cells that can contain charactersfrom the alphabet or can be blank. The work tape can be seen as theanalogy of memory in a computer and the output tape, on which theoutput of the computation is written, can be seen as representing thescreen. The machine is able to read characters from the input and worktape and write characters on the work and output tape. In order todo this it has pointers, called heads, that can move along the tapes.Finally, the device possesses, to be able to compute something, a �nite�xed program, that prescribes, depending on the contents of the cellscurrently scanned by the two heads, to write a character in a cell, movea head left or right, or stop the computation in an accepting or rejectingstate. By convention a Turing machine always starts its computationwith the head of the input tape on the leftmost cell containing a non-blank character. Furthermore the contents of the cells of the work tapeand output tape contain only blanks.Since the only relevant part of a Turing machine is its program, weidentify Turing machines with programs. Since a program is nothingmore than a piece of text, we identify programs with strings, usuallyconsisting of 0's and 1's. Because a string of 0's and 1's can be seen asa natural number (written in binary), we can interpret every natural



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONnumber n as a Turing machine program: Either n codes correctly aTuring machine program or it codes garbage, in which case we say thatn represents the Turing machine that always halts. Thus we have a list(the natural numbers) of all the Turing machines.A Turing machine computes a function in the following way: Onsome input x it either ends its computation (in an accepting or rejectingstate) with y on the output tape, or the computation does not stop atall. We say that the Turing machine computes the function whose valueis y, in the case that the computation halts in an accepting state andis unde�ned in the other cases.The functions that can be computed by a Turing machine are callede�ectively computable. We may distinguish between partial functions,i.e. functions that are sometimes unde�ned and total functions, func-tions that are always de�ned. This distinction for computable functionsbasically translates to Turing machines that do not stop on some inputs,versus Turing machines that always, i.e. on all the possible inputs, stop.We call functions that are computed by Turing machines that alwaysstop, total computable.Since characteristic functions represent sets1, we are able to talkabout sets as well. Since the emphasis in this thesis lies on sets wewill focus on them. Every Turing machine can be seen as one thatdescribes (or recognizes) a set A � IN as follows. A string x is in Aif the Turing machine ends its computation with x on the input tapein an accepting state, otherwise, i.e. the machine didn't stop at allor stopped in a rejecting state, x is not in A. Again we can makethe distinction between Turing machines that always stop and Turingmachines that sometimes don't stop. Sets that are described by Turingmachines that always stop are called recursive. The class of recursivesets is denoted by REC . Sets recognized by arbitrary Turing machines,are called recursively enumerable and are denoted as RE . It is not hardto see that the following inclusion holds: REC � RE .Before we continue, we have to mention that although a Turingmachine is a �xed program we can construct a Universal Turing ma-chine, of course by means of a program, which is able to simulate the1Let A be any set, the characteristic function belonging to A, denoted �A, isde�ned as: �A(x) = 1 if x 2 A and �A(x) = 0 if x 62 A.



1.2. THE HALTING PROBLEM & ORACLE MACHINES 5code of any Turing machine program. This Universal Turing machineresembles our computer even better.1.2 The Halting Problem & Oracle Ma-chinesTuring continued to prove that this inclusion between REC and REis strict (REC � RE ), by showing the existence of a set H that isrecursively enumerable, but not recursive. This set H is based on thefollowing problem: is it possible to determine whether a certain Turingmachine program stops on a given input or whether it loops forever? A�rst attempt to solve this problem, is simply to simulate the programon the given input and stop if the simulation stops. But what if theprogram does not stop? Then of course our simulation does not stopand the just described attempt is recursively enumerable instead ofrecursive. It turns out as Turing proved, that this is the best we cando! In some cases there is no e�ective procedure to determine whethera given Turing machine stops or loops forever. The set H being the setof all pairs <p; x>, where p is a program and x is an input, such thatTuring machine with program p stops on input x, is called the Haltingset and is an example of a set for which no e�ective procedure existswhich always stops and outputs whether a certain string is a memberof it or not. Such sets are called undecidableThe proof of the undecidability is not hard. SupposeH is decidable.This means that we have an e�ective procedure that always halts andis able to tell from every program p and input x whether p halts on xor not. Recall that the natural numbers form a list of all the Turingmachines. Consider now the Turing machine that on input n, withthe use of the assumed e�ective procedure for the halting set, com-putes whether program n stops on input n and then stops if and onlyif program n does not stop. If the e�ective procedure for the haltingset exists, then it is not hard to see that the above Turing machineexists. But if it exists then it has a program, say it has natural number666. What happens if we run program 666 on input 666? Since 666 isthe program that performs the above procedure, it simulates program



6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION666 on input 666, and stops if and only if this program does not stop.This means that program 666 stops on input 666 only if it does notstop! Surely something is wrong: the e�ective procedure for H doesnot exists!The last main contribution of Turing to computability theory, andprobably the most important with respect to this thesis, is the notionof \oracle Turing machine". An oracle Turing machine is an ordinaryTuring machine equipped with two extra tapes: a query tape and ananswer tape. Furthermore it disposes of an oracle represented as aset. An oracle Turing machine operates in the same way as a Turingmachine does, however it has the following extra possibility. It canwrite a string q, called query, on the oracle tape. Next it can performa query, by entering a query state, resulting the oracle, say A, to writea 1 on the answer tape if q 2 A and a 0 if q 62 A.The notion of oracle Turing machine makes precise the intuitive no-tion of B is `at most as hard to compute as' A, for sets A and B asfollows. Let A and B be such that B can be computed recursively byan oracle Turing machine with A as oracle. By computed recursivelywe mean that the oracle Turing machine stops on all its inputs. Theintuitive notion of B `is at most as hard to compute as' A is capturedsince a (recursive) procedure for A, yields a (recursive) procedure forB. To see this simply convert the oracle Turing machine into an or-dinary Turing machine, by replacing the oracle queries, by (recursive)computations for A. On the other hand if A is not recursive, then Bis computed recursively, with computations of A for free. Thus thecomplexity of B is, modulo some e�ective procedure, the same as A.1.3 ReductionsThe above discussion yields a (quasi) ordering between sets: B � A i�B can be recursively computed by an oracle Turing machine with A asoracle. Such an oracle Turing machine is called a Turing reduction andit is said to Turing reduce B to A.The notion of Turing machine together with the concept of a reduc-tion turned out, to be a powerful tool in the study of computability. Infact Hilberts problem was �rst solved in 1970 when Matijasevi�c [Mat70]



1.4. POST'S PROBLEM AND PROGRAM 7completed the design of a reduction from the Halting set to decidingsolvability of Diophantine equations. The reduction had been underconstruction for more than two decades. This reduction provides anegative answer to Hilberts problem, for proving H � D (the set ofsolvable diophantine equations) shows that D cannot be decidable un-less H is, and for the latter Turing showed that it is not.Reductions are easily seen to be transitive (A � B � C ) A � C)and reexive (A � A). Sets that also have the property that A � Band B � A thus form an equivalence class and are called a degree.The class REC stands out as the unique minimal degree under thisordering, since the recursive sets can be computed without any oracle.On the other hand it turned out that the Halting set H is maximalamong the sets in RE . This means that for every set A in RE it is truethat A � H. Sets that have this property are called complete.1.4 Post's Problem and ProgramInspired by the fact that any r.e. set observed in mathematics for whichthe question makes sense at all, either turned out to be recursive or tobe complete like the Halting set, Emil Post raised the question whetherthere exist incomplete sets, i.e. r.e. sets that are neither complete norrecursive. As a possible approach he proposed the following program:1. Give structural properties of sets that prevent them from beingcomplete or recursive.2. Prove that recursively enumerable sets with these properties exist.His �rst attempt to giving such structural properties gave birthto the notions of simplicity and immunity [Pos44]. An in�nite set A isimmune if it has no in�nite subset that is recursively enumerable. Thusimmune sets are not only not computable, but even all their in�nitesubsets aren't. Simple sets are recursively enumerable sets, that havean immune complement. Thus simple sets are sets that have a thincomplement from a computational point of view.Simple sets unfortunately turn out to be complete and thereforedo not give a solution to Post's original problem. On the other hand



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONthey do form a solution to a variant of the problem, for simple sets arenot complete with respect to a much stronger reduction, the many-onereduction. A many-one reduction, is an oracle Turing machine withrestricted access to the oracle. The restriction is, that the machine canonly access the oracle once. In order to give a solution to the problemwith respect to many-one reductions, Post showed in [Pos44] that thenotion of simple sets is not empty, by constructing a simple set.Next Post tried to solve his problem for stronger forms of reducibil-ity, a path that would eventually lead to success. He introduced strongerforms of simplicity: hypersimple sets, sets that have an even thinnercomplement than simple sets. To go into the details of the de�nitionof hypersimple sets (See [Odi89, Soa87]) is beyond the scope of thisintroduction. It su�ces to state that they provided correct solutionsfor Post's problem for an intermediate reduction, called truth-table re-duction. A truth-table reduction is again an oracle Turing machinewith restricted access to the oracle. The restriction however is not thenumber of strings that it is allowed to query, but that it is requiredto write down a list of all the strings that it is going to query, beforeit queries the �rst string. The di�erence from a Turing reduction, anoracle Turing machine with no restrictions, is that a Turing reductioncan compute the strings it is going to query from answers to previ-ous queries, whereas a truth-table reduction is not allowed to do this.Post [Pos44] proved that hypersimple sets exist and cannot be truth-table complete. Again hypersimple sets can be Turing complete aswas shown in [Ars70], and thus do not form a solution to the originalproblem.The �rst solution to Post's problem was not given along the linesof this program. The solution, 12 years after Post raised the problem,was given by Friedberg [Fri57] and independently by Muchnik [Muc56].They used a complicated form of diagonalization, akin to the prooftechnique Turing used to show the undecidability of the Halting set,nowadays known by the name �nite injury priority method. As a con-sequence of this result Degree Theory as a branch of Recursion Theorywas created. It ourished by work of Sacks (showing among others theexistence of incomparable degrees strictly below an arbitrary degree),Ladner, Jockusch and many others.



1.4. POST'S PROBLEM AND PROGRAM 9Nevertheless the quest for solving Post's problem via his proposedprogram continued on. As an obvious next step one should �nd anintermediate reducibility between Turing and truth-table, and re�nethe notion of hypersimple sets. However the problem is that there isno nice way to relax truth-table reductions, without falling to Turingreductions. A complementary technique was applied: strengthen Tur-ing reductions instead. A somewhat strange reducibility notion calledQ reduction emerged. The notion hypersimple is re�ned to the notionhyperhypersimple [Pos44]. This was the place where Post got stuck. Hecould neither prove that hyperhypersimple sets did exist nor could heprove that such sets were Turing incomplete. It turned out that theintuition of Post was again correct, in the sense that hyperhypersimplesets exist and cannot be Q complete [Sol74, GM74]. Nevertheless thereexist Turing complete sets that are hyperhypersimple [Yat65].So far it was established that hyperhypersimple sets are not Q com-plete. People started looking for notions that together with Turing com-pleteness would imply Q completeness, and then coupling them withhyperhypersimple sets, would solve Post's problem. The notion thatlooked promising is semirecursiveness, introduced by Jockusch [Joc68].A set A is semirecursive if there is a recursive way to determine, of twoelements say x and y, which one is the `most likely' of the two to bein A, meaning that there exists a recursive procedure, which on input<x; y>, outputs x or y and if one of the two strings is in A, it outputsone that is. Although it looks like semirecursiveness implies recursive-ness, there exist nevertheless non-recursive semirecursive sets. In factthere exist semirecursive sets of arbitrary complexity [Joc68]. The no-tion looks promising for Marchenkov [Mar76] proved that every set Athat is semirecursive and Turing complete is in fact Q complete. Sosemirecursive hyperhypersimple sets cannot be Turing complete! Un-fortunately step two of Post's program fails sadly as Martin shows: Nohyperhypersimple set can be semirecursive.The notion of hyperhypersimplicity is too strong to go together withsemirecursiveness. The idea is thus to weaken the notion to somethingthat still is incompatible with Q completeness, but tolerates semirecur-siveness. The notion that does the trick is called �-maximality [Ers71].Finally Marchenkov [Mar76], proving that �-maximal sets cannot be Qcomplete, and Degtev [Deg73] showing that there exist an �-maximal,



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONsemirecursive and non-recursive set A, brought Post's program to apositive conclusion.1.5 Complexity TheoryComplexity theory �nds its origin in the fact that after the second worldwar mankind came face to face with real life versions of the machinesTuring had introduced as a mathematical model. It turned out howeverthat the idealized borderline of computability was way beyond what canbe done in practice, due to lack of time, space and materials.Researchers solving large scale optimization or other computationalproblems, by experience became aware of the important di�erences be-tween problems which are e�ectively solvable and problems which aresolvable in principle, but were found to be intractable for all practicalpurposes. It was in fact a researcher from the Operations Researcharea, Edmonds [Edm65], who presented the idea that tractability ofa combinatorial problem should equate to having a polynomial timebounded algorithm for its solution. This idea introduces a class of sets(problems), for which it can be decided quickly, whether an element isin the set or not. This class is called polynomial time and will be de-noted as P . Sets that belong to P , have the property that there existsa recursive Turing machine that describes the set, and furthermore oninput x of length n, the Turing machine makes no more than p(n) stepsfor p(n), a polynomial.It turns out that some of the problems one wants to solve in practice,indeed are captured by this class. On the other hand there are numerousproblems that are not known to be in this class P , but for which a quickalgorithm would be desirable. A large group of these problems can becharacterized as problems, for which it may be hard to �nd a solution,but once a solution is found, a solution can be checked quickly (i.e.in polynomial time). As an example we mention here the TravelingSalesperson Problem (TSP). Given are a set of n cities, with roadsbetween them. Each road has a certain length (in km). The problemto solve is for example: `Is there a route along all the n cities, that hasa length of 100 km?'. It may be hard to �nd indeed a route that hasa length of 100 km, but if someone shows you a route and claims that



1.6. STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY THEORY 11its length is 100 km, it easy to check whether this is true: simply addup all the connecting roads on the route and verify whether this is 100km.The class of problems that can be characterized as \hard to �ndbut easy to check" is called NP , which stands for non-deterministicpolynomial time. For practical purposes it would be desirable to showthat P = NP , but on the other hand it is widely believed that P 6=NP . The situation that arizes is somewhat akin to the situation in thebeginning of this century. On one side we have the classes REC and Pstanding for e�ective computable and feasible computable, respectively,and on the other side we have RE and NP .Because of the analogy between Complexity Theory and RecursionTheory, a similar line of research is followed in order to attack the Pversus NP problem, leading to the notion of polynomial time reducibil-ity. The problems that induced the de�nition of the class NP turnout to be all complete for this class with respect to polynomial timebounded many-one reductions [Coo71, Lev73]. The fact that almost allthe known problems in NP are complete, yields that if a polynomialtime algorithm is found for one of them, a polynomial time algorithmis found for all of them.1.6 Structural Complexity TheoryStructural Complexity Theory, �nds its origin in work done by JurisHartmanis and his students performed in the late 1970-ies. Inspiredby the fact in recursion theory that all problems that are completefor RE are all isomorphic, Berman and Hartmanis set out to examinethe status of all the NP complete problems. It turned out that allthe known problems were indeed polynomial time isomorphic, whichled them to conjecture that that this was true for all NP completeproblems. Having observed that this conjecture, if true would entailP 6= NP , they tried to disprove it, by constructing an NP completeset that would not be isomorphic to TSP, on the basis of its structuralproperties. This research can, as such be seen as a revival in ComplexityTheory of Post's program. The structural problem that would preventa NP complete set A from being polynomial time isomorphic to TSP,



12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONis the density of the set. The density of a set is a function that boundsfrom above the number of elements in the set of length at most n. Aset is called sparse if the density function is a polynomial. The questfor a sparse, NP complete set was initiated, which ended in failure,when Mahaney [Mah82], proved that such sets could not exists, unlessP = NP .By varying the notion of polynomial time reduction, as in the recur-sion theoretical setting, from many-one to Turing reductions, gives riseto research on the Turing complete sets in NP , and polynomial timedegree theory inside NP . Due to the failure to prove P di�erent fromNP , all the results along these lines can only be stated under the as-sumption that P 6= NP . The direct analogs of Post's problem and someof the degree structures in RE can be shown to exist in NP [Lad75],under this assumption. However these results may be meaningless if Pturns out to be equal to NP . Furthermore even under the assumptionP 6= NP , little of the structure of complete sets has been settled.This led Berman to examine other complexity classes, in the `neigh-borhood' of NP . The variation from polynomial to exponential func-tions in the de�nition of P and NP , yields the classes E and NE stand-ing for exponential time and non-deterministic exponential time. Theseclasses are the exponential brothers of P and NP and contain sets forwhich elements of length n can be decided within 2n steps, or for whicha solution can be checked in 2n steps respectively. Berman [Ber77]was able to prove for E and NE , that sparse sets cannot be many-onecomplete.Attention shifted towards these intractable, but subrecursive classes,in order to get a better understanding of the polynomial time reducibil-ity and in order to develop techniques, that could eventually be useddown in NP . Unfortunately even for classes as E and NE many hardproblems remain open, for example it is not known whether they canpossess sparse Turing complete sets.1.7 This ThesisThe main goal is to get a better understanding to the problems men-tioned last in the previous section: What is the structure of E and



1.7. THIS THESIS 13NE and can these classes have sparse complete sets? All the theo-rems that are not new work have a reference to where they came from.The research in this thesis takes the work of Berman [Ber77] and laterWatanabe [Wat87a] as a starting point. The �rst goal is to get a betterunderstanding of the polynomial time reductions and the completenessnotions induced by them. We prove in Chapter 3 that for almost allreduction types, the completeness notions di�er on NE . This extendsthe work of Berman and Watanabe to non-deterministic complexityclasses. One surprising exception is the one-truth-table reduction, forwhich the completeness notion, even on NE , turns out to be the same asthe completeness notion induced by the the many-one reduction. Thenew work described in this chapter is taken from [BHT91] and [BST91].In Chapter 4 we turn our attention to structural properties andexamine the consequences of NP , E and NE having subexponentialdense complete sets. We extend the work of Karp and Lipton [KL80]to other than sparse, subexponential densities. We show that there isstrong evidence that complete sets, w.r.t. Turing reductions cannotbe subexponential dense in the sense that this would imply unlikelyand widely believed collapses of complexity classes. The work in thischapter is taken from [BH92].In order to get a better insight of why it is hard to prove thatproblems like TSP or sets in E do not reduce to sparse sets, we examinein Chapter 5 the sets that do reduce to sparse sets. We solve two openproblems from [Ko89]. This work is taken from [BLS92].In Chapter 6 we follow the lines of Post's problem more closely andtry to examine structural properties of complete sets as was done in therecursion theoretical setting. We examine the polynomial time variantsof immunity and splittings. Furthermore we inspect the robustness ofcomplete sets: How little can we demolish a complete set, by taking outor adding elements, in order to render it incomplete? It turns out thatsometimes a couple of elements can render a set incomplete. On theother hand we show that if we restrict the complexity of the elementsto be taken out, to be polynomial time computable, all sets for variouskinds of completeness notions remain complete after removal of theseelements. It seems useful to pursue this approach since we show thatextending these robustness results to Turing complete sets, yields asolution to the original problem: there exist no sparse complete sets for



14 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONEXP . The results are taken from [BHT93].In the last chapter, we explore other structural properties of sets.We examine the notion selfreducibility. We get strong structural char-acterizations of polynomial time computable sets in terms of selfre-ducibility and p-selectivity, the latter being a direct translation of thesemirecursiveness notion, introduced to solve Post's problem. We showthat P can be characterized as those sets that are selfreducible andp-selective. By closely examining this statement we see that a general-ization of this statement, saying that P can be characterized as thosesets that are selfreducible and Turing reducible to a p-selective set yielda solution to the original problem. Unfortunately we cut o� this ap-proach by showing that it is unlikely that such a characterization is true,by constructing, under some hypotheses, a counter example. Further-more we also explore which sets in NP are selfreducible, and show thatthe class of p-selective sets is closed under positive Turing reductions.The results are taken from [BvHT] and [BTvEB93].



Chapter 2De�nitions2.1 Machines and languagesWe use a, now a days standard, notation as can be found in [BDG88,BDG90]. Let � = f0; 1g. Strings are elements of ��, and are denotedby small letters x; y; u; v; : : :. For any string x the length of a stringis denoted by jxj. Languages are subsets of ��, and are denoted bycapital letters A;B;C; S; : : :. The complement of a language A in ��,�� � A will be denoted by A. For any set S the cardinality of S isdenoted by jjSjj. We �x a pairing function �xy:<x; y> computable inpolynomial time from �� � �� to ��. Without loss of generality, weassume for all y; y0 and x with jyj; jy0j � jxj that j<y; x>j = j<y0; x>j.The characteristic function for a set A, denoted �A(x) or A(x), is afunction from �� ! f0; 1g: �A(x) = 1 (A(x) = 1) if x 2 A and�A(x) = 0 (A(x) = 0) if x 62 A. We interpret string x 2 �� as naturalnumber 1x.We assume that the reader is familiar with the standard Turingmachine model. Let M be a nondeterministic polynomial time Turingmachine. accept(M(x)) is a function from �� ! IN and denotesthe number of accepting computations of M on input x. Let M be a(nondeterministic) Turing machine, we will write M(x) = 1 if M oninput x halts in an accepting state and we will write M(x) = 0 if Mhalts on input x in a rejecting state.Whenever it is obvious that a universal recognizing or transducing15



16 CHAPTER 2. DEFINITIONSmachine exists for a class of languages (i.e. the class is recursivelypresentable), we will assume an enumeration of the acceptors and/ortransducers and denote this enumeration by M1;M2; : : :. For a Turingmachine M;L(M) denotes the set of strings accepted by M .2.2 Time classesLet DTIME (f(n)) be the class of sets such that A 2 DTIME (f(n))i� there exists a deterministic Turing machine M whose running timeis bounded by f(n) as n ! 1 (n is the length of the input) andA = L(M). Let NTIME (f(n)) be the corresponding nondeterministicclass. We de�ne the following classes:EE = 1[c=1DTIME �22cn�NEE = 1[c=1NTIME �22cn�NEXP = 1[i=1NTIME �2ni�EXP = 1[i=1DTIME �2ni�NE = 1[c=1NTIME (2cn)E = 1[c=1DTIME (2cn)2.3 Kolmogorov complexityThe Kolmogorov complexity of a string x, K(x), is the size of the small-est index of a Turing machine that generates x and halts. AKolmogorovrandom string is a string x such that K(x) � jxj. For a more detaileddescription see for example [LV90].



2.4. ORACLE TURING MACHINES 172.4 Oracle Turing MachinesAn oracle Turing machine is a standard multi-tape Turing machine withtwo extra tapes :1. a write only tape called the query-tape.2. a read only tape called the answer-tape.These tapes will be called the oracle tapes. Furthermore we add anextra state: the query-state. We use the following convention foraccess to the oracle tapes: M is allowed to write on the query-tapea string q, called query, then at some point it decides to go into thequery-state. Subsequently the query-tape is cleared1, and dependingon the oracle, something is written on the answer-tape. Now M isallowed to read the answer-tape, until a next query-state is reached.A Turing machine equipped with the above described extra tapes andstate is called an oracle Turing machine. In the above discussion it wasnot clear what the role of the oracle is. An oracle is just a set, say A.When an oracle Turing machineM writes a string q on the query-tapeand enters the query-state, the oracle writes down { in one step { onthe answer-tape the value of the characteristic function of A on q,that is �A(q). Informally, M asks oracle A whether y is a member of Aand �nds the answer on its answer-tape. We note here that the roleof the oracle can be more complex in the sense that it could write downnot only one character but a whole string of characters. Examples ofthis can be found in [ABJ91, FHOS93]. Let A be a set and M be anoracle Turing machine We say that M accepts x relative to A if M hasan accepting computation on input x, with A as oracle. We say thatL(M;A) is the set of strings accepted by M relative to A. As usual,we can talk about polynomial time oracle machines and computations.2.5 Adaptive and Non-AdaptiveEssentially there are two ways an oracle machine can compute it'squeries:1With clearing a tape we mean that after clearing, the only symbols on the tapeare blanks.



18 CHAPTER 2. DEFINITIONS1. adaptive: M is allowed to read the answer-tape at any time dur-ing the computation and may compute the next query dependingon the contents of the answer-tape. In this case the queries aredependent on the oracle.2. non-adaptive: M is not allowed to read the answer-tape beforeit enters the last query state. In this case the computation ofall the queries depends solely on the input and the program, andis independent of the oracle.Sometimes we want to to talk about the set of (possible) queries thatM could ask on input x.De�nition 2.1 Let M be an oracle Turing machine.� Q(M;x;A) is the set of all queries M wrote on its query-tapewith x as input and A as oracle.� Q(M;x) = SA��� Q(M;x;A). This denotes the set of all possiblequeries M could ask.2.6 ReductionsIn this section we want to formalize the notion of \A is at most as hardto compute as B", for sets A and B. One of the things that shouldfollow from this is, that if A is at most as hard to compute as B andwe know that B itself has a certain computational complexity, then Acannot have higher computational complexity. Eg. if B is in P , thenit should follow that A is also in P . One way of capturing this notionis just by saying that A can be recognized with B as an oracle. Moreprecisely: A = L(M;B).In order to get more grip on the oracle computation, we add restric-tions to the oracle machineM . More formally a restriction is a 4 tuple:r = <n;comp;accept-restr;query-type>. Where,1. n is a function from IN ��� ! IN . This function depends on theindex of M and the input. The function is the number of queriesM is allowed to make during the computation. With number of



2.6. REDUCTIONS 19queries we mean the number of times that M entered the query-state.2. comp can be adaptive or non-adaptive.3. accept-restr is a function from �� � �� ! P(f0; 1g)2. Thisfunction depends on the input-tape and the answer-tape. Thefunction describes when the Turing machine has to accept andwhen to reject.4. query-type is a set of additional constraints on the type ofqueries M is allowed to make. Eg. all the queries should startwith a 0 or should be smaller in length than the input.We say that an oracle Turing machine Mi (we assume an e�ective enu-meration of oracle Turing machines) obeys restriction r, if for all inputstrings x:� n = ; or Mi(x) does not make more than n(i; x) queries, and� comp = ; or Mi(x) generates it's queries in a comp (i.e. eitheradaptive or non-adaptive) fashion, and� accept-restr = ; or if Mi(x) halts thenMi(x) 2 accept-restr(x; y), for y the string on the answer-tape when Mi(x) halts, and� query-type = ; orMi(x) only wrote down queries q that satisfythe constraints in query-type.We say that M is an r-restricted oracle machine, if r is a restrictionand M is an oracle Turing machine, that obeys restriction r.We now are able to give a de�nition of the intuitive notion \A is atmost as hard to compute as B". We will call this notion reduction.De�nition 2.2 A r reduces to B (A �RECr B) i� there exists a recur-sive r-restricted oracle Turing machine M , such that A = L(M;B).2P(f0; 1g) denotes the power set of f0; 1g



20 CHAPTER 2. DEFINITIONSIn this thesis, we will only talk about polynomial time oracle ma-chines. Note that this does not necessarily means that the accept-restr function is computable in polynomial time. This notion willbe called polynomial time reduction. The notion of polynomial timereduction was �rst de�ned by Ladner, Lynch and Selman. [LLS75] Inthe following we will not rede�ne the existing notions of reducibility.We will capture them in a machine based framework. We think thatthe most natural way to think about a reduction is as an oracle Turingmachine with several restrictions on the access it has to the oracle. Themost general one, is the Turing reductions which has no restrictions atall. The de�nitions found in the literature are by no means uniform inthis sense. Sometimes they de�ne reductions as functions other timesthe machine based point of view is used.The approach we take has also the advantage that it gives a tax-anomy of the reductions in four natural groups. Several new reduc-tions emerge from this taxonomy by varying the 4 di�erent aspects ofthe reductions. Sometimes already existing reductions come out. Forexample adaptive conjunctive reductions are the same as non-adaptiveconjunctive reductions, but it is probably not true that adaptive parity(or majority) reductions are the same as the non-adaptive couter parts.We advice the reader not to consume the following list of reductionsat ones, but to use it as a reference to consult after further reading.De�nition 2.3 A reduces r to B in polynomial time (A �pr B) i�there exists an r-restricted polynomial time oracle machine M suchthat A = L(M;B).We will now show that some of the standard reductions found in theliterature are easily captured by our formalism. To start with the mostgeneral restriction:1. T = <;; ;; ;; ;>. (�pT )This restriction does not restrict the class of oracle machines.This reduction is called Turing reduction.2. tt= <;; non-adaptive; ;; ;>. (�ptt)The oracle machines are restricted in the way they generate theirqueries. This reduction is called truth-table reduction.



2.6. REDUCTIONS 213. btt = <nb; non-adaptive; ;; ;>. (�pbtt)nb(i; x) = i.This reduction is called bounded truth-table reduction.4. k-tt = <nk; non-adaptive; ;; ;>. (�pk-tt)nk(i; x) = k, k a constant.This reduction is called k-truth-table reduction. Actually thisde�nes a whole class of reductions one for every constant k.5. k-T = <nk; ;; ;; ;>. (�pk-T )nk(i; x) = k; k a constant.This reduction is called k-Turing. The bounded Turing reduction(�pb-T ) is de�ned by replacing nk by nb(i; x) = i.6. ctt = <;; non-adaptive; fc; ;>. (�pctt)fc(x; y) = ( f1g if 8i; yi = 1: (y = y1 : : : yn)f0g otherwise:This reduction is called conjunctive truth-table reduction.7. dtt = <;; non-adaptive; fd; ;>. (�pdtt)fd(x; y) = ( f1g if 9i; yi = 1: (y = y1 : : : yn)f0g otherwise:This reduction is called disjunctive truth-table reduction.8. bdtt = <nb; non-adaptive; fd; ;>. (�pbdtt)nb(i; x) = i.fd(x; y) = ( f1g if 9i; yi = 1: (y = y1 : : : yn)f0g otherwise:This reduction is called bounded disjunctive truth-table reduc-tion. The bounded conjunctive truth-table reduction (�pbctt) isde�ned similar: fd is replaced by fc, and n remains the same.9. k-dtt = <nk; non-adaptive; fd; ;>. (�pk-dtt)nk(i; x) = k.fd(x; y) = ( f1g if 9i; yi = 1: (y = y1 : : : yn)f0g otherwise:



22 CHAPTER 2. DEFINITIONSThis reduction is called k-disjunctive truth-table reduction. Thek-conjunctive truth-table reduction (�pk-ctt) is again de�ned sim-ilar: fd is replaced by fc, and nk remains the same.10. � = <;; non-adaptive; f�; ;>. (�p�)f�(x; y) = ( f1g if Pni yi = 1 (mod 2): (y = y1 : : : yn)f0g otherwise:This reduction is called the parity reduction.11. m = <nm; ;; fm; ;>. (�pm)nm(i; x) = 1.fm(x; y) = ( fyg if y = 0 or y = 1:; otherwise:This reduction is called a many-one reduction. Sometimes it willbe more elegant to use the following equivalent de�nition: A �pmB i� there exists a total polynomial time computable function fsuch that x 2 A i� f(x) 2 B. Obviously f can be constructedfrom an oracle machine that obeys the restriction m and viceversa.12. m̂ = <nm̂; ;; fm̂; ;>. (�p̂m)nm̂(i; x) = 1.fm̂(x; y) = ( fyg if y = 0 or y = 1:f0; 1g otherwise:This reduction will be called extended many-one.13. m,li = <nm; ;; fm;LI> (�pm;li)nm and fm as above.LI = 8y 2 Q(Mi; x) : jyj > jxj.This constraint says that the queries have to be bigger (in length)than the input.This reduction is called many-one length increasing. As in thecase of the many-one reduction we sometimes use the equivalentfunctional de�nition in terms of total polynomial time computablefunctions that are length increasing.



2.6. REDUCTIONS 2314. m,1-1 = <nm; ;; fm;one-one> (�pm;1-1)nm and fm as above.one-one = 8y 2 Q(Mi; x) : 8x0 < x : y =2 Q(Mi; x0). Thisconstraint says that each query is asked once. Clearly this im-plies injectivity. This reduction is called many-one and one toone reduction. We will use sometimes the existence of a totalpolynomial time computable function that is one-one.15. m,1-1,li =<nm; ;; fm;one-one-li> (�pm;1-1;li)nm and fm as above.one-one-li = one-one and li. This means that both the con-straints (one-one and li) have to be satis�ed in order to satisfyone-one-li. This reduction is called many-one, length increasingand one to one. Again the functional equivalent way is sometimeschosen: there exists a total polynomial time computable functionthat is one-one and length increasing.16. m,1-1,eh =<nm; ;; fm;one-one-eh> (�pm;1-1;eh)nm and fm as above.EH = 8y 2 Q(Mi; x) : 2jyj > jxj.This constraint says that the queries do not decrease more thanexponential in length. one-one-eh = one-one and eh. This re-duction is called many-one, one to one and exponentially honest.The same comment applies here: the functional variant must beexponential honest, i.e. not decrease more than an exponentialin the length of the argument.17. pos = <;; ;; fpos; ;> (�ppos)Let POS be the class of all positive boolean formulas. Theseare formulas, that can be represented using only disjunctions andconjunctions as connectives. For x a boolean variable, x := 1(0)means x := >(?). � = 1(0) if it evaluates to true (false).fpos(x; y) = f�(x1 := y1; : : : ; xi := yi)g (y = y1 : : : ; yi).For � 2 POS .This reduction is called positive Turing reduction. The posi-tive truth-table, positive bounded-truth-table and the positive k-truth-table reductions are de�ned as truth-table, bounded truth-table or k-truth-table reduction with fpos as accept-restr.



24 CHAPTER 2. DEFINITIONSAnother way of looking at this reduction is as follows: Mi is apositive Turing reduction if for all oracles A and B it holds thatif A � B then L(M;A) � L(M;B).



Chapter 3Complete Sets3.1 Getting startedReductions, �rst introduced by Turing, give rise to equivalence relationson sets, such that the equivalence classes (sets which are reducible toeach other) are partially ordered. Further re�nements on reductionshave led to the introduction of the resource bounded reduction. Thereductions are resource bounded in the sense that the amount of spaceand/or time that is needed to perform the reduction, is restricted. Thisnotion is particularly useful for, but not restricted to, ordering resourcebounded (sub recursive) sets. The sets are resource bounded in thesense that they can be recognized by time or space bounded Turing ma-chines. These resource bounded sets are grouped together and form acomplexity class, for example P ;NP ;PSPACE ;E ;EXP , NE or NEXP .The following two notions form the main ingredients for this thesis:What kind of ordering, is induced by reduction r, on sets in complexityclass C ?It turns out, that this point of view has been very fruitful in the past.Results along these line include the notion of NP -completeness [Coo71]and the proof that nondeterministic logspace is closed under comple-mentation.One of the �rst questions that comes to mind is: what is the small-est element (set) under reduction r in complexity class C and what is,if any, the biggest? The �rst question can be answered quite straight-25



26 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETSforwardly: It is any set in the class P . This because a polynomial timebounded oracle machine that never accesses the oracle tapes, reducesthe language that it accepts to any set in polynomial time, and sinceit accepts the language in polynomial time it is in P1.This chapter will deal with the other extreme: the biggest elementin a certain class. Let us de�ne this more precisely:De�nition 3.1 Let C be a complexity class, A a set and �pr a reductionof type r.1. A is called r -hard for complexity class C if for all B 2 C; B �pr A.2. A is called r -complete for complexity class C if it is both r -hardfor C and A 2 C.Describing, in general, the necessary and su�cient conditions forcomplexity classes to contain complete problems, is still an open prob-lem, but the complexity classes we will consider in this chapter docontain many-one complete sets.For the following complexity classes enumerations of Turing ma-chines exist: P ;NP ;PSPACE ;E ;EXP ;NE and NEXP . We will de-note the ith machine in such an enumeration by Mi. We will assumethe following convention for the running time of these machines:� P : Mi runs in deterministic time ni.� NP : Mi runs in non-deterministic time ni.� PSPACE : Mi uses no more than ni space.� E : Mi runs in deterministic time 2in.� EXP : Mi runs in deterministic time 2ni.� NE : Mi runs in non-deterministic time 2in.� NEXP : Mi runs in non-deterministic time 2ni.1There is one exception to this, namely the many-one reduction. For this thestatement should read: any set in P can be many-one reduced to any other setexcept ; and ��. The alternative reduction �p̂m solves this problem.



3.2. ONE QUERY 27The standard way to show that there are complete sets is the following.Consider sets of the form:K = f<e; x; pad(<e; x>)> j Me accepts x gThe function pad, computable in x, makes sure that the set K iscomputable within the appropriate resource bound. For example forNP the function pad is 0jxje, this to assure that K is in NP . K iscomplete for NP because the reduction from a set, say A, to K worksas follows. A is in NP and this fact is witnessed by machine Mj. Thereduction on input x simply queries whether <j; x; 0jxjj> is in K andaccepts x i� this is the case.Since the set K is many-one complete for the above mentioned com-plexity classes it follows immediately that K is complete for any of thede�ned reductions. In this chapter we will show that on E , EXP ;NEand NEXP for almost all reduction types the resulting completenessnotions di�er. This will be done by constructing sets that are completew.r.t. one kind of reduction and are not complete w.r.t. an other kindof reduction.Unfortunately it is not known whether these di�erences are truefor NP or PSPACE . The di�culty lies in the fact that if one couldshow these di�erences, then one proved in fact that P 6= NP or P 6=PSPACE . This because on P all the completeness notions are the same.In Section 3.2 we will explore whether the notions �pm and �p1�tt canbe separated. In Section 3.3 we will examine the reductions that querya constant number of queries and in Section 3.4 the adaptive versus non-adaptive reductions will be separated. The new work in this chapter istaken form [BHT91] and citeBuhrmanSpaanTorenvliet91.3.2 One QueryIn this section we will examine the reductions that obey restrictionswith n = 1. It is clear that adaptive and non-adaptive computationsare the same if only one query is involved, so �p1�tt and �p1T are oneand the same reduction. Furthermore for sets not �� or ;, �pm and �p̂mare equal and since neither �� nor ; can be complete for exponentialtime classes, the completeness notions w.r.t. these reductions coincide.



28 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETSThe only two candidates that remain are �pm and �p1�tt. It is nothard to build a set A 2 EXP such that A 6�pm A, and since obviouslyA �p1�tt A, it follows that these reductions di�er on EXP . This howeverdoes not imply that the completeness notions w.r.t. these reductionsdi�er, and surprisingly we will see that these completeness notions arein fact the same.We �rst will show that for E and EXP the completeness notions for�pm and �p1�tt coincide, a result which can be found in [HKR]. Thenwe will show how to extend this proof in order to obtain the analogousresult for NE and NEXP .3.2.1 Completeness for EXPIn order to show that the �pm and �p1�tt -completeness notions coincideon EXP , we will show that for every �p1�tt -complete set T and everyset A 2 EXP , A �pm T . Standard padding techniques will then su�ceto get the result for E , since every set A, that is �pr -complete for Eis also �pr -complete for EXP . For let B be any set in EXP , say inDTIME �2ni�. De�ne B0 = f<x; 0ni> j n = jxj and x 2 Bg. B and B0are many-one equivalent and since B0 is in E , it follows that B0 �pr A,as was needed. B0 is called the padded version of B.Let M1;M2; : : : be an enumeration of �p1�tt -reductions.Theorem 3.2 ([HKR]) Let A be any set in EXP. If T is �p1�tt -com-plete for EXP then A �pm T .Proof: We will construct a set D in EXP that will witness the factthat A �pm T in the following sense. D will be in EXP and this willensure that D �p1�tt T , via some one-truth-table reduction, say Mj. Itwill turn out that the construction of D ensures that Mj on inputs ofthe form <j; x> will be a �pm -reduction from A to T .If we take a close look at the possible computation trees that a �p1�tt-reduction, say Mone(x), induces we get the following 4 possibilities:1. Mone(x) writes z on the query-tape and accepts i� a 0 is writtenon the answer-tape.



3.2. ONE QUERY 292. Mone(x) writes z on the query-tape and accepts i� a 1 is writtenon the answer-tape.3. Mone(x) rejects.4. Mone(x) accepts.Consider the following algorithm that de�nes the set D:input <i; x>Simulate Mi(<i; x>). Mi will end up in one of the 4 cases.If in case 3, accept.If in case 4, reject.If in case 2, accept i� x 2 A.If in case 1, accept i� x =2 A.endSince A and A are both in EXP , it is not hard to see that D is alsoin EXP . Since T happens to be �p1�tt -complete for EXP , D �p1�ttT , say via Mj. Although somewhat magical it will be the case, thatMj(<j; x>) performs a many-one reduction from A to T . Let z be thequery written on the query-tape by Mj on input <j; x> :� case 3 and 4 cannot occur.� case 2: x 2 A, <j; x> 2 D ,Mj(<j; x>) accepts , z 2 T .� case 1: x 2 A, <j; x> =2 D ,Mj(<j; x>) rejects , z 2 T .23.2.2 Completeness for NEXPThe above proof relies heavily on the fact that EXP is closed undercomplementation. In the last step of the algorithm that de�nes D itis required to accept <i; x> i� x =2 A. Since it is not known whetherNEXP is closed under complementation this line will not necessarily becomputable in nondeterministic exponential time and hence it cannotbe guaranteed that the resulting set D is in NEXP .



30 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETSThe idea to get around this problem is to �rst prove for sets A 2NEXP \ co-NEXP that are �p1�tt -reducible to a complete set T , thatin fact A �pm T . This can be done using the proof technique for theEXP case. Once this is done we are able to reduce the general case tothis special case.Lemma 3.3 Let T be a �p1�tt -complete set for NEXP. For every setA 2 NEXP \ co-NEXP, A �pm T .Proof: As above, we will construct a set D 2 NEXP with the propertythat A �p1�tt D �p1�tt T and the �pm -reduction from A to T can becomputed from the �p1�tt -reduction from D to T . Observe that the setD in the proof of Theorem 3.2 is in NEXP if A is in NEXP \ co-NEXP .So let D �p1�tt T via Mj. Again Mj reduces A many-one to T on thepairs <j; x>. 2Now for all sets in NEXP if a set is 1-truth-table reducible to acomplete set T via say machine Mj, then there are strings that areaccepted if the query is in T . Those strings are already many-onereducible to T . The other strings (i.e. the strings that get accepted bya query in the complement of T ) form a set that is in NEXP \ co-NEXPand by Lemma 3.3 they are many-one reducible to T via some otherreduction. We state:Theorem 3.4 Every �p1�tt -complete set for NEXP is also �pm -com-plete.Proof: Let A be a set in NEXP , T a 1-truth-table complete set inNEXP and let Mj witness the reduction from A to T . On any inputMj can end up in one of the following four situations:1. Mj queries z and accepts i� z 2 T2. Mj queries z and accepts i� z =2 T3. Mj accepts4. Mj rejectsWe now split set A in two subsets A1 and A2.



3.2. ONE QUERY 31A1 = fx j x 2 A and machine Mj is not in case 2gA2 = fx j x 2 A and machine Mj is in case 2gClaim 3.5 A2 is in NEXP \ co-NEXP.Proof: We need to show that there is a NEXP predicate for A2 andfor the complement of A2.x 2 A2 i� machine Mj in case 2 and x 2 Ax =2 A2 i� machine Mj not in case 2 or z 2 TIt is clear that both predicates are NEXP . 2Now we can construct the many-one reduction from A to T : Simulatemachine Mj on input x. If Mj is in case 1 then output z. If Mj in case2 then x is in A i� x is in A2. Since A2 is in NEXP \ co-NEXP there isby Lemma 3.3 a many-one reduction from A2 to T say g. Now outputg(x). If Mj is in case 3 output a �xed element t0 2 T and if Mj is incase 4 output a �xed element t1 =2 T . The entire construction can becarried out in polynomial time. 2The construction can be generalized to a recursion theoretic set-ting. We relax the time bounds and end up with recursive reductions.We now have the following equivalent reductions �RECm for a many-onereduction and �REC1�tt for a 1-truth-table reduction in exactly the sameway as the above theorem was proven we can prove the following:Corollary 3.6 let �k be the kth level of the arithmetic hierarchy asde�ned in [Soa87]. For all k if A is �REC1�tt -complete for �k then A is�RECm -complete for �k.It would be interesting to prove the same result for the class NP .The problem is that the technique used in Lemma 3.3 is not applicablefor sets in NP . Under the strong assumption that P = NP \ co-NPhowever, we can prove it.Corollary 3.7 If P = NP \ co-NP then every �p1�tt -complete set forNP is �pm -complete



32 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETS3.3 A constant number of QueriesIn this section we will consider not only reductions that query one stringbut reductions that are allowed to query a constant number of strings.We will examine the resulting completeness notions on E ;EXP ;NEand NEXP .3.3.1 K-Truth-TableIn 1987, Watanabe [Wat87a] and [Wat87b] building upon earlier workof Berman [Ber76], proved that (k+1)-truth-table completeness on Edi�ers from k-truth-table completeness. In this section we will provethat this is also true for NE and NEXP . The proof technique used toshow this will also work on E and thus will prove the result for E aswell.As we saw in the previous section many-one completeness is thesame as 1-truth-table completeness. In this section we will see that oneextra query su�ces to exhibit a set in NEXP that is �p2�tt -completebut not �pm -complete. Since we are working on NEXP we have to takecare that our construction does not use that NEXP is closed undercomplementation anywhere. The constructions presented in [Wat87a,Wat87b] do make use of the fact that E is closed under complements,so a quite di�erent strategy is needed here.The �rst result (Theorem 3.9) exhibits a di�erence between com-plete sets with respect to �pm and �pdtt -reductions. The new tool thatis needed comes from the work of Ganesan and Homer [GH89].The next result appears in Theorem 3 in [GH89]Theorem 3.8 Any �pm -complete set for NE is �pm;1-1;eh -complete.While the major new contribution of this theorem was the one-onecompleteness, it is the exponential honesty2 which will be crucial here.We can now state the theorem which yields the desired di�erencesbetween complete sets. A similar theorem can be found in Ganesan andHomer [GH89]. The proof presented here is simpler, more complete andwill be generalized to other reducibilities later in this section.2Recall that a reduction is exponential honest if it does not query strings thatare exponentially smaller than the size of the input.



3.3. A CONSTANT NUMBER OF QUERIES 33Theorem 3.9 There is a set B which is �p2�dtt -complete for NEXPbut not �pm -complete for NEXP.Proof: Let K be the �pm -complete set for NE de�ned earlier, K is �pm-complete for NEXP as well. The set B will be constructed so that itsonly elements are of the form <e; x; l; i>, i = 0 or i = 1.B will be complete via the �p2�dtt -reduction:<e; x; l> 2 K $ [<e; x; l; 0> 2 B] _ [<e; x; l; 1> 2 B]To ensure that B is not �pm -complete, we diagonalize against allpossible�pm -reductions from �� to B. Let fi be the ith polynomial-timecomputable function in some �xed enumeration of all such functions.We may assume that fi runs in DTIME (ni). We need a set of elementson which to diagonalize. To this end we de�ne a sequence of integersfb(n)gn2IN by b(0) = b(1) = 1, b(m) = 2(b(m�1))m�1 + 1, for m > 1.Let H = n0b(k)ok2IN . It is easy to verify that H 2 P . We use thesequence H to diagonalize against �pm reductions.We can now describe the construction ofB. The set B is constructedin stages. At stage k = 1; 2; ::: we determine all elements in B of length� (b(k))k. At stage 1 we put all strings s, jsj � 1 into B. Now assumewe have constructed B through stage n� 1. Stage n > 1 is de�ned asfollows.stage n:Compute fn(0b(n)). For all strings s of the form <e; x; l; i>; (i 2f0; 1g) with (b(n� 1))n�1 < jsj � (b(n))n, put s 2 B i� s 6= fn(0b(n))and <e; x; l> 2 K.end of stage nFirst note that K �p2�dtt B via the reduction de�ned above. Thisis true, as for any <e; x; l>, if <e; x; l> 2 K then at least one of<e; x; l; 0>;<e; x; l; 1> is put into B (without loss of generality we as-sume that jj<e; x; l; 0>jj = jj<e; x; l; 1>jj) and if <e; x; l> 62 K thenneither of the two strings is in B.Claim 3.10 B 2 NEXPProof: Given a string s, s 2 B i�:



34 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETS1. s = <e; x; l; i> for some e; x; l 2 ��; i 2 f0; 1g,2. <e; x; l> 2 K, and3. s 6= fk(0b(k)) where b(k) is the least element in the sequencefb(n)gn with(b(k))k � jsj.Condition 1 can be decided in linear time. Consider 3. By construc-tion, jsj > (b(k � 1))k�1 � k and hence (b(k))k � 2kjsj. Now sincefk 2 DTIME �nk� and H 2 P , the b(k) as in 3 can be found and thecondition in 3 checked in (b(k))k � 2kjsj � 2O(jsj2) steps. As K 2 NEthe claim follows and in fact B 2 NTIME �2O(n2)�. 2Thus we have B �p2�dtt -complete for NEXPClaim 3.11 B is not �pm -complete for NEXP.Proof: Assume B were �pm -complete. Then by Theorem 3.8 there isa polynomial time computable fn which reduces �� to B and which isexponentially honest.At stage n of the construction of B we computed fn(0b(n)). By theexponential honesty of fn, 2jfn(0b(n))j � j0b(n)j = b(n) = 2(b(n�1))n�1 + 1,and so jfn(0b(n))j > (b(n� 1))n�1. Hence at stage n we put fn(0b(n))into B. This contradicts the assumption that fn is a reduction of ��to B 2This completes the proof of Theorem 3.9. 2A standard padding argument now yields the same result for NE .Corollary 3.12 There is a C which is �p2�dtt -complete for NE butnot �pm -complete for NE.Proof: Let B be as in the previous theorem. Then, as noted above,B 2 NTIME �2O(n2)�. De�ne C = fx10jxj2 j x 2 Bg. Then1. C 2 NE2. B �pm C and hence C is �p2�dtt -complete.



3.3. A CONSTANT NUMBER OF QUERIES 353. C is not �pm -complete for NE . (Since C �pm B)Hence C has the desired properties. 2The same proof works to yield these same results for any nonde-terministic class, with a paddable �pm -complete set, containing NE ,including the class of recursively enumerable sets.Next we turn to di�erentiating between complete sets for boundedtruth table reductions. We will prove that, for any k > 1 there is a setthat is �pk-tt -complete, but not �p(k�1)-tt -complete for NE .For simplicity, we present the proof for the case k = 3.The general theorem is a direct extension of the proof given here.The central idea in the proof is again a careful analysis of the honestyof the reductions. However, here we cannot avoid reductions that arenot exponentially honest. Rather, we show that in exponential time,we can directly compute the result of dishonest queries made by thereduction as they are so much shorter than the input. Honest queriesmade by the reduction are handled as in Theorem 3.9. Furthermore,in addition to constructing the requisite set B, we need to explicitlyconstruct a set of witnesses W in EXP that does not �p2�tt -reduceto B. It is not su�cient to simply use �� for the witness set as inTheorem 3.9.Theorem 3.13 There is a set B which is �p3�d -complete for NEXPbut not �p2�tt -complete for NEXP.Note that this theorem separates both �p2�tt and �p3�tt -completenessand �p2�dtt -completeness from �p3�d -completeness.Proof: The set B is constructed in stages, in a way similar to thatof Theorem 3.9. B will be made �p3�d -complete via the reduction<e; x; l> 2 K $ 9i 2 f0; 1; 2g : <e; x; l; i> 2 B. In order to en-sure that B is not �p2�tt -complete we simultaneously construct a setW in EXP that witnesses the incompleteness of B. We make useof the sequence fb(n)g from the previous proof. Recall that b(k) =2(b(k�1))k�1 + 1.LetMi be the ith 2-tt -reduction in some enumeration of such reduc-tions and let Q(Mi; x) be the set of (at most two) elements queried byMSi (x) during its computation. Mi is assumed to run in time pi(n) = ni



36 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETSand, as Mi is a truth-table reduction Q(Mi; x) does not depend on S.We can now present the construction of B and W .Initially B =W = ;.stage n:At stage n we determine B(y) for all strings y with (b(n� 1))n�1 <jyj � (b(n))n and we decide whether or not 0b(n) 2 W . (At this pointin the construction B � ��(b(n�1))n�1 .)1. For all y with (b(n� 1))n�1 < jyj � (B(n))n, puty 2 B $ 8><>: 9i 2 f0; 1; 2g(y = <e; x; l; i>) and<e; x; l> 2 K andy 62 Q(Mn; 0b(n))2. Put 0b(n) 2 W $MBn (0b(n)) = 0end of stage nClearly, as jjQ(Mn; 0b(n))jj � 2, <e; x; l> 2 K i� one of the three<e; x; l; i> 2 B (i = 1; 2; 3). So B is �p3�d -hard for NEXP . Moreoversince only elements not in Q(Mn; 0b(n)) are added to B at stage n,and only elements of length greater than (b(n))n at subsequent stagesMBn (0b(n)) =MB�(b(n�1))n�1n (0b(n)).We proceed via a series of lemmata to complete the proof.Lemma 3.14 W 2 EXP.Proof: By the construction W � f0b(n)g. The following algorithmtests if 0b(n) 2 W .1. compute Q(Mn; 0b(n)).2. For each y 2 Q(Mn; 0b(n)), compute if y 2 B as follows:if jyj > (b(n� 1))n�1 then y 62 B by the construction.if jyj � (b(n� 1))n�1 then �nd the least k such that jyj � (b(k))k.if y 2 Q(Mk; 0b(k)) then y 62 B.else y 2 B $ y = <e; x; l; i> for some i 2 f0; 1; 2g and<e; x; l> 2K.



3.3. A CONSTANT NUMBER OF QUERIES 373. Using the truth table computed by MBn (0b(n)) and the informa-tion from 2, we can compute the value of MBn (0b(n)). By theconstruction 0b(n) 2 W if and only if MBn (0b(n)) = 0.Step 1 takes at most (b(n))n steps. For step 2, given 0b(n) as input, wecan in b(n) steps determine (b(n� 1))n�1 since b(n) = 2(b(n�1))n�1 + 1.If jyj � (b(n� 1))n�1, then �nding k least with (b(k))k � jyj can againbe done within b(n) steps. (by the de�nition of the sequence fb(n)g.).We can then compute Q(Mk; 0b(k)) in (b(k))k < (b(n))n steps and testif y 2 Q(Mk; 0b(k)). If so and if y = <e; x; l; i> then computing if<e; x; l> 2 K deterministically takes 22j<e;x;l>j � 22(b(n�1))n�1 < 2b(n)steps. Hence step 2 can be carried out in time 2b(n)+(b(n))n 2 2O(b(n)).Finally step 3 can be done in O ((b(n))n) steps. So deciding 0b(n) 2W takes 2O(b(n)) steps and hence W 2 EXP . 2Lemma 3.15 B is �p3�d -complete for NEXP.Proof: We have already observed that B is �p3�d -hard. So it remainsto prove that B 2 NEXP .Given y, the following algorithm tests if y 2 B.1. Find the least n with jyj � (b(n))n.2. Compute Q(Mn; 0b(n)).3. If y 2 Q(Mn; 0b(n)) then y 62 Belse y 2 B $ ( y = <e; x; l; i> for some i 2 f0; 1; 2gand <e; x; l> 2 KNow, for n as in 1, jyj > (b(n� 1))n�1, so by de�nition of thefb(n)g sequence, (b(n))n = �2(b(n�1))n�1 + 1�n < �2jyj + 1�n < 2njyj+1.Hence, since n < jyj, (b(n))n < 2O(jyj2), the value of n in step 1 can befound in < (b(n))n steps and step 2 can be computed in (b(n))n steps.Clearly then step 3 can nondeterministically be computed in time 2jyjas j<e; x; l>j < jyj.Thus steps 1 and 2 can be carried out deterministically in 2O(jyj2)steps and step 3 can be done in NEXP , so B 2 NEXP . 2



38 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETSLemma 3.16 B is not �p2�tt -complete for NEXP.Proof: Assume B were �p2�tt -complete. Then by Lemma 3.14, Wwould be 2-tt-reducible to B, say by reduction Mn. But by the con-struction, we have 0b(n) 2 W if and only ifMBn (0b(n)) = 0, contradictingthe assumption that Mn is the required reduction. 2This ends the proof of the theorem. 2Via the same padding argument as before one can prove,Corollary 3.17 There is a set C which is �p3�d -complete for NE, butnot �p2�tt -complete for NE.Straightforward modi�cations of the above method yield a numberof extensions of these results.� The above proof can be generalized to give the same results fork-d-reductions instead of 3-d.� The above proofs work as well for any nondeterministic class witha paddable �pm -complete set which contains NE .A very similar argument can be used to separate �pbtt and �ptt -completeness. The proof is only sketched.Theorem 3.18 There is a set B which is �ptt -complete for NEXP,but not �pbtt -complete for NEXP.Proof: (Sketch) As before we construct B together with a witness setW . The reduction making B �ptt -complete will be:<e; x; l> 2 K $ 9i(i � j<e; x; l>j and <e; x; l; i> 2 B)At stage n of the construction we treat n as a pair n = <n1; n2> andwe try to diagonalize against the nst1 tt-reduction Mn1, but we only dothis if Mn1 queries � n2 queries to the oracle.More formally, stage n of the construction is as follows:stage n:



3.3. A CONSTANT NUMBER OF QUERIES 391. Let n = <n1; n2> and compute Q(Mn1; 0b(n)).2. If jjQ(Mn1 ; 0b(n))jj > n2 thenfor all y with (b(n1))n�1 < jyj � (b(n))n, puty 2 B $ y = <e; x; l; 0> and <e; x; l; > 2 K.3. If jjQ(Mn; 0b(n))jj � n2 then4. put 0b(n) 2 W $ MBn1(0b(n)) = 0 and5. for all y with (b(n� 1))n�1 < jyj � (b(n))n puty 2 B $ 8><>: y 62 Q(Mn; 0b(n)) and9i(y = <e; x; l; i> and i � j<e; x; l>j and<e; x; l> 2 K)end of stage nNow exactly as in Theorem 3.13, we can prove that W 2 EXPand that B 2 NEXP . In step 5 of the construction we have that(b(n� 1))n�1 < jyj so it follows from the de�nition of fb(n)g that ify = <e; x; l> and i � j<e; x; l>j then j<e; x; l>j > n > n2. So instep 5 we have room to code K into B. Hence B is �ptt -complete forNEXP .Now, let Mn1 be a �pbtt -reduction, say with norm n2. Then at stagen = <n1; n2> we will �nd that jjQ(Mn1; 0b(n))jj � n2 and so in step 3 ofthe construction will put 0b(n) 2 W $MBn1(0u(n)) = 0, and so 0b(n) willwitness the fact that Mn1 does not btt-reduce W to B and so B is not�pbtt -complete for NEXP . 2We end this Subsection by noting that all the constructions so farcan be carried out in deterministic exponential time, provided the setK is taken to be the standard complete set for E . This yields thatall the corresponding completeness notions w.r.t. these reductions onEandEXP are also di�erent.3.3.2 Disjunctive versus ConjunctiveIn this section we will pay attention to two speci�c types of truth-tablereductions: disjunctive and conjunctive truth-table reductions. Firstwe only consider reductions that query a constant number of strings.



40 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETSWe note that if the bound is 1, disjunctive reductions are the sameas conjunctive, which are just many-one reductions.As we have seen in the previous section �p2�dtt -completeness isdi�erent from �pm -completeness (Theorem 3.9). Furthermore �pk-dtt isdi�erent from �p(k�1)-dtt (Theorem 3.13).It is not hard to see that the constructions can be altered such thatthe statement is true for conjunctive reductions instead of disjunctivereductions. This implies that for conjunctive as well as disjunctivereductions one more query makes a di�erence.In this section we will prove that even with the same number ofqueries disjunctive and conjunctive reductions are incomparable.We will �rst show that this is true for�p2�dtt and�p2�ctt completenessnotions. Again from that construction it will be clear that this proofcan be generalized to arbitrary disjunctive and conjunctive reductions.Theorem 3.19 There exists a set A 2 NEXP such that A is �p2�dtt-complete but not �p2�ctt -complete.Proof: Let K be the standard �pm -complete set for NE as de�nedabove. To achieve the separation we construct a set W 2 E and aset A 2 NEXP such that W 6�p2�ctt A but K �p2�dtt A. We assumean enumeration of polynomial time 2-conjunctive truth-table reduc-tions M1;M2; : : : where Mi runs in time ni. We need a set of elementson which to diagonalize. To do this, we de�ne a sequence of integersfb(n)gn: b(n) = ( 1 if n � 12b(n�1)n�1 + 1 otherwiseWe construct A and W in stages. A � f0; 1g � �� and W � f0g�.At stage n, we de�ne An and decide whether 0b(n) 2 W or 0b(n) 2 W .We let A<n = Sn�1i=0 Ai and A = S1n=0Anstage 0: A0 =W = ;.stage n:



3.3. A CONSTANT NUMBER OF QUERIES 41Let A0n = f<i; z> j z 2 K and b(n � 1)n�1 < j<i; z>j � b(n)n andi 2 f0; 1ggSimulate Mn on input 0b(n). Mn will query at most two strings xand y, w.l.o.g. let x be the largest (in lexicographic order) of thetwo. Mn accepts i� x and y are both in the oracle set.There are two cases:1. jxj � b(n� 1)n�12. b(n� 1)n�1 < jxj � b(n)nIn case 1, compute the answers relative to A<n of both x and y andput 0b(n) 2 W i� Mn rejects. Let An = A0nIn case 2, put 0b(n) 2 W and let An = A0n � fxg. This ensures thatMAn rejects on input 0b(n).end of stage nThe remainder of the proof consists of four items. We show thatA 2 NEXP , that W 2 E , that A is not �p2�ctt -complete, and �nallythat A is �p2�dtt -complete.� We show �rst that A 2 NEXP . To decide <i; z> 2 A (i = 0; 1)compute n such that b(n)n � j<i; z>j > b(n � 1)n�1, which canbe done in linear time. Simulate machine Mn on input 0b(n) andcompute x and y. If <i; z> = x reject, else accept i� z 2 K.All this can be done in nondeterministic exponential time, sincesimulation of the machine Mn on input 0b(n) takes time b(n)n �2n(b(n�1)n�1+1) � 2j<i;z>j2 , as b(n) � 1 and b(n) � 2n whenevern � 3.� Next we show that W 2 E . On input 0b(n) simulate Mn on input0b(n) and compute the queries x and y. Assume again that x isthe larger query in lexicographical order. If jxj > b(n � 1)n�1we accept, else we will decide membership of x and y to A, andaccept i�Mn rejects. To compute if x 2 A, determine n0 < n suchthat b(n0 � 1)n0�1 < jxj � b(n0)n0. x 2 A i� x is not the largestquery queried by Mn0 and x 2 K. This takes deterministic time22jxj < 2b(n). Similarly the membership of y in A can be decided.



42 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETS� Now assume for a contradiction that A is �p2�ctt -complete. Notethat 0b(n) 2 W i�Mn rejects. Then there must be a 2-conjunctivetruth-table reduction from W to A. Let Mj be the machine wit-nessing this reduction. But 0b(j) is in W i� Mj on input 0b(j)rejects. This contradicts the fact that Mj reduces W to A. Thisproves that A is not �p2�ctt -complete.� Finally we give the �p2�dtt -reduction from K to A. Since in everystep only one of the pairs <1; x> or <0; x> can be deleted, x 2 Ki� <0; x> 2 A or <1; x> 2 A. Therefore, the following reductionreduces K to A: g(x) = f<0; x>_<1; x>g2The same proof technique yields the following theorem.Theorem 3.20 There exists a set A 2 NEXP such that A is �p2�ctt-complete but not �p2�dtt -complete.Proof: The proof is almost the same as the previous one. It di�ers onlyin case 2 of the diagonalization. Here we put 0b(n) not in W and add xto A0n. In this way we ensure that 0b(n) 62 W i� MAn accepts. Note thatx 2 K i� <0; x> 2 A and <1; x> 2 A. The �p2�ctt -reduction from Kto A becomes: g(x) = f<0; x> ^<1; x>g2 It is easy to see that the proofs generalize to �pk-dtt -complete setsv.s. �pk-ctt -complete sets (for k � 2).Corollary 3.21 For all k � 2, there exists a set A that is �pk-tt -complete for NEXP but not �pk-dtt (�pk-ctt) -complete for NEXP.This corollary can be strengthened. We are now able to construct a setthat is�pk-tt -complete but neither �pk-dtt -complete nor�pk-ctt -complete.



3.3. A CONSTANT NUMBER OF QUERIES 43Corollary 3.22 For all k � 2, there exists a set A that is �pk-tt -complete for NEXP but neither �pk-dtt -complete nor �pk-ctt -completefor NEXP.Proof: To prove this we use the constructions of Theorem 3.19 at theeven stages and the constructions of Theorem 3.20 at the odd stages.2Corollary 3.23 For all k � 2 there exists a set A that is �pk-tt -complete for NEXP but neither �pdtt -complete nor �pctt -complete.Using standard padding techniques the results in this section gothrough for NE , and since we do not make use of any special propertiesof nondeterminism, they also hold for E and EXP . By complementa-tion the results also hold for co-NE and co-NEXP .3.3.3 Bounded Turing versus bounded Truth-Ta-bleSo far we have only considered reductions that obeyed restrictions thatadmitted only non-adaptive computations. In this section we will ex-plore whether adaptive computations gain power over non-adaptiveones.The general theme with adaptive computations is that the numberof queries queried is the same as with non-adaptive computations, butthe number of potential queries that can be queried is exponentiallybigger. So if the number of queries for an adaptive computation isconstant, the same computation can be performed by a non-adaptivereduction that queries an exponential (but still constant) number ofstrings. Thus, a k -Turing reduction can be performed by a (2k � 1)-truth-table reduction.In this section we prove that k-Turing reductions are more powerfulthan k-truth-table reductions for k > 1, and that for k < ` < 2k � 1,k-Turing and `-truth table reductions are incomparable.Theorem 3.24 For every k there exists a set D in NEXP that is �pk-T-complete but not �p(2k�2)�tt -complete.



44 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETSAs an example of the techniques used, we �rst prove the degeneratecase k = 2, i.e. we will construct a set D 2 NEXP such that D is �p2�T-complete but not �p2�tt -complete.Proof: Let M1;M2; : : : ; be an enumeration of the 2-truth-table reduc-tions, where Mi runs in time ni. Let K be the standard �pm -completeset for NE and let fb(n)gn be the sequence de�ned in the proof of The-orem 3.19. We will construct sets D 2 NEXP and W 2 E such thatW 6�p2�tt D, and K �p2�T D. W and D will be constructed in stages.At each stage n we will de�ne a set Dn and we let D = S1n=0Dn.To ensure that K �p2�T D, we have to exploit the fact that a 2-Turing reduction can ask 3 queries in its entire oracle tree, whereas a2-truth-table reduction can ask at most 2 queries in its entire oracletree. We will ensure that D � f0; 1; 2g � K, and use the following2-Turing reduction MT to reduce K to D:On input x, �rst query <0; x>. If a 1 is written on the answer-tape, query <1; x>, and accept i� another 1 is written on the answer-tape. If a 0 is written on the answer-tape for query <0; x> , query<2; x> and accept i� a 1 is written on the answer-tape.For every 2-truth-table reduction, and for every x, at least one of thestrings <0; x>;<1; x>;<2; x> is not queried on input 0b(n), where n issuch that j<0; x>j � b(n)n. This provides enough freedom to diagonal-ize against the 2-truth-table reductions, while still keeping K �p2�T Dby MT .stage 0 : D0 =W = ;stage n:Let Dn = f<i; x> j x 2 K and b(n� 1)n�1 < j<i; x>j � b(n)n and0 � i � 2g. Simulate Mn on input 0b(n). If Mn queries strings oflength � b(n � 1)(n�1) compute the answers to those strings. i.e.,compute the membership of those strings in Sn�1i=0 Di.Let Q be the set of (at most two) queries 2 f0; 1; 2g��� with length> b(n� 1)(n�1). Let i0 2 f0; 1; 2g be a number such that Q containsno string of the form <i0; x>. Now we take the following action,depending on the value of i0:



3.3. A CONSTANT NUMBER OF QUERIES 45i0 = 0: For every y occurring as second member in a pair of Q doDn := (Dn � f<2; y>g) [ f<1; y>gi0 = 1: For every y occurring as second member in a pair of Q doDn := (Dn � f<2; y>g) [ f<0; y>gi0 = 2: For every y occurring as second member in a pair of Q doDn := (Dn � f<0; y>g) [ f<1; y>gNow we are able to compute whetherMn accepts or rejects the input0b(n) when given the oracle Sni=0Di. The fact that no strings of length� b(n)n (i.e. strings that can be queried by Mn on input 0b(n)) arede�ned inside or outside D at subsequent stages ensures that thecomputation on this input is the same as with oracle D.Put 0b(n) in W i� Mn rejects on input 0b(n).end of stage nWe can use an argument similar to the one used in the proof ofTheorem 3.19 to prove that D 2 NEXP ,W 2 E andW is not �p2�tt D.It remains to prove that D is �p2�T -hard for NEXP . Our 2-Turingreduction MT accepts x i� either (<0; x> 2 D ^ <1; x> 2 D) or(<2; x> 2 D ^<0; x> 62 D).We have the following possibilities for D \ f<0; x>;<1; x>;<2; x>g :x 2 K : f<0; x>;<1; x>;<2; x>g or f<0; x>;<1; x>g orf<1; x>;<2; x>g.x 62 K : ; or f<0; x>g or f<1; x>g.Thus, MT accepts x i� x 2 K as required. This ends the proof ofTheorem 3.24 2For this proof, it was essential that a 2-Turing reduction can havemore queries in its entire oracle tree than a 2-truth-table reduction.Since a k-Turing reduction can have 2k � 1 queries in its entire oracletree, whereas a 2k � 2 truth-table reduction can have at most 2k �2 queries in its entire oracle tree, we can use a generalization of theprevious construction to obtain a set D that is �pk�T -complete, butnot �p(2k�2)�tt -complete, thus proving Theorem 3.24.Proof: Let M1;M2; : : : ; be an enumeration of the 2k � 2-truth-tablereductions, where Mi runs in time ni. Let K be a standard �pm -complete set for NE and let fb(n)gn be the sequence de�ned in the proof



46 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETSof Theorem 3.19. We construct set D and W in stages; D = S1n=0Dn.We will ensure that D � f0; : : : ; 2k � 2g � ��, and use the followingk-Turing reduction MT to reduce K to D.On input x, �rst query <0; x>. For the j-th query <i; x>, wherej < k do the following: if a 1 is written on the answer-tape, thenquery <2i+ 1; x>, else query <2i+ 2; x>. Accept i� the k-th bit onthe answer-tape is a 1.stage 0 : D0 =W = ;stage n:Let Dn = f<i; x> j x 2 K and b(n� 1)n�1 < j<i; x>j � b(n)n and0 � i � 2k � 2g.Simulate Mn on input 0b(n). If Mn queries strings of length � b(n�1)(n�1) compute the answers to those strings.Let Q be the set of queries 2 f0; : : : ; 2k � 2g � �� with length >b(n � 1)(n�1). Let i0 2 f0; : : : ; 2k � 2g be such that Q contains nostring of the form <i0; x>.Consider the following tree of depth k, where the nodes are labeled0; : : : ; 2k � 2: The root has label 0, and for each node at depth < kwith label i, the left child has label 2i+ 1, and the right child label2i+2. We will identify roots with their labels, and we will visualizethis tree as a query tree such that on input x the node labeled icorresponds to query <i; x>. If our Turing reduction receives a 1 onits answer-tape to a query represented at some node then the nextquery computed is represented by its left child and if a 0 is writtenon the answer-tape then the next query computed is representedby its right child.For every y that occurs as second member in a pair of Q and andfor every i 2 f0; : : : 2k � 2g; i 6= i0, we take the following action:1. if i occurs on the path from the root to i0 thenif i0 is in the left subtree of i then Dn := Dn [ f<i; y>gif i0 is in the right subtree of i then Dn := Dn � f<i; y>g2. if i occurs to the left of the path from the root to i0 thenDn := Dn [ f<i; y>g



3.3. A CONSTANT NUMBER OF QUERIES 473. if i occurs to the right of the path from the root to i0 thenDn := Dn � f<i; y>g4. if i is in the left subtree of i0 then Dn := Dn [ f<i; y>g5. if i is in the right subtree of i0 then Dn := Dn � f<i; y>gNow we are able to compute whether Mn accepts or rejects.Put 0b(n) in W i� Mn rejects on input 0b(n).end of stage nWe can use a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.19, toprove that D 2 NEXP , W 2 E and W 6 �p(2k�2)�ttD. It remains toprove that D is �pk-T -hard for NEXP .Recall that our k-Turing reductionMT works as follows: on input x,�rst query <0; x>. For each query<i; x> at depth< k do the following:if a 1 is written on the answer-tape, then query <2i+ 1; x>, else query<2i+ 2; x>. Accept i� the last bit on the answer-tape is a 1. Viewthis reduction as a tree of depth k, where the nodes are labeled by thequeries, and a 1 (resp. 0) written on the answer-tape for some query,corresponds to taking the left (resp. right) branch.If x 2 K, MT on input x takes either the leftmost path in its oracletree (if i0 = 0), or the leftmost path through the node labeled i0 whichcorresponds to query <i0; x>. In either case we accept.If x 62 K,MT on input x takes either the rightmost path in its oracletree, or the rightmost path through <i0; x>. In either case we reject.Thus, MT is a reduction from K to D. 2Now we will construct a set D in NEXP that is �p(k+1)�tt -completebut not �pk-T -complete. A �pk-T -reduction can be represented as abinary tree of depth k, where every node in the tree represents a query.The reduction starts with the query represented by the root and pro-ceeds after obtaining an answer to each query as follows. If a 1 iswritten on the answer-tape, we proceed to the left branch otherwiseto the right branch. The leaves of the tree are labeled with the qualityaccept or reject. The idea of the oracle construction is to force the �pk-T-reduction into one branch by leaving out all the queries (if possible) ofthat branch. Since there are only k queries on one branch there remains



48 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETSthe freedom to code an extra pair of K into D that can be queried bya �p(k+1)�tt -reduction.Theorem 3.25 There exists a set D in NEXP that is �p(k+1)�tt -complete but not �pk-T -complete.Proof: We only give the construction for k = 4. Let M1;M2; : : : bean enumeration of �p4�T -reductions. Let K be the standard �pm -complete set for NEandfb(n)gn the sequence de�ned in the proof ofTheorem 3.19. Again we use a stage construction.stage n:D0n := f<i; x> j x 2 K and b(n � 1)(n�1) < j<i; x>j � b(n)n and0 � i � 4gSimulate Mn on input 0b(n), and compute the answers to the queriesof length < b(n�1)n�1. Now evaluate the branch where all the otherqueries receive a 0 on the answer-tape. Let Q0 be the set of thequeries that are large (of length � b(n� 1)(n�1)).Put 0b(n) in W i� Mn rejectsDn := D0nnQ0end of stage nNote that for every x : x 2 K i� <i; x> 2 D for some i. The5-truth-table reduction from K to D becomes:g(x) = f<0; x>_ : : : <4; x>g2Corollary 3.26 If k < ` < 2k � 1, then �pk-T and �p̀�tt are incompa-rable with respect to complete sets for NEXP.As before the results go through for NE ;E and EXP .



3.3. A CONSTANT NUMBER OF QUERIES 493.3.4 Positive versus Non-PositiveIn this section we will consider the completeness notions induced bypositive reductions. The reduction originally stems from recursion the-ory, where Jockusch [Joc68] introduced this reducibility. He used thisreduction to show various facts about recursively enumerable sets.Selman [Sel82] introduced the polynomial time variant of this re-duction. He used it to show that �pm and �ptt -reductions are not thesame on NP , unless E = NE . See chapter 7 for more details.A positive reduction is a reduction that can be characterized withthe following behavior: if A � B, then L(M;A) � L(M;B). Thiscondition is stating that if an oracle machine accepts an input x, thenit keeps accepting x if more strings are added to the oracle set (orequivalently if it rejects it keeps rejecting when more strings are addedto the complement of the oracle set).So far, we encountered 3 types of positive reductions: disjunctive,conjunctive and many-one reductions. We saw that k -disjunctive (andk -conjunctive) reductions were able to beat k � 1 -Turing reductionsw.r.t. their respective completeness notions. The main question thatwill be addressed here is the following: Is there a k and a set that is ktruth-table complete, but not k positive complete? We have seen thatfor k = 1 all the completeness notions are positive, so we have to lookfor k > 1.We will show that such a set indeed exist in a very strong way: Thereexists a set A in EXP that is �p2�tt -complete but not �ppos -complete.The idea is again to use a diagonalization construction similar tothe previous constructions. Note that we are working on EXP , so wemay (and will) use the fact that this class is closed under complements.Again we build a set W and a set A such that W 6�ppos A but on theother hand ensure that K �p2�tt A.The main two di�erences are that the �p2�tt -reduction cannot bepositive. Furthermore since we are dealing with a Turing reductionto diagonalize against, we cannot �nd strings that are not queried andthus code K on that string. We get around this last problem by �ndingstrings that do not matter in the computation of the �ppos -reduction.The details are given below.Theorem 3.27 There exists a set A in EXP such that A is �p2�tt -



50 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETScomplete, but not �ppos -complete.Proof: Let M1;M2; : : : ; be an enumeration of positive Turing reduc-tions, where Mi runs in time ni. Let K be the standard �pm -completeset for EXP . We will construct W and A in EXP such that W 6�ppos Aand K �p2�tt A. W and A will be constructed in stages. At each stagen we will de�ne a set An and we let A = S1n=0An. To ensure that Ais �p2�tt -complete, we take care that for all x: x 2 K , exactly oneof the two strings <0; x> or <1; x> is in A. If x is not in K we havethe freedom to either put both <0; x>, <1; x> in A or leave them bothout of A. So the �p2�tt -reduction from K to A is a �p2-� -reduction.Let b(0) = 1, and b(n) = b(n� 1)(n�1) + 1.stage 0: A0 =W = ;.stage n:SimulateMn on input 0b(n); for queries of size less than b(n) computewhether they are in Sn�1i=0 Ai and write accordingly a 0 or 1 on theanswer-tape. for the other queries q, write a 1 on the answer-tapeif q is of the form <1; x> and write a 0 otherwise. let FINAL be theaccepting or rejecting �nal state of Mn(0b(n)).Put 0b(n) in W i� FINAL = reject.For j<i; x>j such that b(n) � j<i; x>j � b(n)n do the following:1. x 2 K : <0; x> =2 A and <1; x> 2 A.2. x =2 K :� FINAL = reject: <0; x> =2 A and <1; x> =2 A:� FINAL = accept: <0; x> 2 A and <1; x> 2 A:end of stage nFrom the previous constructions it should be clear that W and Aare both in EXP , furthermore A is �p2�tt -complete since K �p2-� A. Itremains to be shown that W 6�ppos A.Suppose W �ppos A via machine Mm. Consider the simulation ofMm(0b(m)) performed at stagem. Suppose that FINAL was accept. (for



3.4. THE SKY IS THE LIMIT 51reject a similar argument holds). So 0b(m) =2W . Apparently Mm(0b(m))changed it's mind and now rejects 0b(m). For queries of the form <i; x>(i = 0; 1) with x 2 K, the answers written on the answer-tape inthe simulation of Mm(0b(m)) are consistent with A. On the other hand,the answers to the queries of the form <i; x> (i = 0; 1) with x =2 K,might not be consistent, but the only di�erence is that they now mightbe in A, where a 0 was written on the answer-tape, but since Mmis a positive reduction, this cannot change it's mind from acceptingto rejecting. So 0b(m) =2 W and MAm(0b(m)) accepts, which shows thecontradiction. 2Corollary 3.28 �p(k�1)-T -completeness and �pk-pos -completeness no-tions (k > 1) for EXP are incomparable.As usual the result goes through for E . At the present time we donot know how to extend this result to NEXP ; again the problem is thatwe used the fact that EXP is closed under complementation.3.4 The Sky is the LimitFinally, we want to separate truth-table completeness from Turing com-pleteness on NE . While the underlying ideas are the same, the con-struction is considerably more complex. The key is to de�ne the correctTuring reduction within which there is room to diagonalize against alltt-reductions.Theorem 3.29 There is a set B which is �pT -complete but not �ptt-complete for NEXP.Proof: First we de�ne the Turing reduction which we will use to showB �pT -complete. On any input z, the Turing reduction relative to Bqueries a series of jzj2 queries. Each query is of the form <z; i>, wherei < 2jzj2 . For convenience we require that all queries have the samelength. We do this by padding each i in the pair <z; i> with enoughleading 0's so that j<z; i>j = j<z; 2jzj2+1 � 1>j. So the length of eachquery <z; i> is jzj + jzj2. Which queries are queried depends on the



52 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETSanswers to the previous query. The �rst string queried is <z; 1>. Ifa 1 is written on the answer-tape then <z; 2> is queried next, if onthe other hand a 0 is written on the answer-tape then <z; 3> is thenext query. More generally, when <z; i> is queried, a 1 is written onthe answer-tape, results in <z; 2i> being the next query and a 0 in<z; 2i+ 1> being the next query. This process continues on for jzj2many queries. The reduction then halts and accepts z i� the numberof 1's on the answer-tape is odd. A picture of the query tree of thisreduction on input z is:<z; 1>����	1 @@@@R0<z; 2> <z; 3>�����1 AAAAU 0 �����1 AAAAU 0<z; 4> <z; 5> <z; 6> <z; 7>����� CCCCW ����� CCCCW ����� CCCCW ����� CCCCW��� C C C<z; 2jzj2> <z; 2jzj2+1 � 1>

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
depth = jzj2

Note that the number of nodes in this tree is 2jzj2+1�1 and the numberof leaves is 2jzj2 . Let TB(z) be this Turing reduction.The property we will preserve, and which will guarantee �pT -com-pleteness of B is that z 2 K if and only if TB(z) accepts.Some terminology will be helpful here in order to simplify the con-struction. For any z, let Rz be the query tree for the reduction TB(z)



3.4. THE SKY IS THE LIMIT 53described and pictured above, and let Nz be the collection of nodes inRz. Assume we are given a set S � Nz with jjSjj < 2jzj2�1. Then, asthere are 2jzj2�1 pairs of leaves in Rz, each of them having the form<z; 2i>;<z; 2i+ 1>, there is some such pair neither of which are inS. Let `(S) be the lexicographically least leaf in Nz � S such thatp(S), the path from <z; 1> to `(S) in Rz, has the property that thenumber of \1" edges on p(S) is even. (Note: such an `(S) and p(S)must exist since both <z; 2i> and <z; 2i+ 1> are in S and one ofthe paths <z; 1>: : : <z; 2i> or <z; 1>: : : <z; 2i+ 1> must contain aneven number of \1" edges.)The construction will work as follows. For each z we �nd a particularset S � Nz as above and corresponding path p(S). We then de�ne Bon elements <z; i> so that the reduction TB(z) follows the path p(S)through Rz. Finally we put `(S) 2 B $ z 2 K. This will ensure thatz 2 K $ The number of \1" edges on p(S) is odd$ TB(z) acceptsAs in the previous proofs we simultaneously construct B and a wit-ness setW . We again use the sequence fb(k)g. However, to diagonalizeagainst the nth tt-reduction Mn, we �nd a suitable point 0vn 2 f0b(k)gand diagonalize at 0vn.It is simplest to de�ne the sequence fvng, and prove it exists beforepresenting the actual construction. Let v0 = 0 and assume vn�1 hasbeen de�ned. Then vn is the smallest element b(t) in the sequencefb(k)g such that� b(t) > vn�1 and� (b(t))t < 2(b(t�1))2(t�1)�1Claim 3.30 A sequence fvng exists as de�ned above.Proof: By de�nition of fb(k)g, b(k) = 2(b(k�1))k�1 + 1, so(b(k))k = �2(b(k�1))k�1 + 1�k< �2(b(k�1))k�1+1�k= 2k(b(k�1))k�1+k



54 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETSSince the sequence fb(k)g increases exponentially, k<<b(k � 1), andso for k su�ciently large 2k(b(k�1))k�1+k < 2(b(k�1))2(k�1)�1 as needed. 2Initially B =W = ;. We can now de�ne stage n of the construction.At stage n we decide whether to put 0vn into W and we de�ne B onall y with (vn�1)n�1 < jyj � (vn)n.stage n:At this point B � ��(vn�1)n�1 .1. Put 0vn 2 W $MBn (0vn) = 0.2. By de�nition of vn, vn 2 fb(k)g, say vn = b(t). For all y such that(vn�1)n�1 < jyj � (b(t � 1))t�1, puty 2 B $ ( y = <e; x; l; 2j<e;x;l>j2+1 � 1>and <e; x; l> 2 K3. For all y such that (b(t � 1))t�1 < jyj � (vn)n, if y = <e; x; l; i>with i < 2j<e;x;l>j2+1 then set S = Q(Mn; 0vn)\N<e;x;l>. Compute`(S) and p(S) as de�ned above. (Note: we will prove later thatp(S) and `(S) exist.) Then put y 2 B only if either(a) y 2 p(S) and y 6= `(S) and <e; x; l; 2i> 2 p(S) or(b) y 2 p(S) and y = `(S) and <e; x; l> 2 Kend of stage nWe �rst prove that K �pT B via the reduction procedure TB de�nedabove. Given <e; x; l> , let y = <e; x; l; 2j<e;x;l>j2+1 � 1> and let n besuch that (vn�1)n�1 < jyj � (b(n))n. There are 2 cases. If (vn�1)n�1 <jyj � (b(t� 1))t�1 then part 2 applies to y, and to all strings in the treeR<e;x;l>. In this case, the only possible element of the computationquery tree of TB(<e; x; l>) which is put into B is y itself. So thecomputation TB(<e; x; l>) writes 0's on the answer-tape for all of itsqueries until it queries y. By part 2 we have <e; x; l> 2 K $ y 2 B $the computation of TB(<e; x; l>) writes an odd number of 1's (exactly1) on the answer-tape $ TB(<e; x; l>) accepts.In the second case (b(t� 1))t�1 < jyj � (vn)n and part 3 of theconstruction applies to y, and to all queries in the tree R<e;x;l>. Now



3.4. THE SKY IS THE LIMIT 55note that, since Mn runs in time pn(t) = tn, jjSjj = jjQ(Mn; 0vn)jj �(vn)n. By choice of vn, (vn)n < 2(b(t�1))2(t�1)�1 � 2jyj2 . Putting thistogether gives jjSjj � 2jyj2�1, so by the discussion at the beginning ofthe proof, the quantities `(S) and p(S) in part 3 are well de�ned. Thenin part 3 we put elements of p(S) into B or B in such a way thatTB(<e; x; l>) follows the path p(S) to the leaf `(S). And by part 3bwe have <e; x; l> 2 K $ `(S) 2 B $ TB(<e; x; l>) has an oddnumber 1's written on the answer-tape $ TB(<e; x; l>) accepts.Hence in either case the reduction works and we have K �pT B.We now proceed to �nish the proof via a series of three lemmata.Lemma 3.31 W 2 EXPProof: Since f0vng can easily be seen to be in P , given a string x wecan check if x = 0vn for some n. Then given 0vn we can determine if0vn 2 W by computing MBn (0vn) as follows.i. Compute Q(Mn; 0vn)ii. For each y 2 Q(Mn; 0vn), we determine if y 2 B using iii and ivbelow.iii. If jyj � (b(t � 1))t�1 and for some e; x; l; i with i < 2j<e;x;l>j2+1; y =<e; x; l; i>, then we compute if y 2 B directly using parts 2and 3 of the construction. To do this we compute the relevant vn0and b(t0 � 1) which bound jyj and, if needed, the correspond-ing Q(Mn0; 0vn0 ); S; p(S); `(S) and deterministically compute if<e; x; l> 2 K if part 3b of the construction applies.iv. If (b(t� 1))t�1 < jyj � (vn)n and if for some e; x; l; i with i <2j<e;x;l>j2+1, y = <e; x; l; i> then we use part 3 of the constructionto decide if y 2 B. Compute S = Q(Mn; 0vn)\N<e;x;l>; `(S) andp(S). Note that in this case y 6= `(S) since `(S) 62 Q(Mn; 0vn).So 3a of the construction applies and we have y 2 B $ y 2 p(S)and <e; x; l; 2i> 2 p(S).It is straightforward to check that all of the above can be computedin EXP relative to vn = j0vnj. The key point is that when, in stepiii above, <e; x; l> 2 K is computed, we have j<e; x; l>j < jyj �



56 CHAPTER 3. COMPLETE SETS(b(t� 1))t�1. Now <e; x; l> 2 K can be determined in time 22j<e;x;l>j �22(b(t�1))t�1 < 2vn. Finally, once all of Q(Mn; 0vn) is determined, we have0vn 2 W $MBn (0vn) = 0. 2Lemma 3.32 B 2 NEXPProof: The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 3.31. Given y,we want to compute if y 2 B. We do this just as we determined inLemma 3.31. The added complexity comes from the fact that herepart 3b of the construction may apply. It may be that y = `(S) 2 p(S)and so y 2 B $ <e; x; l> 2 K in this case. This puts B into NEXP .The other cases for deciding B can all be carried out in EXP as inLemma 3.31 2Lemma 3.33 B is not �ptt -complete for NEXP.Proof: If B were �ptt -complete, we would have W �ptt B, say viareduction procedure Mn. But 0vn witnesses that this is not the case. 22Corollary 3.34 There is a set C which is �pT -complete for NE, butnot �ptt -complete for NEProof: Again a simple padding argument works. Let B be as in Theo-rem 3.29. De�ne C = fx10jxj2 j x 2 Bg. Since B 2 NTIME �2n2� ; C 2NE ; B �pm C, and hence C is �pT -complete for NE . Now assume Cwere �ptt -complete for NE . Then W �ptt C, where W is the set de�nedin the proof of Theorem 3.29. Let M be a �ptt -reduction which reducesW to C. De�ne a �ptt -reduction M0 as follows. If MC(x) generatesthe tt-condition <<y1; y2; : : : ; yk>;�>, then MB0 (x) generates the con-dition <<z1; z2; : : : ; zk>;�>, where zi = (if yi = z10jzj2 then z else b)and b is a �xed element of B. Clearly M0 is a �ptt -reduction and M0reduces W to B, contradicting the proof of Theorem 3.29. 2Watanabe [Wat87a, Wat87b] used Kolmogorov complexity to dif-ferentiate between �ptt and �pT -completeness for E . The proof of The-orem 3.29 would work for E as well and is a more direct constructionthan the previous one.



Chapter 4Density of Complete Sets4.1 IntroductionIn this chapter we will examine more closely the density of completesets. The density of a set A, is a function, f , such that jjA�njj � f(n).i.e. the function bounds (from above) the number of strings in A oflength n or less. Note that f = 2n2 always bounds the number of stringsin any set.The density of NP -�pm -complete sets has been studied by Ma-haney [Mah82]. His motivation though was somewhat di�erent: hewanted to collect evidence for a conjecture in [BH77].In 1977, Berman and Hartmanis raised a conjecture, nowadays re-ferred to as the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture. They considered thepolynomial time version of an old theorem by Cantor, Bernstein andDedekind, later reproven by Myhill in a constructive setting: If A andB reduce to each other via �REC1�1 -reduction, then A and B are isomor-phic in the sense that there exists a function f such that f is a recursivebijection between A and B. Myhill proved furthermore that all �RECm-complete sets for RE are in fact �REC1�1 -complete and are thus via theprevious theorem recursively isomorphic.Berman and Hartmanis proved that if A and B are �pm -reducibleto each other by reductions that are length increasing and invertiblein polynomial-time, then A and B are polynomial time isomorphic. Inimitation of Myhill they continued to prove that all the known many-57



58 CHAPTER 4. DENSITY OF COMPLETE SETSone complete sets for NP are in fact complete via reductions that arelength increasing and polynomial-time invertible. Thus they proved fora whole bunch of problems that they are polynomial-time isomorphic.This \evidence" lead them to state their conjecture.Note that the truth of the conjecture implies P 6= NP , since not allproblems in P are polynomial time isomorphic: �nite sets cannot beisomorphic to in�nite ones, and on the other hand all sets in P are �pm-complete for this class.Mahaney considered the possibility of polynomial dense sets beingNP -complete. These sets whose density is bounded from above by apolynomial are also called sparse. Mahaney then proved that if therewould exist sparse �pm -hard sets then P = NP . Thus giving evidencein favor of the conjecture.At about the same time Karp and Lipton[KL80] considered thepossibility of sparse �pT -hard sets for NP . Their motivation was notthe isomorphism conjecture, but the following. If SAT is computablein polynomial time, with the help of a small (polynomial size) table,though the table itself may be hard to compute, once computed onecan solve instances of SAT quickly. This is equivalent, as we will see,to saying that SAT is �pT -reducible to a sparse set. Their conclusionwas similar to Mahaney's, but slightly weaker, for they proved if thiswas the case then PH = � p2 .They also proved for the complexity classes PSPACE and EXP ,that if they would posses sparse �pT -hard sets then these would be asubclass of � p2 .Now putting Mahaney's and Karp-Lipton's result together gives usthat EXP does not contain �pm -hard sparse sets. For if it would,Mahaney's result implies P = NP and Karp-Liptons result impliesEXP � �p2 = P (this last equality because P = NP). This is incontradiction with the hierarchy theorems. Resulting in an absoluteresult about EXP .Recent results along the line of Mahaney have been obtained byOgiwara and Watanabe [OW90]. They proved that even for �pbtt -reductions NP cannot have sparse hard sets unless P = NP .In this chapter we will �rst see how to generalize Mahaney's andKarp-Lipton's result to other densities; Section 4.2, then we will con-centrate in Section 4.3 on the question which sets do not reduce to



4.2. MORE THAN POLYNOMIAL DENSITY 59sparse sets. In Section 4.4 we will generalize again to other densities.The new work is taken from [BH92].4.2 More than Polynomial DensityIn order to generalize the Karp-Lipton result to other densities we willneed other than polynomial time hierarchies. These hierarchies aremost conveniently de�ned in terms of alternating Turing machine com-putations.De�nition 4.1 For a function f , �fi (�fi ) denotes the class of lan-guages accepted by a �i(�i) alternating Turing machine which runs intime f(n). For a class of functions F , �Fi = [f2F�fi and �Fi = [f2F�fi .Several important examples are,1. Letting F = fp(n) j p is a polynomialg we obtain the usual levelsof the polynomial-time hierarchy.2. Letting F = f2p(n) j p is a polynomialg we obtain the EXP -hierarchy, one of two exponential time hierarchies studied here.In terms of the more modern oracle notation, the �rst few levelsof this hierarchy are EXP = �EXP0 ;NEXP = �EXP1 ;NEXPNP =�EXP2 ;NEXPNPNP = �EXP3 ; :::. The whole hierarchy is containedin EXPSPACE .3. Letting F = f2cn j c 2 INg we obtain the E-hierarchy. Its �rstfew levels are E;NE ;NENP ;NENPNP ; :::.We will have occasion to consider classes between the levels of thesetwo exponential hierarchies. These are commonly denoted by � classesde�ned by, for F 2 fE;EXPg, �F0 = F , �F1 = FNP ;�F2 = FNPNP ; :::.So for all i, �Fi [ �Fi � �Fi � �Fi+1 \ �Fi+1.Another characterization of sets that �pT -reduce to sparse sets areas sets that have polynomial advice or polynomial size circuits. We nowbriey review the de�nitions of these non-uniform complexity measures.For more detailed de�nitions see Balc�azar, D��az and Gabarr�o [BDG88].



60 CHAPTER 4. DENSITY OF COMPLETE SETSDe�nition 4.2 An advice function is a function f : IN ! ��. Let Cbe a complexity class and F be a class of advice functions. The classC=F is the collection of all sets A such that for some B 2 C and somef 2 F , A = fx j <x; f(jxj)> 2 Bg.We will consider three nonuniform classes: P=poly;EXP=poly andE=lin. Here poly denotes the class of functions whose output length isbounded by some polynomial in the length of the input, and lin denotesthe class of functions whose output length is bounded by some linearfunction in the length of the input.We will be considering e�cient reductions of complete sets to setsof di�erent subexponential densities. The following de�nition speci�esour measure of a set's density.De�nition 4.3 Let f be a nondecreasing function, f : IN ! IN . A setS � �� is f -sparse if jjfx 2 A j jxj � ngjj < f(n) for all n.If F is a class of functions, we say S is F -sparse if S is f -sparse forsome f 2 F .S is said to be sparse if S is p(n)-sparse, for some polynomial p.Informally, sets which, for some �xed k, are nlogkn-sparse, will be calledalmost sparse. Since nlogkn = 2logk+1n, we will use nlogkn; 2logkn; and lessformally, 2polylog interchangeably. S is said to be dense if there is someconstant � > 0 such that S is not 2n�-sparse.Familiarity with the standard de�nitions of Boolean circuit com-plexity is assumed here. A class C is said to have f -size circuits if forevery set A 2 C there is a sequence fDng of circuits which recognize Aand such that for all n, Dn has size � f(n).First we will show some relations between the non-uniform com-plexity measures. They will be used in the sequel.It is well-known that P=poly is equal to the class of problems whichhave polynomial-size circuits, or equivalently to the class of problemswhich are polynomial-time Turing reducible to some sparse set. Thereis a similar, though somewhat weaker, relationship concerning almostsparse sets which is captured in the following proposition.Proposition 4.4 Let A be a set with 2polylog-circuits. Then A is re-ducible to a sparse set in time 2polylog.



4.2. MORE THAN POLYNOMIAL DENSITY 61For clarity and also for later use it is helpful to break the proof intotwo parts.Part 1: If A has 2polylog-circuits then A 2 P=2 polylog .Proof: Let fCng be an encoding of a circuit family recognizing A withjjCnjj � 2logkn, for some �xed k. De�ne the advice function f(n) = Cn,so jf(n)j � 2logkn. Clearly, for x of length n, x 2 A if and only if x isaccepted by the circuit coded by f(n). Since the circuit value problemis in P , whether x 2 A can be decided using the advice function f(n)and the polynomial-time predicate for the circuit value problem. 2Part 2: If A 2 P=2 polylog then A is reducible to a sparse set via a2polylog-time Turing reduction.Proof: Assume A is in the class P=2 polylog via the advice function fand the set B 2 P . De�ne S = f<x; 0n> j x is a pre�x of f(n)g. Asthere are at most k2 many elements in S of length � k, S is sparse.Now, given x, a straightforward pre�x search can be carried out usingS as an oracle to obtain f(jxj) in nlogkn steps, for some �xed k. Havingdone this, we have x 2 A if and only if <x; f(jxj)> 2 B, and this lastcan be determined in time 2polylog relative to jxj. 2Let's now recall the statement of Karp-Lipton: If SAT �pT S; Ssparse, then PH � � p2 . Seen in the light of the previous discussion,the theorem can be stated with polynomial size circuits or polynomialadvice reaching the same conclusion: PH � � p2 .It is now reasonable to ask whether these results can be extended tohigher densities than polynomial, for if we would have a slightly biggerthan polynomial size table where we could look up the informationneeded to solve instances of SAT quickly, the analogy for practicalpurposes still holds, for we have to do this computation only once.We will give evidence that even this is not likely to be the caseunless the Exponential Hierarchy collapses.We already mentioned the recent developments of Ogiwara andWatanabe stretching the theorem of Mahaney up to �pbtt -reductions.Although our main concern in this section will be �pT -hard sets, wewill derive the following proposition using the extended version of thetheorem by Homer and Longpr�e [HL91]



62 CHAPTER 4. DENSITY OF COMPLETE SETSProposition 4.5 NP has no �pbtt -hard set S with jjS�njj � nlogk nunless� NP � St>0DTIME �nlogt n� and� EXP = NEXP.Proof: The main theorem (Theorem 5) of Homer and Longpr�e, whenapplied to btt reductions, states that, if NP �pbtt S with jjS�njj � nlogknthen NP � St>0DTIME �4kk!nlogktnnk� = St>0DTIME �nlogkt n�. Thefollowing padding argument now yields EXP = NEXP .Let A 2 NEXP , say A 2 NTIME (2 n l ). De�ne B = fx02jxjl j x 2Ag. Then B 2 NTIME (n) ) B 2 DTIME (n logun) for some u. Butthen A 2 DTIME ((2 n l )logu2nl ) = DTIME ((2 n l )nul ) = DTIME (2 n l+ul )� CEXP as needed. 2We are now ready to generalize the Karp-Lipton results to sets withhigher density. We show that if an NP -complete set has circuits of size2polylog then the exponential time hierarchy collapses to the second level.Theorem 4.6 NP -complete sets do not have circuits of size 2polylogunless the exponential hierarchy collapses to NEXPNP .Proof: Assume that a 2polylog-size family of circuits exists for SAT .Then, by Proposition 4.4 , SAT is reducible to a P -sparse set in timenlogkn, for some �xed k. In fact, we will prove our result starting fromthe slightly weaker hypothesis that SAT is reducible to a set S of den-sity n(logkn) in time nlogkn, for some k. And from this weaker hypothesiswe will obtain the hierarchy collapse.The proof uses techniques originated by Karp and Lipton [KL80]and Balc�azar [Bal90]. The main idea is to use a NEXPNP -machine to�nd a large initial segment of S and thus a large initial segment of SAT .We then show how a NEXPNP -machine with a large initial segment ofS can simulate a NEXPNPNP -computation, collapsing the hierarchy.Let A be a set in NEXPNPNP and let Mj be a NEXP -machine suchthat A = L(Mj) with a NPNP - oracle. Furthermore assume that Mjruns in time 2nl. We view queries to a NPNP -oracle as queries to a NPmachine M1 that on its turn is allowed to make queries to SAT . Since



4.2. MORE THAN POLYNOMIAL DENSITY 63the running time of Mj is bounded by 2nl it can query strings to M1 oflength at most 2nl. We know that M1 has a running time bounded bya polynomial it follows that M1 queries SAT strings of length at most2pnl for some p.In order to be able to simulate Mj with a NEXPNP - machine wemust compute SAT up to length 2pnl. We know that SAT is reducibleto S in time nlogcn, where the density of S is nlogk n, for some �xed k.Let Mc witness the nlogcn reduction from SAT to S and assume thatMc runs in time nlogcn. So if we know the elements of S up to length2p2nl+cl we're done. There are at most nlogk n strings in S of length n sothere are at most 2plk+2n(l+cl)(1+k) strings of length 2p2nl+cl in S, which is� 2ni for some i. Now de�ne the string z by,z = x1#x2# : : :#x2ni where xi 2 S (i = 1 : : : 2ni)z codes S up to the desired length and the length of z is less than2n2i. The idea now is to �rst �nd z and than replace machine M1 thatqueries SAT by an NP machine that makes no such queries. First wewill show that if z is known than there exists a NP machine M10 suchthat x 2 L(M1; SAT ) , <x; z> 2 L(M10). Machine M10 behaves asfollows:input <x; z>nondeterministically simulate M1 on input xif M1 queries a string y to SAT do the following:simulate machine Mc on input y.if Mc queries a string y0 to S thenrun through z and �nd out if y0 is in zif y0is in z proceed the simulation of Mcwith a 1 written on the answer-tapeotherwise proceed the simulation of Mcwith a 0 written on the answer-tapeif Mc accepts continue the simulation of M1with a 1 written on the answer-tapeotherwise proceed with a 0 written on the answer-tapeIf z is correct, i.e. it is a coding of an initial segment of S, then M10accepts <x; z> i� x 2 L(M1; SAT ). Furthermore for M10 to answer



64 CHAPTER 4. DENSITY OF COMPLETE SETSthe queries y made by M1 to SAT , M10 only needs to simulate thecomputations Mc(y) where oracle queries are answered via a searchthrough z which is linear in the length of z. So M10 is an NP -machine.We now use an EXPNP -computation to �nd a string z0 which, whenused by Mc in place of the S-oracle, computes SAT . Of course, the zde�ned above would work as z0, but we may �nd a di�erent su�cient z0as well. Once a z0 is found, we use it to simulate Mj with M1 replacedby M10. We take advantage of the fact that SAT is self-reducible.Let Mself be an oracle Turing machine that, when equipped witha SAT oracle, witnesses the self-reducibility of SAT . More precisely,Mself works as follows. For an input u,Mself(u) computes by generatingtwo queries u1 and u2, both shorter than u, with the property thatu 2 SAT i� u1 2 SAT or u2 2 SAT . In line (*) of the simulationbelow, we write that Mself(u) accepts with the help of M z0c to meanthat Mself(u) computes and generates the two oracle queries u1 and u2and then either M z0c (u1) or M z0c (u2) accepts. Recall that nlogcn boundsthe running time of Mc.The simulation works as follows:input xguess a string z0 of length 2n2i and pad z0 with 0's so that itslength is 2n4ci.query the NP -oracle: Is there a string u; juj � 2ni such that(*) Mself(u) accepts with the help of M z0c , M z0c (u) rejects?1if a 1 is written on the answer-tape then REJECT (wrong z0)if a 0 is written on the answer-tape then:simulate Mj on input xif Mj queries a y to its oracle then query <y; z0> to M10ACCEPT i� Mj acceptsSince Mc runs in time nlogcn, the above query to the NP -oracle canbe checked to be an NP -computation relative to the length of its input(which is 2n4ci). So the above simulation can be done in EXPNP . Theonly thing remaining to show is that the NP oracle correctly decides1Note that Mz0c (x) means that for every query from Mc, a 1 will be written onthe answer-tape if it is in z0 and a 0 otherwise.



4.2. MORE THAN POLYNOMIAL DENSITY 65if the z0 gives answers which cause the oracle machine Mc to correctlycompute SAT . Line (*)2 of the above simulation ensures that this isso. Note that the z0 used in the above simulation may not code exactlythe same strings as z but serves the same purpose from the point ofview of Mc's computations. 2Note: In the above theorem, since we show that �EXP3 � �EXP2 , weactually have that �EXP2 = �EXP2 . This same comment applies to theother results in this section.Corollary 4.7 If NP has a �pT -hard set S, and jjS�njj � 2polylog, thenthe EXP hierarchy collapses to NEXPNP .Proof: The proof of Theorem 4.6 yields the desired conclusion from thehypothesis that the reduction to the almost sparse set S was possible intime 2logkn. This is weaker than our assumption here that the reductionis in PTIME . 2In Theorem 4.6, no assumption was made concerning the almostsparse set S. Using methods of Kadin[Kad87] we obtain a better col-lapse of the exponential hierarchy if we assume that the set S is in NP .In the next theorem EXPNP [poly ] refers to the class of problems com-putable by an exponential time oracle Turing machine where, for anyinput x, the number of oracle queries is bounded by a �xed polynomialin jxj. Hemachandra[Hem87] has shown that EXPNP [poly ] = PNETheorem 4.8 NP has no �pT -complete set S with jjS�njj � nloglnunless the exponential hierarchy collapses to EXPNP [poly ]Proof: Let A be a set in NEXPNP such that A = L(M0; SAT ), forsome NEXP machine M0. We construct a machine M1 from M0 suchthat L(M1; S) = L(M0; SAT ). M1 is basically the same machine asM0.M1 nondeterministicly simulates M0 until M0 queries a string to SAT .Instead of querying the string to SAT , M1 uses the �pT -reduction fromSAT to S to answer the query to SAT with queries to S. Note thatM1 only queries S up to strings of length 2nk for some k.2For a proof of this see Theorem 7.19, chapter 7.



66 CHAPTER 4. DENSITY OF COMPLETE SETSThe idea now is to generate two NP machines, Mno and Myeswhich accept S and S respectively, up to length 2nk . Once de�ned,an EXPNP [poly ] machine can generate a machine M2(x), using ora-cle substitution, that accepts i� MS1 (x) accepts. Now the EXPNP [poly ]machine queries its NP oracle one more time to decide ifM2(x) accepts.Myes is the NP machine that accepts S, since S is in NP . Mno isa machine that on input <0i; 1j; x> guesses i strings of length at mostj, veri�es that the strings are in S, and accepts i� x is not one of thei guessed strings. If jxj � j and i = (Census)S(j), then Mno accepts<0i; 1j; x> i� x 2 S.The EXPNP [poly ] machine needs to be able to compute the censusof S up to length 2nk. There are at most nlogln+1 strings of length � nin S so the census of S up to 2nk is bounded by 2n2lk . Using binarysearch only n2lk queries are needed to compute the census of S. 2Using a similar, but slightly more complicated, argument we canapply our methods to PSPACE .Theorem 4.9 PSPACE does not have a �pT -hard set S with jjS�njj �2polylog unless EXPSPACE � NEXPNP .Proof: Let A be a set in EXPSPACE via a machine MA using nomore than 2p(n) space. we have to show that A 2 �EXP2 . Considerthe set A0 = f<x; 02p(jxj)�jxj> j x 2 Ag. A0 is in PSPACE . Under theassumption that PSPACE has a �pT -hard set S with jjS�njj � 2logknwe can show that A0 is in �2polylog2 . To do this we use the same ap-proach as in the previous theorem. The only di�erence is that weuse a di�erent self-reduction. We consider Quanti�ed Boolean Formu-las, a PSPACE -complete problem. QBF is self-reducible. To showthis observe that if we encounter a 8x1Qx2 : : : Qxn�(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) for-mula the self-reduction queries Qx2 : : : Qxn�(x1 = 0; x2; : : : ; xn) andQx2 : : : Qxn�(x1 = 1; x2; : : : ; xn) to its oracle and accepts i� both arein QBF . Where Qx is either a universal or a existential quanti�er andx = 1(0) means everywhere in the formula x has been replaced by true(false). If we encounter a existential quanti�er the self-reduction be-comes Qx2 : : : Qxn�(x1 = 0;x2;: : : ;xn) or Qx2 : : : Qxn�(x1 = 1;x2;: : : ;xn)and accepts if at least one of the queries is in QBF . Let Mc be the



4.3. SMALL CIRCUITS AND THE EXP-TIME HIERARCHY 67polynomial time machine witnessing the reduction from QBF to S. A�2polylog2 machine guesses a string z of appropriate length, uses its NP -oracle to check that it is a correct z and accepts i� M zc accepts. Nowwe have that A0 2 �2polylog2 from this it follows that A is in �EXP2 . 24.3 Small Circuits and the EXP-Time Hi-erarchySo far we proved that NP probably does not have sets with 2 polylog-dense sets. Let's now �rst take a step back again to polynomial densesets and try to �gure out which sets do not reduce �pT to P-dense sets.Part of the answer to this question is given by Kannan [Kan82],who proved that any level of the exponential hierarchies above the �1level (that is ENP and EXPNP ) is not in P=poly.Chris Wilson, in [Wil85], constructs an oracle relative to which ENPhas polynomial-size circuits. So to extend Kannan's result to ENP andEXPNP is probably quite di�cult.In the following we will show that there is evidence for these classesnot being in P=poly (or even in EXP=poly). We prove that if there arepolynomial-size circuits for EXPNP then the bottom levels of the EXPhierarchy collapse into the polynomial hierarchy. From this the sameresult for the E-hierarchy and several others results follow.In light of the results of Section 4.2, it is also reasonable to considerthe implications of 2polylog-size advice for exponential classes as well.We postpone these considerations until the next section, as they involvealternating Turing machines with computations of length 2polylog whichis studied there.Let fMeg be an enumeration of the problems in NEXP . De�ne thefollowing set U :U = f<e; x; t; j; b> jMe(x)accepts in � t steps and the jth bitof the leftmost accepting path is bgWe begin with two lemmata which show that U is EXPNP -comple-te.



68 CHAPTER 4. DENSITY OF COMPLETE SETSLemma 4.10 U 2 EXPNPProof: To determine if <e; x; t; j; b> is in U we use a pre�x searchto determine the �rst j bits of the leftmost accepting computation ofMe(x). We then ask if the jth bit is a b. The following algorithm com-putes the leftmost path via an EXPNP -computation.Input <e; x; l; j; b>.Set z = � (the empty string).While jzj � j,determine if there is an accepting computation of Me(x) whose �rstjzj + 1 bits are z0. (This is done by a query to the NP oracle.)If yes, then set z = z0. Otherwise, see if there is an accepting compu-tation of Me(x) whose �rst jzj + 1 bits are z1. If so, set z = z1.After concluding this algorithm, z is equal to the �rst j bits of theleftmost accepting path of Me(x), if the computation accepts. Other-wise z = �. We can now test if the jth bit of z is b. If so, we accept.Clearly, this algorithm can be done in EXPNP as needed. 2Lemma 4.11 If U is in EXP then EXP = EXPNP .Proof: Let M be a Turing machine witnessing the computation ofa problem L in EXPSAT : (Without loss of generality, we assume theNP -oracle is SAT .) So M runs in exponential time and has accessto a SAT -oracle. The idea is to convert M from an oracle machineto an NEXP machine without an oracle. Then, using U we �nd theleftmost accepting path through this NEXP -machine in exponentialtime. From the leftmost path we are able to read o� whether or notthe original machineM accepted. Now given an input x toM , considerthe following NEXP -computation.Carry out M 's computation on x substituting the following nonde-terministic procedure for all oracle calls. When a query z to SAT isreached, nondeterministically guess a possible satisfying assignment forthe formula z. Consider these guesses as ordered lexicographically. Sothe leftmost (that is lexicographically least) assignment assigns 0's toeach variable and the rightmost assignment assigns 1's to each variable.There are three cases:



4.3. SMALL CIRCUITS AND THE EXP-TIME HIERARCHY 691. If the guessed assignment satis�es z then continue on with M 'ssimulation with a 1 written on the answer-tape.2. If the assignment fails to satisfy z and the assignment is not all1's (that is, not the rightmost) then the computation halts andrejects.3. If the guessed assignment fails to satisfy z and is the rightmostassignment then continue on withM 's simulation with a 0 writtenon the answer-tape.Finally, when M during the above simulation halts either accept-ing or rejecting, the simulation does one �nal nondeterministic step(branching either left or right) and then halts. The left (right) branchhalts in an accepting state if and only if M halts and rejects (accepts).Note that the above simulation is in NEXP since the length of M 'scomputation is exponential and each oracle query z becomes an NP -computation, but on a (possibly) exponential length formula (in jxj).For any input x, the NEXP computation always has an accepting pathand furthermore the leftmost accepting path reects a computationof M on input x with the correct answers to the oracle queries. (Tosee this note that when an oracle query is reached, there is alwaysa guessed assignment to the variables of the query which results inthe simulation of M continuing along this path. Either the query issatis�able, in which case (by 1. above) the leftmost path will be asatisfying assignment and M 's computation will continue on with a 1written on the answer-tape, or the query is not satis�able, in whichcase (by 3. above) the leftmost path will be the assignment of all 1'sto the queries variables and the computation will continue with a 0written on M 's answer-tape.)Now, in a straightforward manner, we can use an exponential se-quence of queries to U to determine the leftmost accepting path of theabove NEXP simulation of MSAT (x). Since, by assumption U is inEXP , this path can be found in exponential time. Moreover, this pathreects the true computation of M(x) with a SAT -oracle. From thisleftmost path we can immediately read o� whether or not M acceptsx by seeing if the last bit of the path is a 1, in which case M accepts,or a 0, in which case M rejects. 2



70 CHAPTER 4. DENSITY OF COMPLETE SETSTheorem 4.12 If EXPNP is in EXP=poly then EXPNP = EXP.Proof: By Lemma 4.11 it is su�cient to prove that U 2 EXP . Theassumption entails the existence of a function h such that jh(n)j � p(n)(for some �xed polynomial p(n)) and a set B in EXP such that x 2 Ui� <x; h(jxj)> 2 B. The idea of the proof is to cycle through all ofthe possible advice strings for U , using the structure of U to �nd thecorrect advice in exponential time. The following algorithm recognizesU in deterministic time 2poly.input<e; x; t; j; b> (let n = j<e; x; t; j; b>j)foreach string y0 with jy0j � p(n) dolet z = �repeat until jzj > tif<<e; x; t; jzj; 0>; y0> 2 B then z = z0else z = z1end repeatcheck whether z is an accepting computation of Me(x)if so, store zend for�nd the smallest z among all the stored z0s if one existsaccept i� the jth bit of this z = b2 Recall that the �-levels of the EXP -hierarchy are de�ned to be�EXPi = EXPNP i , where NP i is a tower of i NP 's. The next corollarysays that Theorem 4.12 applies to any �-level of the hierarchy.Corollary 4.13 If �EXPi in EXP=poly (i � 1) then �EXPi = EXP.Proof: For i = 1 this is a restatement of Theorem 4.12 since �EXP1 =EXPNP . We show that it is also true for �EXP2 . A straightforwardinductive argument (omitted here) completes the proof. The basic ob-servation is that the proof of Theorem 4.12 relativizes. So if �EXPSAT1is in EXPSAT =poly then �EXPSAT1 = EXPSAT . But �EXPSAT1 = �EXP2and EXPSAT = EXPNP = �EXP1 . So if �EXP2 is in EXP=poly then



4.3. SMALL CIRCUITS AND THE EXP-TIME HIERARCHY 71�EXP1 is also in EXP=poly. Another application of Theorem 4.12 nowyields �EXP2 = EXP . 2Next we show that if EXPNP has polynomial size circuits, the EXPhierarchy collapses into the polynomial hierarchy.Corollary 4.14 If EXPNP is in P=poly then EXPNP = �P2 T�P2Proof: Since P=poly � EXP=poly, Theorem 4.12 yields EXPNP =EXP . From Karp and Lipton[KL80] we know that if EXP � P=polythen EXP = �P2 T�P2 . 2This same result can now be proved for the E-hierarchy.Corollary 4.15 If ENP is in P=poly then ENP = �p2T�p2Proof: We will prove that if ENP � P=poly then EXPNP � P=poly.The result then follows from the previous corollary. So let A 2 EXPNP ,say A 2 DTIME (2 nt ). We will show that A 2 P=poly. De�neB = fx0(jxjnt�jxj) j x 2 Ag. It is straightforward to check that B 2ENP and so, by assumption, B 2 P=poly, say via advice function hand polynomial-time predicate D. Now de�ne the polynomial-lengthbounded advice function h0 by, for any integer n, h0(n) = h(nt) andde�ne a polynomial-time predicate D0 by, on input <w; n>, D0 carriesout the computation of D on input <w0(jwjt�jwj); n>. Then for any z,z 2 A$ w = z0jwjt�jwj 2 B $ <w; h(jwj)> 2 D $ <z; h0(jzj)> 2 D0.So A is in P=poly as claimed. 2Using our results we can now prove that NENP does not has P-size circuits. This result was proved earlier by Kannan[Kan82] usingdi�erent methods.Corollary 4.16 NENP does not have P-size circuits.Proof: Suppose NENP does have P-size circuits. Then by Karp andLipton [KL80] we have that the PH collapses to �P2 T�P2 . From this aneasy padding argument yields that EH collapses to �EXP2 T �EXP2 . Soin particular �EXP3 � �EXP2 . Together with Corollary 4.13 and Corol-lary 4.14 this would imply that �EXP2 � �P2 . Since this violates the



72 CHAPTER 4. DENSITY OF COMPLETE SETShierarchy theorem for alternating Turing machines we have a contra-diction. 2A consequence of these results is that we have a very strange situationunder the assumption that EXPNP has P -size circuits. Namely, theEXP -hierarchy collapses into two levels:� EXPNP collapses to EXP = �P2 \ �P2 .� EH collapses to NEXPNP .This seems a strange, yet not contradictory, conclusion.The next result proves a similar theorem for the E-hierarchy. It isactually a corollary to the proof of Theorem 4.12. Recall that E=linis the set of problems computable in DTIME (2 n ) with a linear sizeamount of advice. The class E=lin is not very natural, but the resultallows us to link our methods to two earlier lines of research.Corollary 4.17 If ENP � E=lin then ENP = E.Proof: The proof is exactly the same as that of Theorem 4.12 exceptthat EXP is replaced by E and NEXP by NE throughout. Some simplealgebra, together with the assumption that the class is contained inE=lin (rather than EXP=poly) allows us to achieve the collapse to E.2 The results in this section relate to some of those obtained by Al-lender and Watanabe in [AW90] . There they considered a propertyQ which posits that for every honest function f : �� ! 0� there isa polynomial-time computable weak inverse g such that for all x 2f(��); f(g(x)) = x. They prove that property Q is equivalent tothe property of NE -computations that, \Every NE predicate is E-solvable". Meaning that, given an NE -predicate R, there is an E-computable function which, for any input x to R, computes a witnessto R(x), if one exists. Allender and Watanabe (Proposition 2, [AW90]) proved that E = ENP )Q) E = NE . It is not known if any of thesearrows are reversible.Our results, when looked at in a similar light, can be seen as runningparallel to theirs. Consider the property Q0 stating that for every honest



4.4. THE ALMOST-POLYNOMIAL TIME HIERARCHY 73function f : �� ! 0�, the function g which computes, for any x 2 f(��),the least y such that f(y) = x, is polynomial time computable. Usingthe techniques in this section one can show that Q0 is equivalent tothe property that the leftmost path through an NE -computation canbe found in E. Given this, Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11 above imply thatE = ENP , Q0. The proof of Theorem 4.12 actually shows that ifENP � E=lin then Q0. So our results, when stated in this fashion, saythat ENP � E=lin ) Q0 , E = ENP .There is also a relationship between our results and the existence ofsparse sets in the polynomial hierarchy. One of the main results in thepaper of Hartmanis, Immerman and Sewelson [HIS85] is that E = NEif and only if there are no sparse sets in NP �P . This result, togetherwith our theorem, immediately yields,Corollary 4.18 If ENP � E=lin then there are no sparse sets in �P1 �P .4.4 The Almost-Polynomial Time Hier-archyOn examining the central proofs of the previous two sections, it becomesapparent that while the results are stated about the exponential hierar-chy, they could equally well be applied to the subexponential hierarchybased on 2polylog-length alternating computations. Results concerningthis hierarchy are actually stronger in the sense that they imply theprevious results concerning the EXP -hierarchy (usually via a simplepadding argument). We chose to state the results for classes in theexponential hierarchy as these classes have previously been extensivelystudied. In this section we restate our main results for 2polylog lengthcomputations and obtain from them new results concerning PSPACEand EXP .Let PL denote the class of 2polylog functions. That is PL = f2p(logn) jp is a polynomialg. As before, we consider the hierarchy based on al-ternating PL length computations, whose levels are �PLi , �PLi and �PLi(for all i). This hierarchy is not as central or well-studied as the expo-nential hierarchy. Nonetheless the PL-hierarchy has some interesting



74 CHAPTER 4. DENSITY OF COMPLETE SETSproperties. First of all there is a natural relationship between this hi-erarchy and the exponential hierarchy. In essence the PL-hierarchyplays the same role for the EXP -hierarchy as the polynomial hierarchydoes for the E-hierarchy. The relationship between the polynomial-timeand the E-hierarchy was extensively studied by Hartmanis, Immermanand Sewelson in [HIS85] and one can obtain analogous results for the2polylog vs. the EXP -hierarchy. For example, there are no sparse sets in�PL1 � PL if and only if �EXP1 = EXP . Furthermore, possibly unlikethe exponential hierarchy, this hierarchy obeys downward separation:if �PLi+1 � �PLi then for all j > i;�PLj � �PLi .The following two results concerning the PL-hierarchy are provedexactly as the previous results (Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.7) in Sec-tion 4.2 about the exponential hierarchy. In each case, we use arithmeticproperties of 2polylog functions in place of those of EXP -functions. Weomit the proofs here.Theorem 4.19 NP -complete sets do not have circuits of size 2polylogunless the 2polylog hierarchy collapses to �PL2 .Corollary 4.20 If NP has a �pT -hard set S, and jjS�njj � 2polylog thenthe 2polylog hierarchy collapses to �PL2 and PH � �PL2 .In Section 4.2, we investigated the implications of there being al-most-polynomial size circuit families for NP and PSPACE . In Sec-tion 4.3, we considered polynomial size circuits for the EXP -hierarchy,and in particular for EXPNP . Having introduced the PL-hierarchy, wecan now bring these ideas full circle and prove the next result which in-vestigates whether EXPNP has almost-polynomial size circuits. Again,by results of Kannan [Kan82], any class in the EXP -hierarchy aboveEXPNP is known not to have such circuits. As a corollary, our theoremyields a new proof of this fact.Theorem 4.21 If EXPNP has circuits of size 2polylog then EXPNP ��PL2 .Proof: Without loss of generality we assume that a Turing machinehas only 1 tape and 1 head and accepts by entering a unique acceptingstate. By a con�guration we mean a binary string c coding the state,



4.4. THE ALMOST-POLYNOMIAL TIME HIERARCHY 75the tape contents and the place of the head on the tape. For a NEXPmachine the length of a con�guration c is always bounded by 2p(n) forsome �xed polynomial p. A legal transition from con�guration ci tocon�guration cj (with respect to some Turing machine Me(x)) is onewhere the state, the tape contents and the place of the head changeaccordingly Me's transition relation. Note that in order to check onebit of cj one only needs to consider a constant number of bits of cj andcj�1. For a more detailed description of this see, for example, [BDG88].As in the proof of Theorem 4.12 we need to de�ne a complete set forEXPNP . We use almost the same set U as in Theorem 4.12. De�ne U 0to be the following set:U 0 = f<e; x; t; j; k; b> j the kth bit of the jth con�guration of Me(x)'sleftmost accepting path of length � t equals bgA same sort of argument as used in Lemma 4.10 shows that U 0 isin EXPNP and a simple �pm -reduction from U to U 0 shows that U 0 iscomplete for EXPNP . Under the assumption that U 0 has a circuit familyof size 2polylog we show that it is in �PL3 . Together with Theorem 4.19we then have that EXPNP � �PL3 � �PL2 .Claim 4.22 If U 0 has a circuit family of size 2polylog then U 0 is in �PL3Proof: We provide a �PL3 algorithm for U 0. We �rst show how todetermine, via an NP computation, if a circuit z recognizes the bits ina sequence of con�gurations comprising an accepting path in a NEXP -computation. In the following description of the computation of anNP -machine, the input z represents a circuit, possibly recognizing U 0.So z takes inputs of the form <e; x; t; j; k; b>.Input z; e; x. Accept if,1. There is a place in the �rst con�guration, as determined by bitsof this con�guration which are decided by inputs of z, which in-correctly represents the initial con�guration of Me(x), or2. there is an integer i ( the number of a con�guration) and a positionk in con�guration i, such that the kth bit in con�guration i, asdetermined by z, does not follow from the corresponding bits inthe (i� 1)th con�guration (again as determined by z) via a legaltransition of Me(x), or



76 CHAPTER 4. DENSITY OF COMPLETE SETS3. the last con�guration of Me(x) contains a state other than theaccepting state.Since Me is a NEXP -machine, in 2 above the integers i and k havelength polynomial in the length of x. Hence the above computation canbe carried out by an NP -oracle. This oracle will reject z; e; x i� z cor-rectly determines the bits in a sequence of con�gurations representingsome accepting computation of Me(x).Now we have to check for a leftmost computation. The above pro-cedure ensures that the computation is correct but it might not be theleftmost. In order to check that a z codes the leftmost computationwe query a NPNP -oracle whether there exists a z0 that also codes acorrect computation and codes a computation that is to the left of thecomputation that z codes. More precisely:input z; e; x;guess a z0 6= zcheck that z0 codes a correct accepting computation of Me(x)(This uses a query to an NP -oracle.)guess a place in the computation of Me(x) where z0 codes a leftbranch hand z a right. Furthermore check that z and z0 code thesame computation up to this point.The last check requires again an NP -query.If all of this holds accept, else reject.Combining the two algorithms we obtain a �PL3 -algorithm for U 0:input<e; x; t; j; k; b>guess a zcheck that z codes a correct accepting computation of Me(x)(This check needs a query to a NP -oracle.)check that z codes the leftmost accepting computation of Me(x)(This check needs a query to a NPNP -oracle.)Now use z to determine if <e; x; t; j; k; b> 2 U 0 and acceptaccordingly2



4.4. THE ALMOST-POLYNOMIAL TIME HIERARCHY 77Now we apply Theorem 4.19 to obtain the inclusion in �PL2 . 2Corollary 4.23 ([Kan82]) NEXPNP does not have circuits of size2polylog.Proof: The main observation is again that the above proof relativizes.So if EXPNPNP has circuits of size 2polylog then it collapses to �PL2 .Furthermore by Theorem 4.6 we have that if NEXPNP (and thus NP)has circuits of size 2polylog then the exponential hierarchy collapses toNEXPNP . So �EXP2 = NEXPNP = EXPNPNP � �PL2 . But this is incontradiction with the hierarchy theorem for alternating Turing ma-chines. 2The next two theorems (and their proofs) are analogous to thoseproved earlier (Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 ) for the EXP-hierarchy. Theywill allow us to obtain a new result about btt -hard sets for PSPACE .Theorem 4.24 NP has no �pT -complete set S with jjS�njj � 2polylogunless the 2polylog hierarchy collapses to �PL1 [polylog].Theorem 4.25 PSPACE does not have a �pT -hard set S with jjS�njj �2polylog unless Sk>0DSPACE (2 logkn) � �PL2 .Combining this last theorem with Proposition 4.5 of Section 4.2we obtain a new result concerning almost sparse �pbtt -hard sets forPSPACE. The results provides strong evidence that such sets do notexist. Of course, a proof that they don't would imply P 6= PSPACE.Theorem 4.26 If PSPACE �pbtt S with jjSjj � 2polylog then� PSPACE � DTIME (2 polylog ) and� EXPSPACE = EXP :Proof: If an S exists as in the hypothesis, then clearly S is �pbtt -hardfor NP . So by Proposition 4.5 , NP � DTIME(2polylog). This im-plies NTIME(2polylog) = DTIME(2polylog) by the closure properties of2polylog functions. Since the PL-hierarchy obeys downward separation,this implies that the whole PL-hierarchy collapses to DTIME(2polylog).



78 CHAPTER 4. DENSITY OF COMPLETE SETSNow, by the previous theorem, our hypothesis implies that PSPACE ��PL2 = DTIME(2polylog). From this inclusion, a straightforward pad-ding argument yields EXPSPACE = EXP . 24.5 Notes and Open ProblemsIn this chapter we considered the density of hard and complete sets,under various kinds of reductions. For �pm (and even �pbtt) -hard sets forNP the results were motivated by the Berman Hartmanis Conjecture.By varying the density from polynomial dense to subexponential densewe gave evidence for this Conjecture. (c.f. Theorem 4.5)On the other hand by studying the density of �pT - hard sets for NPwe hope to get some more insight in how computationally (non)complexsome sets in NP are. Research along these lines [KL80] indicates thatNP -complete sets (for example SAT ) are even nonuniform computa-tionally hard, in the sense that they probably do not even �pT -reduceto a sparse set. Again by varying the density to subexponential wegave evidence that these kind of sets are probably even harder to com-pute.(c.f. Theorem 4.6) There we considered the possibility of 2polylogdense sets S, being �pT -hard for NP . It would be interresting how-ever, to obtain a good upper bound on the complexity of such S. Inparticular, can S be computed in EXP ?We have considered reductions to almost-sparse sets and the ex-istence of circuit families of size 2polylog. From these we have provedcollapses within the EXP -hierarchy. What happens if the sets or cir-cuit families are larger than 2polylog, yet still subexponential ? Onewould suspect that a collapse in a suitably large superpolynomial hier-archy would result. For example, using the methods here, it is possibleto extend our results to some densities larger than 2polylog. From theassumption that SAT is �PT -reducible to a set S of density 2lognloglogn wecan prove that the double exponential hierarchy collapses to the secondlevel. We don't know whether there is a corresponding result for anysubexponential density.Corollary 4.14 yielded strong consequences from the existence ofpolynomial-size circuits for EXPNP . In particular, under this assump-



4.5. NOTES AND OPEN PROBLEMS 79tion, EXPNP = EXP = �p2 \ �p2. Similarly, it was previously knownthat if EXP has polynomial size circuits then EXP = �p2\�p2. But whatfollows from the intermediate assumption that NEXP has polynomial-size circuits ? The clear expectation is that then NEXP = EXP , butthis remains an open question. Interestingly, this question seems in-tertwined with the question of how di�cult it is to �nd an acceptingpath in an accepting NEXP computation. Analyzing the proof of Theo-rem 4.12 leads to the conclusion that if one could �nd such an acceptingpath in NEXP then the NEXP = EXP conclusion would likely followfrom the assumption that NEXP � P=poly. This same question wasraised by Babai, Fortnow and Lund in [BFL90] where it arises whenconsidering upper bounds for the power of the prover in multiple proverinteractive proofs. If accepting paths in NEXP computations can befound in NEXP then NEXP provers su�ce for MIP proofs. The currentbest upper bound is EXPNP .As can also be seen in this chapter, research has been roughly mov-ing along the following two lines:1. What is the density of �pm -hard sets for this complexity class.2. What is the density of �pT -hard sets for this complexity class.Almost all the results from type 1 are based on the ideas of Mahaney.Whereas the results of type 2 are based on the ideas originating fromKarp and Lipton. It would be very nice to see one unifying theorem,using both type of ideas.
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Chapter 5Sparse Sets5.1 IntroductionIn chapter 4 we considered what sets are (probably) not reducible to asparse set. In this chapter we will study more closely the sets that doreduce to a sparse set.The motivation for this kind of study is two sided:� Sets that are reducible to a sparse set are in some sense tractable:these sets can be recognized in polynomial time provided a sparsedata base is present for the lookup of strings. The data base itselfmay be hard to compute, but once computed admits polynomialtime algorithms. So it is important in a theory of tractable com-putation to consider these sets as well.� On the other side the study of sets that are reducible to a sparseset may reveal properties that these sets possess. These propertiesgive a handle on proving sets not being reducible to sparse sets,by virtue of lacking this property.In this chapter we will use a special type of sparse set: a set that isa subset of f0g�. These sets are called tally sets.We begin by formalizing the above intuition, by introducing theseclasses as follows: 81



82 CHAPTER 5. SPARSE SETSDe�nition 5.1 Let �pr be any of the reductions de�ned in section 2.6.Let SPARSE denote the class of all sparse sets and TALLY the classof all tally sets.� Rr (SPARSE ) = fA j A �pr S; S 2 SPARSEg.� Rr (TALLY ) = fA j A �pr T; T 2 TALLY g.This de�nition allows us to reformulate many of the previous results.For example Mahaney's result about �pm -hard sets for NP translatesto: if NP � Rm(SPARSE ) then P = NP .In this chapter we will study the various classes Rr (SPARSE ) andRr (TALLY ) and their relation w.r.t. di�erent kinds of reductions. Re-search along these lines was pioneered by Book and Ko [BK88], andlater by Ko [Ko89]. In these papers almost all relations w.r.t. di�er-ent kinds of reductions between the Rr (SPARSE ) classes are proven.Typical results are of the following form:Theorem 5.2 1. [BK88] RT (SPARSE ) = Rtt(SPARSE ).2. [BK88] Rm(SPARSE ) = Rbctt(SPARSE )3. [BK88] Rbctt(SPARSE ) � R1tt(SPARSE )4. [BK88] Rk-tt(SPARSE ) � R(k+1 )-tt(SPARSE ) (for all k > 0)5. [Ko89] Rk-dtt(SPARSE ) � R(k+1 )-dtt(SPARSE ) (for all k > 0)6. [Ko89] Rbtt(SPARSE ) � Rdtt(SPARSE )7. [Ko89] Rctt(SPARSE ) 6� Rdtt(SPARSE )8. [GW92] Rdtt(SPARSE ) 6� Rctt(SPARSE )For tally sets the picture is also very well understood and similarresults are obtained:Theorem 5.3 1. [BK88] Rm(TALLY ) = Rbtt(TALLY ).2. [BK88] Rtt(TALLY ) = RT (TALLY ) = RT (SPARSE )3. [Ko89] Rctt(TALLY ) 6� Rdtt(TALLY )



5.2. CONJUNCTIVE REDUCTIONS TO TALLY SETS 834. [Ko89] Rdtt(TALLY ) 6� Rctt(TALLY )5. [Ko89] Rm(TALLY ) � Rdtt (TALLY ) � Rtt(TALLY )6. [Ko89] Rm(TALLY ) � Rctt(TALLY ) � Rtt(TALLY )For a good overview we direct the interested reader to [HOW92].In this chapter we will pay close attention to the disjunctive andconjunctive reductions to sparse and tally sets. We will prove, refutinga conjecture of Ko [Ko89], the following relationship between sparseand tally sets. SPARSE is in Rctt(TALLY ). This result, not true fordisjunctive reductions to sparse sets, enables us to derive a handful ofother results.One of the nice things about tally sets is that they are closed, insome sense, under complementation. If A is, for example, �pm -reducibleto a tally set T , then the complement of A, A, is also �pm -reducible tosome other tally set. The reason is that for tally sets one can restricta reduction to a tally set to query only strings of the form 0n. Thequeries that are not of this form are simply not in the tally set andhence do not have to be queried. So the complement of A reduces tothe complement of the tally set,T , which is not even sparse. But becauseof this restriction, only queries of the form 0n are queried, so T 0 = f0n j0n 62 Tg, will witness the fact that A reduces �pm to a tally set. Thiscomplementation trick is not possible for Rm(SPARSE ), since from 2and 3 (Theorem 5.2) it follows that Rm(SPARSE ) � R1tt(SPARSE ),and thus is Rm(SPARSE ) not closed under complementation.We will prove in the next section the main result, and then dis-cuss some corollaries in section 5.3. The new work is taken from cite-BuhrmanLongpreSpaan92.5.2 Conjunctive Reductions to Tally SetsTheorem 5.4 SPARSE � Rctt(TALLY ).Proof: Let S be a sparse set of density d(n), where d is a polyno-mial time computable function, and d = nO(1) We show that S 2Rctt(TALLY ).



84 CHAPTER 5. SPARSE SETSWe have to build a �pctt-reduction Mc from S to a tally set T . Wecan insure that Q(Mc; x) \ Q(Mc; y) = ; for jxj 6= jyj by building Mcsuch that every element in Q(Mc; x) is of the form 0<n;j> where n isthe length of x. In the following, let x1; � � � ; x2n be the 2n strings oflength n. Note that if Mc is a reduction from S to T , then xi 2 S ,Q(Mc; xi) � T . Since this property holds for all xi, a �pctt-reductiongenerates a family of 2n tally sets such that for all xi =2 S : Q(Mc; xi) 6�Sxj2S Q(Mc; xj). Whether the reduction is possible depends on whetherwe can e�ciently construct such a family of sets. The existence of thesekinds of families have been studied in [EFF82, EFF85, NW88]. In[NW88], they were used in the construction of pseudo-random numbergenerators. We will construct a family of sets F = fQ1; � � � ; Q2ng, withthe following properties:1. Qi 2 TALLY ,2. Qi can be generated in polynomial time (in n),3. For any d(n) + 1 sets Qi1; � � � ; Qid(n); Qk 2 F such that k =2fi1; � � � ; id(n)g, Qk 6� Sd(n)j=1 Qij .If we set the tally set T = Sxi2S Qi, then xi 2 S if and only if Qi � T ,since S is of density d(n). If we are able to generate Qi in polynomialtime (in n), then we can de�ne the �pctt -reduction Mc from S=n toT by setting Q(Mc; xi) = Qi. First we show by the next lemma thatproperty 3 above follows from the following stronger property which iseasier to verify.Lemma 5.5 Let F = fQ1; � � � ; Q2ng, be a family of sets such thatjjQijj > r�d(n) and jjQiTQjjj � r, for i 6= j. Then, for any d(n)+1 setsQi1; � � � ; Qid(n); Qk 2 F such that k =2 fi1; � � � ; id(n)g, Qk 6� Sd(n)j=1 Qij .Proof: Suppose not i.e. there exist d(n)+1 sets Qi1;� � �; Qid(n), Qk 2 Fsuch that k =2 fi1; � � � ; id(n)g, and Qk � Sd(n)j=1 Qij . Since jjQkjj > r�d(n),there must exist a j such that 1 � j � d(n) and jjQk TQij jj > r. Butthis contradicts the fact that the size of the intersection of any twodi�erent sets is at most r. 2



5.2. CONJUNCTIVE REDUCTIONS TO TALLY SETS 85One way to construct these families is as follows. Let GF (p) be a�nite �eld with a prime number of elements. Note here that we can al-ways �nd a prime between n and 2n [Che52]. More recent research, try-ing to narrow this gap, indicates that there actually is a prime betweenn and n + n�, where � can be taken as small as 17=31(= 0:548387:::)[Pin84].We are going to consider polynomials over GF (p), for p prime. Weneed an easy fact about roots of polynomials over �nite �elds. For moredetail see section 6.6 in [Coh74].Fact 5.6 Two di�erent polynomials of degree � r cannot intersect onmore than r points in GF (p).We represent a polynomial of degree � r by its r+1 coe�cients. Weview each polynomial as a (r+1)-digit number in base p. With the ithpolynomial, denoted qi, we mean the polynomial whose representationin base p is the number that represents i. Consider the following familyof sets: Qi = f0<n;a;qi(a)> j a 2 GF (p)g. We will choose r and p suchthat the conditions of Lemma 5.5 are ful�lled. Observe that Qi is atally set of size p, and that for two di�erent polynomials, qi and qj,jjQiTQjjj � r. It remains to force the following requirements:1. pr+1 � 2n (We need 2n di�erent sets)2. r�d(n) < p (to ful�ll the requirements of Lemma 5.5)It is easy to verify that taking r = 2nlogn , and p the �rst prime largerthan r�d(n) ful�lls these two requirements.The only thing remaining is to show that we can generate the ithset Qi in polynomial time (in n). First we have to �nd a suitable primenumber p. Since jr�d(n)j is O(log(n)) and because there is a primebetween r�d(n) and 2r�d(n), we can do a brute force search (or do amore sophisticated sieve method [Pri83]) in polynomial time. Nextwe have to pick the ith polynomial over GF (p) (can easily be done inpolynomial time), and compute Qi. Since p is a prime number, theoperations in GF (p) are simply multiplication and addition modulo p,which also can be done in polynomial time. 2Recall that the �pctt-reduction Mc from S=n to Sxi2S Qi is de�nedby Q(Mc; xi) = Qi. Since jjQijj = p � 2r�d(n) � 4nd(n)logn , we have



86 CHAPTER 5. SPARSE SETSin fact shown that S 2 RO(nd(n)log n )�ctt(TALLY ). As recently shown bySaluja [Sal92], this bound is optimal.Notice that if we consider probabilistic reductions [AM77, CKR91],we can randomly choose exactly one of the strings from Q(Mc; x) andget a many-one reduction with a one-sided error. Furthermore by sim-ply carrying the construction out in a lager Galois Field, i.e. take abigger prime p for GF (p), we can get the error bounded by 1=p(n) forarbitrary polynomial p(n). Sch�oning noted this in [Sch92].Corollary 5.7 Rctt(SPARSE ) = Rctt(TALLY ).Corollary 5.8 co-SPARSE � Rdtt(TALLY ).Proof: If A is �pctt-reducible to a tally set, then A is �pdtt-reducible toa tally set. 2The following theorem can be derived using Theorem 5.4. It refutesanother conjecture from [Ko89].Theorem 5.9 Rbdtt(SPARSE ) � Rctt(SPARSE ).Proof: Let A be �pk-dtt-reducible to some sparse set S via Md. UsingTheorem 5.4 we get that S is �pctt-reducible to some tally set TS wit-nessed by Mc. We will construct a tally set T and a reduction M suchthat A �pctt T via M . De�neT = f0<n1;���;nk> j nj 2 IN and 9i : 0ni 2 TSg:In the following it is convenient to view T as a Cartesian product. ForA1; � � � ; Ak tally sets, letA1 � � � � �Ak = f0<n1;���;nk> j 0ni 2 Aig:De�ne the �pctt -reduction M as follows: if Q(Md; x) = fy1; � � � ; ykg,then let Q(M;x) = Q(Mc; y1) � � � � � Q(Mc; yk). Note that M worksin polynomial time, since both Md and Mc do. It remains to show thatM reduces A conjunctively to T .



5.2. CONJUNCTIVE REDUCTIONS TO TALLY SETS 87x 2 A ) 9i : yi 2 S) Q(Mc; yi) � TS) Q(Mc; y1)� � � � �Q(Mc; yk) � T:x =2 A ) 8i : yi =2 S) 8i90ni : 0ni 2 Q(Mc; yi) and 0ni =2 TS) 0<n1;���;nk> =2 T) Q(Mc; y1)� � � � �Q(Mc; yk) 6� T:2Other applications of Theorem 5.4 can be found in [AKM92]. Theirresults take advantage of the fact that Rm(TALLY ) is closed undercomplements, and Theorem 5.4 enables one to go \conjunctively" fromsparse sets to tally sets. This kind of reasoning will also be used in thenext section.To understand the relationship between sparse and tally sets, it isimportant to know which reductions are able to di�erentiate betweentally and sparse sets, and which aren't. It is known that Rtt(SPARSE )= Rtt(TALLY ) [HIS85] and our Corollary 5.7 gives the analog for �pctt-reductions. On the other hand, there do exist reductions that are morepowerful with tally oracles than with sparse oracles: This holds forinstance for many-one reductions and for disjunctive truth-table reduc-tions [Ko89].As the next theorem shows, positive truth-table reductions on sparseand tally sets behave like �pctt -reductions and not like �pdtt -reductions:Theorem 5.10 Rptt(SPARSE ) = Rptt(TALLY ):The result follows immediately from the following theorem thatclaims that �pptt -reductions to tally sets capture the class Rtt(TALLY ).Theorem 5.11 Rtt(TALLY ) = Rptt(TALLY ):Proof: Let A be a set in Rtt(TALLY ), and suppose T is a tally setsuch that A �ptt T via machine Mtt. Assume that machine Mtt works



88 CHAPTER 5. SPARSE SETSin time p(n) where p is a polynomial. We have to show that A 2Rptt(TALLY ). We de�ne the tally set T 0, that will witness the factthat A 2 Rptt(TALLY ), as follows:T 0 = f0<n;0> j 0n 2 Tg [ f0<n;1> j 0n =2 TgWe claim that A �pptt T 0 by the following reduction:On input x of length n do the following:1. If there exists an m � p(n) such that 0<m;0> and 0<m;1> are bothnot in the oracle set, then reject;2. else, if there exists an m � p(n) such that 0<m;0> and 0<m;1> areboth in the oracle set, then accept;3. otherwise, simulate the old tt-reduction Mtt on input x, replacingeach query 0m on the query-tape by 0<m;0>.It is immediate that this reduction reduces A to T 0, since by de�nitionof T 0 we are always in case 3, which implies that we just simulateMtt. It remains to show that the reduction is positive. Suppose fora contradiction that it isn't. Then there exist a string x of length nand two oracle sets X � Y such that x is accepted with oracle X andrejected with oracle Y . Since x is accepted with oracle X, we cannotbe in case 1, that is, it must be the case that for all m � p(n) either0<m;0> 2 X, or 0<m;1> 2 X. Now look at Y . If Y �X, does not containstrings of the form 0<m;i> form � p(n); i 2 f0; 1g, thenMYtt (x) behavesin exactly the same way as MXtt (x). In particular, x is accepted, whichcontradicts our assumption. Therefore, suppose that for somem � p(n)and i 2 f0; 1g it is the case that 0<m;i> occurs in Y but not in X. Thenit must be the case that 0<m;(1�i)> 2 X, and therefore, since X � Y ,both 0<m;0> and 0<m;1> are in Y . This implies that we are in case 2,and thus, x is accepted contrary to the assumption. 2Note that by the construction, it is immediate that T 0 is �p1�tt re-ducible to T .



5.3. CONJUNCTIVE AND DISJUNCTIVE REDUCTIONS 895.3 Conjunctive and Disjunctive Reduc-tionsIn this section we will discuss some consequences of Theorem 5.4.Gavald�a and Watanabe [GW92] showed that Rctt(SPARSE ) 6�Rdtt(SPARSE ). Combining this result with Theorem 5.4, we canquickly derive the following theorem of Ko:Theorem 5.12 ([Ko89]) Rdtt(SPARSE ) 6� Rctt(SPARSE ).Proof: Let A be a set in Rctt(SPARSE ), that is not in Rdtt(SPARSE ).Consider the set A. Since A 2 Rctt(SPARSE ) and Rctt(SPARSE ) =Rctt(TALLY ) by Theorem 5.4, we have that A 2 Rctt(TALLY ). Bysimple complementation, it follows that A 2 Rdtt(TALLY ) and there-fore, A 2 Rdtt(SPARSE ). A cannot be in Rctt(SPARSE ), for supposeA 2 Rctt(SPARSE ). Then using Theorem 5.4, A 2 Rctt(TALLY ), soA 2 Rdtt(TALLY ) � Rdtt(SPARSE ), contradicting our choice of A. 2Gavald�a and Watanabe's proof actually provides somethingstronger. They show that Rf(n)-ctt(SPARSE ) is not included inRdtt(SPARSE ) for arbitrary small polynomial time computable un-bounded function f . Ko's proof of Theorem 5.12 does not seem toprovide this generalization, and the above proof does not generalizedirectly, because when we go conjunctively from a sparse set to a tallyset, we need a polynomial number of queries. To be able to use theprevious argument, while keeping the number of queries small, we needa strengthening of Gavald�a and Watanabe's theorem to tally sets:Theorem 5.13For any polynomial time computable unbounded function f :Rf(n)-ctt(TALLY ) 6� Rdtt(SPARSE ).Proof: Without loss of generality, assume f(n) � logn. Recall that aKolmogorov random string x of length n is a string such that K(x) � n.Such strings are called incompressible because the shortest descriptionof the string is the string itself. For every n, let xn be a Kolmogorov



90 CHAPTER 5. SPARSE SETSrandom string of length n. De�neA = f <0n; <i1; b1>; � � � ; <if(n); bf(n)>> such that1 � i1 < i2 < � � � < if(n) � n andfor every j; the ij-th bit of xn is bjg:It is immediate that A �pf(n)-ctt T , whereT = f0<n;ij ;b> j 8j : the ij-th bit of xn is bg:To show that A is not �pdtt-reducible to any sparse set, leading toa contradiction, assume A �pdtt S, via reduction Md, where Md runs intime nc and jjS�njj � nc.Let An be the set of all strings of A of the form <0n; � � �>.We will show that there is a string yn in S that is queriedby many strings from An (Lemma 5.14). Suppose that a string<0n; <i1; b1>; � � � ; <if(n); bf(n)>> queries the string yn. Since Md isa �pdtt-reduction from A to S and yn 2 S, this provides us with thef(n) bits i1; i2; � � � ; if(n) of xn. By a careful counting argument, weshow below that, for n large enough, we get enough bits of xn from ynto contradict the randomness of xn.Lemma 5.14 There exist a constant d and for every n a string yn inS such that: jjfz 2 An j yn 2 Q(Md; z)gjj � n 12 f(n)�dProof: The number of strings in An is  nf(n) ! � � nf(n)�f(n). Thus,for f(n) � n 12 , jjAnjj � n 12 f(n). For each string z in An, there is a stringin S \ Q(Md; z). Since strings in An are certainly of length less than2n, the queried strings are of length at most (2n)c. Thus, there are atmost ((2n)c)c = (2n)c2 strings of S in [z2AnQ(Md; z). There must bea string yn in S that is in Q(Md; z) for at least jjAnjj=(2n)c2 many z's.Since jjAnjj � n 12f(n), jjAnjj=(2n)c2 � n 12 f(n)�d for a suitable d. 2Given a set Y � An, let IY be the set of indices ij that are mentionedin the strings from Y .



5.3. CONJUNCTIVE AND DISJUNCTIVE REDUCTIONS 91Lemma 5.15 Let Y � An, then jjY jj � jjIY jjf(n).Proof: Each string in Y mentions exactly f(n) bits of IY . There areexactly  jjIY jjf(n) ! ways to select f(n) bits from the set of indices IY , sojjY jj �  jjIY jjf(n) ! � jjIY jjf(n):2Lemma 5.16 There exists a string yn 2 S such that for the set Y ofstrings in An that query yn: jjIY jj � n 12�d=f(n).Proof: Let yn be given by Lemma 5.14, and let Y be the set of stringsz 2 An such that yn 2 Q(Md; z). Then, by Lemma 5.15,n 12 f(n)�d � jjIY jjf(n):jjIY jj � n( 12 f(n)�d)=f(n) = n 12�d=f(n):2 Now, to derive a contradiction, we show how to describe xn withfewer than n bits. To describe xn, use the string yn from Lemma 5.16.To compute yn, we need one of the strings z 2 An that query yn, andthe index of yn in the set of queries. The string z can be described usingO(f(n) logn) bits and the index can be described in O(logn) bits. Itfollows that yn can be described using O(f(n) log n) bits. Given yn,we can compute all the bits of xn that are mentioned in strings fromthe set Y of strings in An that query yn. Now look at the sequencecontaining all the bits of xn that are not mentioned by Y . This requiresn� jjIY jj � n�n 12�d=f(n) bits. Since the bits described by Y all containtheir index, they can be inserted into their respective position. Thetotal number of bits to describe xn is n � n 12�d=f(n) + O(f(n) log n),which is strictly less than n if f(n) is unbounded and � logn. 2Now we can derive the wanted theorem.



92 CHAPTER 5. SPARSE SETSTheorem 5.17For any polynomial time computable unbounded function f :Rf(n)-dtt(TALLY ) 6� Rctt(SPARSE ).Proof: Using Theorem 5.13, we can use the same reasoning as in theproof of Theorem 5.12. Since we start from a tally set, we don't havethe problem associated with the blow up in number of queries. 2The following corollaries can all be obtained from Theorem 5.13 andTheorem 5.17.Corollary 5.18For any polynomial time computable unbounded function f :Rf(n)-ctt(SPARSE ) and Rf(n)-dtt(SPARSE ) are not closed under com-plementation.Corollary 5.19 For any polynomial time computable unbounded func-tions f : Rf(n)-ctt(SPARSE ) and Rf(n)-dtt(SPARSE ) are incomparable.Corollary 5.20 For any polynomial time computable unbounded func-tions f : Rf(n)-dtt(SPARSE ) and Rf(n)-ctt(SPARSE ) are strictly in-cluded in Rf(n)-tt(SPARSE ).These results hold for the corresponding Rr(TALLY ) classes as well.For bounded conjunctive and disjunctive reductions to sparse sets, weget the following analog:Corollary 5.21 ([Ko89]) Rk-tt(SPARSE ) and Rctt(SPARSE ) are in-comparable.Theorem 5.22 For all k � 1, Rk-ctt(SPARSE ), Rk-dtt(SPARSE ),Rbdtt(SPARSE ) and Rbctt(SPARSE ) are not closed under complemen-tation, and therefore strictly included in Rbtt(SPARSE ).Proof: If Rbdtt(SPARSE ) is closed under complementation, thenR1-tt(SPARSE ) � Rbdtt(SPARSE ). By Theorem 5.9, it follows thatR1-tt(SPARSE ) � Rctt(SPARSE ), contradicting [Ko89]. For thebounded conjunctive case we can argue in a similar way. 2



5.3. CONJUNCTIVE AND DISJUNCTIVE REDUCTIONS 93Note that this theorem does not hold for the correspondingRr(TALLY )classes: It follows from [Ko89] that Rm(TALLY ) = Rk-ctt(TALLY ) =Rk-dtt(TALLY ) = Rbtt(TALLY ), and thus all these classes are closedunder complementation.
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Chapter 6Structure of Complete SetsIn this chapter we will examine more closely the structure of completesets. We will try to see whether they have properties in common apartfrom being complete.Research along these lines was initiated by Post, as a way to solvehis problem whether there exist Turing incomplete sets in RE �REC .He proposed to �nd sets that possess structural properties that preventthem from being complete and recursive.. Here we take the oppositeapproach and examine, whether complete sets all possess certain struc-tural properties. This gives a handle on proving sets not complete byshowing that they lack some structural property. The new work is takenfrom [BHT93].The main question then becomes what kind of property are we look-ing for? Probably the �rst property considered in this frame work isthe density of the complete set, as was discussed in Chapter 4. In thischapter we will turn our attention to other `structural' set properties ofcomplete sets. These issues have not been as well studied as the den-sity aspects. In this chapter we cannot give a full picture of all possiblestructural properties, but merely scan through a couple of them.6.1 ImmunityThe �rst property we touch here is whether computationally complexsets possess in�nite subsets that are easy (i.e. polynomial time) to95



96 CHAPTER 6. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SETScompute. If this is not the case the set is said to be immune.De�nition 6.1 A set A is p-immune if there is no in�nite set B 2 P,such that B � A.So p-immune sets are sets that are not only computationally hardto compute, but also their in�nite subsets are complex. Obviouslyif there are p-immune sets in NP , then P 6= NP . But even under thehypotheses that P 6= NP it is not known whether there exist p-immunesets in NP .So what about NP -complete sets under �pm -reductions? Againwe only have a partial answer. Observe that if A is not p-immuneand A is polynomial time isomorphic to B, then B is not p-immune.This observation together with the fact that for example SAT is not p-immune ( the set of formula's (a_ � a); a_ � a_ � a) ^ (a_ � a)) : : :,is an easy to recognize subset of SAT ) and Berman and Hartmanisobservation about known NP -complete sets being isomorphic [BH77]implies that all known NP -complete sets are not p-immune.For EXP the situation is somewhat better understood. Bermanproved in his thesis [Ber77], in an attempt to prove that all �pm -complete sets for EXP are p-isomorphic, that they are complete via1-1 and length increasing reductions. So the only ingredient that was,and still is, missing was the polynomial time invertibility.Theorem 6.2 ([Ber77]) All �pm -complete sets for EXP are �pm;1-1;li-complete.(For an extremely nice proof we refer the interested reader to [GH89])This, for the isomorphism conjecture for EXP insu�cient result,shows however that all �pm -complete sets for EXP are not p-immune.A result that surely would follow from a proof establishing the isomor-phism conjecture for EXP .Theorem 6.3 All �pm -complete sets for EXP are not p-immune.Proof: Let A be a �pm -complete set. Consider the set T = f0n j n 2INg. By the previous theorem T �pm;1-1;li A via M1 say. Consider theset of queries Q, asked by M1 on input 0n (for all n): Q = fy j 9n : y 2



6.1. IMMUNITY 97Q(M1; 0n)g. Obviously Q � A, and because M1 is length increasing, itfollows that Q 2 P . 2Unfortunately it is not known whether Theorem 6.2 goes throughfor NEXP and consequently it is an open problem whether there existNEXP �pm -complete sets that are p-immune.Can we propagate this non-immunity property to other kind of com-pleteness notions? The answer is a quick and loud no.Theorem 6.4 There exists a �p2�dtt -complete set B in NEXP suchthat B is p-immune.Proof:(Sketch) Let M1;M2; : : : be an enumeration of polynomial timeTuring machines, that accept the languages in P . We have to constructa set that is complete (�p2�dtt) on one hand, and on the other we haveto make sure that the set is p-immune. We construct the set B suchthat for every x 2 K, it is always the case that <x; 0> or <x; 1> is inB. Clearly this will guarantee that B is �p2�dtt -complete. On the otherhand we have to make B p-immune. This is ensured by the followingrequirement: Every machine Mi that recognizes an in�nite subset (i.e.in polynomial time), will accept a string in the complement of B. Surelythis will make B p-immune. We will use a priority argument to forcethese requirements. B is constructed in stages:stage n:At stage n we put <i; x> (i = 0; 1) in B i� x 2 K. Next simulateall the machinesMi(0 < i < n) that are not yet satis�ed for 2n stepson all the inputs of the form <0; x> or <1; x> of length n. If thereis no Mj accepting a string we go to stage n + 1. Otherwise callthe machine with the smallest index that accepts a string <i; x>satis�ed and take <i; x> out of B (i.e. put it in the complement ofB). Go to the next stage.end of stage nWe leave it to reader to check that this construction can be carriedout in exponential time. Furthermore it is clear that in stage n at mostone string of the form <i; x>(i = 0; 1) is taken out of B, soK �p2�dtt B.It remains to be shown that B is p-immune. Suppose for a contra-diction that there exists a polynomial time computable in�nite set S



98 CHAPTER 6. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SETSthat is a subset of B. Let S = L(Mm). Since L(Mm) is in�nite theremust be a stage l � m such that Mm accepts a string <i; x> = y oflength l and m is the smallest index of machines that are not satis�ed.At this stage however y is left out of B, contradicting the fact that Sis a subset of B. 2The same statement is true for EXP .6.2 RobustnessWhen is a complete set robust? The idea is to investigate how manyelements need be taken out of a complete set in order to destroy thecompleteness of the set.The game goes as follows: Let A be a complete set and S be anotherset. For what S is the set A � S still complete and for what S is thisnot the case. Complete sets (under various kinds of reductions) forEXP will be studied. Whenever we are able, we will prove the resultsfor EXP hard sets as well. From this it follows that the statement justproved is also true for NEXP -hard sets. Note that the game will onlybe restricted to sets S that are not dense since otherwise S can be takenas big as �� and this surely renders A incomplete after removal.This kind of research was �rst studied by Sch�oning [Sch86] whoshowed that for all complete sets A in EXP and every set D in Pthe set A�D1 is of exponential density. In [TFL91] Tang, Fu en Liushowed that D can be subexponential time computable and that infact A�D remains exponential time complete. They further show theexistence of arbitrarily sparse subexponential time computable sets Ssuch that for any exponential time complete set A the set A� S is nolonger exponential time hard. The proof hinges again on the fact thatfor any exponential time computable set B and any exponential timecomplete set A there exists a length increasing reduction from B to A.Then the subexponential time complete set is constructed by choosinga su�ciently sparse polynomial time computable subset of f0g� andde�ning S as the image of this set varying over all polynomial time1Recall that � stands for symmetric set di�erence and A�B is de�ned as (A�B) [ (B � A).



6.2. ROBUSTNESS 99computable functions, i.e. S = f0b(i) : jfi(0b(i))j > ig and the b(i) arechosen su�ciently far apart.A closer look at the proof reveals that though the theorem juststates that S is subexponential time computable there are various waysof making S come arbitrarily close to polynomial time. It thereforeseems reasonable to ask if we can also choose S to be polynomial timecomputable. The answer to this question is no, as [TFL91] observe.From the �pm;1-1;li-reduction of K 0 = K ��� to the EXP -complete setA we can easily construct a �pm -reduction to A�S for any polynomialtime computable sparse set S.The set K 0 itself is of course �pm -complete for EXP . In fact it is�pdtt -complete for EXP in a special way. For a given string x eitherall strings <x; y> are in this set, or all are out depending on x 2 K.Therefore as long as S is p(n)-sparse the set K 0 � S remains �pdtt -complete for EXP . The reduction from K to K 0 on input x just queriesthe set f<x; y> j 0 � y � p(2n) + 1g. Since all these strings havelength � 2jxj at least one of them is not in S and it is in K 0 i� x 2 K.A theorem like \There exists a sparse set S such that for any �pdtt -complete set A for EXP the set A� S is not �pdtt -complete for EXP"cannot exist for this reason. The best we can hope for is a theoremfor reductions that can query less strings than jjS�njj for each lengthn. On the other hand we want S to remain arbitrarily sparse, so thebest bound we can hope for is some �xed but arbitrary constant. Suchreductions are called bounded truth table reductions. And for thesereductions we can obtain the theorem.Theorem 6.5 Given a recursive non-decreasing function g(n) withlimn!1 g(n) =1. There exists a g(n)-sparse subexponential time com-putable set S such that for any �pbtt -complete set A for EXP the setA� S is no longer �pbtt -complete.Proof: For a given set A we demonstrate the existence of a set LA suchthat LA �pbtt A i� there exists a reduction Mi that queries at least onestring y 2 A with jyj > b(i) on input 0b(i). Next we let all such stringsin S thereby killing the reduction. This technique was borrowed fromWatanabe [Wat87a].Let fMigi be an enumeration of all �pbtt -reductions. Without loss ofgenerality we may assume that machineMi generates� i queries on any



100 CHAPTER 6. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SETSinput. First we de�ne a set of numbers fb(i)gi su�ciently far apart andsu�ciently easy to recognize, i.e. we want that for each n the question\9i : n = b(i)?" can be answered in time O(n), and furthermore wewant for each i that g(b(i)) > i2. This means that we can de�ne atleast i2 strings in S�b(i) without disturbing the sparseness condition onS. In fact we just put � i strings in each interval S�b(i+1) � S�b(i),Next we show a property that complete sets, under any kind ofreduction posses. This observation was made by Watanabe [Wat87b].Let fMigi be an enumeration of reductions we want to consider. In thiscase �pbtt -reductions.Lemma 6.6 Let A be any set in EXP. There exists a set LA such thatif LA �pbtt A, via machine Mj, then for almost all n, there exist a qn inQ(Mj; 0b(<j;n>))TA, such that jqnj > b(<j; n>).Proof: Let A be any set in EXP , we de�ne the set LA as follows. Put0b(<i;n>) in LA i� MA�b(<i;n>)i (0b(<i;n>)) rejects. If A is complete thenbecause LA is easily seen to be in EXP , LA �pbtt A. Lets assume thatthis fact is witnessed by machine Mj. Now Mj has the property thatfor almost all n it will query on inputs of the form 0b(<j;n>) at leastone string q such that jqj > b(<i; n>) and q 2 A. For suppose this isnot true then because of the construction of LA, it follows that 0b(<j;n>)in LA i� MA�b(<i;n>)i (0b(<i;n>)) rejects, and because no strings biggerthen b(<j; n>) in A are queried, MA�b(<j;n>)j (0b(<j;n>)) =MAj (0b(<j;n>)).Contradicting the fact that Mj is a reduction from LA to A. 2We let S = fy : y 2 Q(Mi; 0b(i)) and jyj > b(i)g and claim that S isthe set searched for.First jjS�njj � g(n) for each n, since for each n the only strings thatare in S�n are the sets in Sj�iQ(Mj ; 0b(j)) for i the maximal integersuch that b(i) � n. Hence there are at most i2 strings in S�n and b(i)was chosen such that g(n) � g(b(i)) > i2 as required.Second for any �pbtt -complete set A the set A � S is not �pbtt -complete. If it were, then according to lemma 6.6, LA�S reduces �pbttto A�S via a reduction Mj, that queries on input 0b(<j;n>) at least onestring bigger than b(<j; n>) in A�S, but this cannot happen becauseof the way S is constructed. 2



6.2. ROBUSTNESS 101We observe that for conjunctive truth table reductions the state-ment of the theorem is valid without a constant bound on the numberof queries. Consider the ith conjunctive truth table reduction Mi. If0b(i) =2 LA, then for any S, Mi cannot be a �pctt -reductions from LA toA � S. If on the other hand 0b(i) 2 LA then Q(Mi; 0b(i)) � A. Hencein the construction of S it su�ces to put minfy : y 2 Q(Mi; 0b(i)) andjyj > b(i)g in S. From this we obtain.Corollary 6.7 Given a recursive non-decreasing function g(n) withlimn!1 g(n) =1. There exists a g(n)-sparse subexponential time com-putable set S such that for any �pctt -complete set A for EXP the setA� S is no longer �pctt -complete.Conjunctive truth table reducibilities form an exception in yet an-other way. For these reductions we can even let the set A be EXP -hardinstead of EXP -complete. We use the fact that for conjunctive truthtable reductions we can get a kind of 1-1 behavior for the query sets.A similar result for �pm -hard sets that uses the fact that these sets arealso hard under �pm;1-1 -reductions appears in [TFL91]. We can forcethe query sets belonging to two distinct inputs to be no subsets of eachother.Lemma 6.8 If A is EXP -hard under �pctt -reductions, then for anyset B in EXP there exists a �pctt -reduction MB, such that Q(MB ; x) 6�Q(MB; y) and Q(MB; y) 6� Q(MB; x), whenever x 6= yProof: Let fMigi be an enumeration of �pctt -reductions. We constructa set W as follows. On input <i; x> compute Q(Mi; <i; x>). If thereis a y < x such that either:1. Q(Mi; <i; x>) � Q(Mi; <i; y>) or2. Q(Mi; <i; y>) � Q(Mi; <i; x>).Then put <i; x> in W i� <i; y> =2 W , otherwise put <i; x> in W i�x 2 B.It is easy to see that W is in EXP , so there exists a �pctt -reductionfrom W to A, say Mj. For this reduction it follows that if x 6= y then



102 CHAPTER 6. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SETSQ(Mj; <j; x>) 6� Q(Mj; <j; y>) and Q(Mj; <j; y>) 6� Q(Mj; <j; x>),so M 0(x) = Mj(<j; x>) computes a �pctt -reduction from B to A withthe required property. 2From this lemma we get:Theorem 6.9 Given a recursive non-decreasing function g(n) withlimn!1 g(n) = 1. There exists a g(n)-sparse set S in EXP suchthat for any �pctt -hard set A for EXP the set A� S is no longer �pctt-complete.Proof: We let the numbers b(i) again be su�ciently far apart to guar-antee sparseness of S if we put one string in S for each b(i) and such that0b(i) is again easy to recognize. Furthermore we let 2� (b(i� 1))i�1 <b(i) to avoid confusion later on. Now we �nd out whether one of thestrings in Sjyj�b(i)Q(Mi; <0b(i); y>) has length � b(i)=2 � 1. If it has,then we put the least such string in S.S is exponential time computable since to decide membership of astring x in S we search for a 0b(i) such that b(i) � 2�jxj and jxj < (b(i))i.(There can only be one candidate) Now compute the query sets on theat most 22jxj di�erent y in time � 22jxj � (2jxj)i + i and see if x is theleast string of the right length in the union of these sets.A � S is not �pctt -complete since if it were, then one of the �pctt-reductions of 0���� would behave as predicted by Lemma 6.8. How-ever this reduction, say Mi on input <0b(i); y> �nds one of the queriedstrings not in A�S for some y and hence must reject, a contradiction.2 Conjunctive and disjunctive truth table reducibilities are comple-mentary on EXP in that if a set is conjunctive truth table reducible toa set A then it is disjunctive truth table reducible to A. So we �nd,Corollary 6.10 Given a recursive non-decreasing function g(n) withlimn!1 g(n) =1. There exists a g(n)-sparse subexponential time com-putable set S such that for any �pdtt -complete set A for EXP the setA [ S is no longer �pdtt -complete.and



6.2. ROBUSTNESS 103Corollary 6.11 Given a recursive non-decreasing function g(n) withlimn!1 g(n) = 1. There exists a g(n)-sparse set S in EXP such thatfor any �pdtt -hard set A for EXP the set A [ S is no longer �pdtt -complete.Proof: Let K be the standard �pm -complete set for EXP . If K �pctt Avia Mi then: x 2 K , Q(Mi; x) � Aor: x 62 K , Q(Mi; x) \ A 6= ;Now K 2 EXP so K �pm K say via f .so: x 2 K , f(x) 2 K , Q(Mi; f(x)) � Aor: x 62 K , f(x) 62 K , Q(Mi; f(x)) \ A 6= ;or: x 2 K , f(x) 62 K , Q(Mi; f(x)) \ A 6= ;So A is �pdtt -hard via Mi(f(x)). Along the same lines: If A is �pdtt-hard then A is �pctt -hard. So A is �pdtt -complete(hard) i� A is �pctt-complete (hard) for EXP . But if A is �pctt -complete (hard) then thereexists a g(n) sparse subexponential (exponential) time computable setS such that A� S is no longer �pctt -complete (hard), and then A [ Sis no longer �pdtt -complete (hard). 2As in the case of �pm -reductions in the case of complete sets wecan let S come arbitrarily close to being polynomial time computable,and as in the case of �pm -reductions polynomial time computability isexactly the cut-o� point. But �rst we need a de�nition:De�nition 6.12 Let A be a set. For a string x we let A[x] stand for thex section of A, i.e. the set f<x; z> j <y; z> 2 Ag. In this case z mayalso be <z1; : : : ; zn>, so that we get the set f<y; z1; : : : ; zn> j y = xand <y; z1; : : : ; zn> in A.Theorem 6.13 For any set A that is �pctt -hard for EXP and anyp(n)-sparse polynomial time computable set S, the set A � S remains�pctt -hard for EXP.



104 CHAPTER 6. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SETSProof: We construct a set W 2 EXP , consisting of pairs <i; x> suchthat there exists an i for which K reduces �pm to W [i] and W [i] reduces�pctt to A � S. Then A � S is �pctt -hard. As before fMigi is anenumeration of polynomial time �pctt -reductions. W is constructedaccording to the following rules:On input <i; x; z>with 0 � z � p(j<i; x; z>ji+i)+1 compute the unionof the query sets Ui(i; x; z) = Sz0<z (Q(Mi; <i; x; z0>) \ S). Accordingto whether Q(Mi; <i; x; z>) \ S) � Ui(i; x; z)) do one of the followingtwo actions:1. If (Q(Mi; <i; x; z>)\S) = ; orQ(Mi; <i; x; z>)\S) � Ui(i; x; z))then <i; x; z> 2 W i� x 2 K else2. <i; x; z> 2 W .FirstW is exponential time computable and hence one of the machines,sayMw is a polynomial time �pctt -reduction fromW to A. Next there isa �pctt -reduction from W [w] = f<y; x; z> j y = w and <y; x; z> 2 Wgto A� S.Proof: The reduction works as follows. On input <w; x; z> rejectif z > p(j<w; x; z>jw + w) + 1. Otherwise compute Uw(w; x; z) andQ(Mw; <w; x; z>) \ S. If (Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) \ S)6�Uw(w; x; z) thenaccept, otherwise accept only if Q(Mw; <w; x; z>)� S � A� S. 2Finally we show that there is a many one reduction from K toW [w].Proof: On input x compute the least z such that Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) \S) = ; or (Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) \ S) � Uw(w; x; z) and let f(x) =<w; x; z>. Because S is a sparse set with density p(n), action 2 in theconstruction of W above can only happen p(j<w; x; z>jw + w) manytimes, so this least z exists and is computable in polynomial time. 22 In the proof of this theorem we in fact showed the existence of aspecial setW and a reduction ofW to the set A�S that avoids queriesabout strings in S. By the de�nition of W we force that queries aboutstrings in S must get a positive answer, and hence if the same queriesare asked on larger inputs than the answer to those queries is alreadyknown and we can let such a larger input depend only on queries outsideS. It is not very di�cult now to de�ne a set W that forces a reduction



6.2. ROBUSTNESS 105from W to A to consider queries about S as negatively answered andso the same strategy yields:Theorem 6.14 For any set A that is �pdtt -hard for EXP and anyp(n)-sparse polynomial time computable set S, the set A � S remains�pdtt -hard for EXP.Proof: We now build the set W according to the rules:On input <i; x; z> with 0 � z � p(j<i; x; z>ji+i)+1 we again computethe union of the query sets Uw(i; x; z) = Sz0<z (Q(Mi; <i; x; z0>) \ S).If (Q(Mi; <i; x; z>) \ S) = ; or (Q(Mi; <i; x; z>) \ S) � Ui then<i; x; z> 2 W i� x 2 K else <i; x; z>62W . We thus obtain a �pdtt-reduction from K to A� S along the same lines. 2The next logical step would be to prove that the same statementholds for �pbtt -reductions. This however seems to require more involvedtechniques. As things stand we only have a proof for �p2�tt -reductionsand it is rather lengthy.Theorem 6.15 Let A be �p2�tt -complete for EXP and S a polynomialtime computable p(n)-sparse set. The set A�S is still �p2�tt -completefor EXPProof: Again we construct an exponential time computable setW . LetfMigi be an enumeration of all �p2�tt -reductions. This time we havethe following goal in mind for the reductionMw fromW to A. For some�xed polynomial q depending only on p we want for each x that thereexists a pair of strings (<w; x; z>;<w; x; z0>) for 0 � z � q(n)+1 suchthat jjQ(Mw; <w; x; z>) \ Sjj + jjQ(Mw; <w; x; z0>) \ Sjj < 2. That iseither for one of the sets both queried strings are outside S, or theyhave at most one string in S in common. Then we will construct Wsuch that one of the two strings <w; x; z>, <w; x; z0> is inW i� x 2 Kand its membership in W can be decided on the basis of membershipin A of two strings in (Q(Mw; <w; x; z>)[Q(Mw; <w; x; z0>))�S. SoA� S remains �p2�tt -complete.Consider the ith reduction Mi, and a string x. For z an integer lessthan or equal to 3��p(j<i;x;z>ji+i)2 �+p(j<i; x; z>ji+ i)+1 we will decidewhether to put strings of the form <i; x; z> in or out of W . All other



106 CHAPTER 6. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SETSstrings are not element of W . Without loss of generality we assumethat the strings <i; x; z> are of the same length for all z considered.We treat three di�erent cases according to jjQ(Mi; <i; x; z>) \ Sjj.� First for any of the z considered: If Q(Mi; <i; x; z>)\S = ; then<i; x; z> 2 W i� x 2 K.� Next we make sure that the number of string for whichQ(Mw; <w; x; z>) � S is limited. There are at most�p(j<i;x;z>ji+i)2 � di�erent pairs of strings in S. Hence if we as-sume Q(Mi; <i; x; z>) � S for 0 � z � 3�p(j<i;x;z>ji+i)2 � + 1,then we must �nd z1 < z2 < z3 such that Q(Mi; <i; x; z1>) =Q(Mi; <i; x; z2>) = Q(Mi; <i; x; z3>). Let z1 < z2 < : : :be such that Q(Mi; <i; x; z1>) = Q(Mi; <i; x; z2>) = : : : andQ(Mi; <i; x; z1>) � S.{ We evaluate Mi on input <i; x; z1> with all 4 possiblestrings (00; 01; 10; 11) written on the answer-tape, and let<i; x; z1> 2 W i� the number of strings on which Mi re-jects is greater than the number of strings on which Mi ac-cepts. This leaves at most two possible answer-strings forthe strings in Q(Mi; <i; x; z1>).{ We evaluate Mi on input <i; x; z2> on the remaining twopossible answer-strings and let <i; x; z2> 2 W i� Mi rejectswith both strings written on the answer-tape. Now thereis at most one possible answer-string left.{ We evaluate Mi on input <i; x; z3> with the last remain-ing answer-string written on the answer-tape , and let<i; x; z> 2 W i�Mi rejects with this string on the answer-tape.{ if j > 3 then <i; x; zj> 62 WWe can now safely assume that if Mw is the reduction from Wto A then there are less than 3 � �p(j<w;x;z>jw+w)2 � di�erent z forwhich Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) � S.



6.2. ROBUSTNESS 107� The �nal and most elaborate task is to de�ne membership of<i; x; z> for z such that jjQ(Mi; <i; x; z>) \ Sjj = 1. We ob-serve that if z1 < z2 < z3 < : : : < zk is a sequence suchthat jjQ(Mi; <i; x; zj>) \ Sjj = 1 and Q(Mi; <i; x; zj>) \ S 6=Q(Mi; <i; x; zj>)TS for j 6= j 0 then k � p(j<i; x; z>ji + i).So let <i; x; z> be such that jjQ(Mi; <i; x; z>) \ Sjj = 1. Firstwe treat the case where 8z0 < z(Q(Mi; <i; x; z>) \ S) 6=Q(Mi; <i; x; z0>) \ SLet Q(Mi; <i; x; z>) = fy1; y2g.We simulate Mi(<i; x; z>) with all possible strings a of length 2written on the answer-tape, and act di�erently depending on theoutcome of these simulations. There are at most sixteen possibleoutcomes, corresponding to the following four cases.1. If Mi(<i; x; z>) always accepts, we let <i; x; z> 62 W and ifMi(<i; x; z>) always rejects, we let <i; x; z> 2 W . (Hencefor the reduction of W to A this case cannot occur. Thiscovers 2 of the 16 cases)2. If there is only one string of a for which Mi(<i; x; z>) ac-cepts with a on the answer-tape, then <i; x; z> 2 W , andif there is only one a for which Mi(<i; x; z>) rejects, then<i; x; z> 62 W (This way we �x both �A(y1) and �A(y2).This covers 8 of the 16 cases).3. IfMi(<i; x; z>) only depends on one query (Mi(<i; x; z>) isin fact a �p1�tt -reduction) then let y1 be the string on whichMi(<i; x; z>) depends. There are two subcases:(a) If y1 in S then we put <i; x; z> in W i� Mi(<i; x; z>)accepts with 00 written on the answer-tape.(b) If y1 62 S then we put <i; x; z> 2 W i� x 2 K.(this covers 4 of the 16 cases plus the case wherejjQ(Mi; <i; x; z>)jj = 1.)4. In the remaining two cases Mi(<i; x; z>) with a(= a1a2)written on the answer-tape accepts i� a1 = a2 or a1 6=a2. In case = we let <i; x; z> 2 W and in case 6= we let



108 CHAPTER 6. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SETS<i; x; z> 62 W . (Then in both cases Mi(<i; x; z>) acceptsi� y1 2 A, y2 2 A.)Next assume that 9z0 < z such that Q(Mi; <i; x; z0>) \ S =Q(Mi; <i; x; z>). Then �nd the least such z0. We perform the caseanalysis above for <i; x; z>. If this analysis falls into case 3b then welet <i; x; z> 62 W . Otherwise we let <i; x; z> 2W i� x 2 K.Now we show that for the reduction Mw of W to A the set W [w]reduces �p2�tt to A� S via Mw.Proof:On input <w; x; z> reject if z > 3 � �p(j<w;x;z>jw+w)2 � +p(j<w; x; z>jw + w) + 1. Next compute Q(Mw; <w; x; z>). There arethree cases.1. Q(Mw; <w; x; z>)\S = ;. In this case we can query both stringsin Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) and accept i� Mw accepts with the answer-string found.2. Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) � S. Now by construction of W therecan be at most one z0 < z such that Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) =Q(Mw; <w; x; z0>). Find out if such a z exists. If it does then �ndthe at most two possible answer-strings for Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) =Q(Mw; <w; x; z0>), and simulate Mw(<w; x; z>) with thosestrings written on the answer-tape. Accept i� Mw rejects withboth strings on the answer-tape.3. jjQ(Mw; <w; x; z>) \ Sjj = 1. Again there are two possibilities(a) If there is no z0 < z with Q(Mw; <w; x; z0>) \ S =Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) \ S. Then compute Mw(<w; x; z>) withA � S as oracle and accept according to the answer-stringand the rules for W above.(b) If there is a z0 < z with Q(Mw; <w; x; z0>) \ S =Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) \ S, then �nd the least such z0. Per-form the case analysis on the pair <w; x; z0>. If thisfalls into case 3b then reject. Otherwise compute �W (z0)with the rules for W above and Mw(<w; x; z0>). Query(Q(Mw; <w; x; z0>) [Q(Mw; <w; x; z>)) � S.



6.2. ROBUSTNESS 109Now either �W (z) �xes �A(Q(Mw; <w; x; z0>) \ S) =�A(Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) \ S) or �A(Q(Mw; <w; x; z0>) \ S) =�A(Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) \ S) = �A(Q(Mw; <w; x; z0>) �S): Both cases give enough information to compute�W (<w; x; z>).2 Next we show that K is �pm -reducible to W [w]Proof: On input x we compute the query sets Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) forz � 3� �p(j<w;x;z>jw+w)2 �+ p(j<w; x; z>jw + w) + 1 until we either �nda string <w; x; z> for which Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) \ S = ; or 9z0 < z :Q(Mw; <w; x; z0>) \ S = Q(Mw; <w; x; z>) \ S = y and then query<w; x; z> and accept i� a 1 is written on the answer-tape. 2Since K �pm W [w] andW [w] �p2�tt A�S we have that A�S is �p2�tt-complete. 2For �p3�tt the case analysis quickly blows up. We would have to �nda more general property behind the reductions before we could attackthe problem for �pbtt -reductions. For general truth table reductionssuch an attack would not even work. The proof method above rela-tivizes, and we can show that there exists an oracle set A relative towhich EXP has a �ptt -complete tally set T . Then T � 0� = ; whichcannot be complete.Lemma 6.16 If EXP � P=poly then there exists a tally set T that is�ptt -complete for EXPProof: It is well known that A is in P=poly i� A �ptt T for some tallyset T . So from our hypothesis this gives us a tally set T , that is truthtable hard for EXP . We will show how to construct a tally set T 0 (fromT ) that is complete for EXP .From the fact that there exists a tally set T that is hard forEXP we get a truth-table reduction, say by machine Mi from K toT . Now �x n and consider all strings of length n. W.l.o.g. wemay assume that Mi queries on input x of length n, always thesame strings to T , namely y1; : : : ; yni, where yi = 0i. The idea



110 CHAPTER 6. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SETSis to �nd the minimal (in some way) setting of the yj's in T suchthat x 2 K i� Mi(x) accepts with this setting. Let xj indicatethe jth string of length n in lexicographic order. Let Pj = fa :jaj = ni(Mi(xj) with a written on the answer-tape accepts i� xj 2K)g. Pj codes exactly those tally sets T 0 that, when used as oraclefor Mi(xj) let Mi compute the correct answer for xj 2 K. Note herethat jjPjjj � 2ni for 0 � j < 2n. Set P 0 = T2ni=1 Pi and let pi be the ithprojection of the tuple y, where y is the minimal y 2 P 0. Put 0<n;i> inT 0 i� pi = 1. Obviously T 0 is tally and from the construction it is clearthat T 0 is computable in exponential time. From the fact that T existswe get that T 0 exists and that K �ptt T 02Theorem 6.17 There exists an oracle A such that there exists a �pAtt-complete set B for EXPA such that B � S where S is sparse andpolynomial time computable is not �pAtt -complete for EXPA.Proof: Wilson [Wil85] showed the existence of an oracle A whereEXPA � PA=poly. Using this oracle together with Lemma 6.16 weget that there exists a tally set T that is complete for EXPA. SettingB = T and S = f0g�, we get that B�S = ; and ; is not �pAtt -completefor EXPA 2Corollary 6.18 If for all �pT -complete sets A for EXP, the set A�S,for a sparse set S 2 P, is still �pT -complete then EXP 6� P=poly.The interresting thing is that this corollary ties together the questfor proving a lower bound for EXP and the structure of complete sets.The corollary says that if complete sets are robust, then they are alsohard to compute.6.3 SplittingsIn this section we want to investigate to what extend one can split EXP-complete sets. A splitting of an r.e. (exptime) set is the construction of



6.3. SPLITTINGS 1112 r.e. (exptime) sets A0; A1 � A such that A0TA1 = ; and A0SA1 =A. One of the things to look at is: can this splitting be done so thatthe subsets both have the same information as A. For complete setsthis would mean that the complete set can be split into subsets thatare itself again complete. These type of questions have been studiedin a recursion theoretical setting by Ladner [Lad73]. He observed thatthere exist sets that are non splittable or non mitotic as he called them.The recursion theoretical de�nition is as follows:De�nition 6.19 An r.e. set A is called (m-)mitotic i� there exist r.e.sets A1 and A0 such that:1. A1 � A; A0 � A, A1TA0 = ;, A1SA0 = A2. A �(m)T A1 �(m)T A0Note here that point 2 in the de�nition can be weakened, in the caseof �pT -reductions, to A1 �T A0. To see this, note that A �pT A1 � A0and A1�A0 �pT A1. To reduce A1 to A the reduction queries, on inputx, whether x is in A. If this is not the case it rejects straight out,otherwise it starts enumerating A1 and A0 since x must be in one ofthem.Later, Ambos-Spies [AS84] studied the complexity theoretical vari-ant of mitotic sets and introduced the term p-mitotic sets. It is notclear how to de�ne mitoticity in the complexity theoretical setting.Ambos-Spies introduced four de�nitions; two for the Turing reductionsand two for the many-one reductions. One way of doing it would beto change point 2 in De�nition 6.19 into A �pT A1 �pT A0 and since weare interested in complete sets for complexity classes we could demandthat A0 and A1 should be in the complexity class under consideration.One problem is that this de�nition cannot be weakened to A1 �pT A0.(Take for example �� = ASA for some Turing complete set A for EXP. Now A as well as A are both in EXP and split �� and are Turingequivalent but obviously do not Turing reduce to ��.) To get aroundthis problem Ambos-Spies de�ned p-mitotic in the following way:De�nition 6.20 A recursive set A is p-m(T)-mitotic if there is a setB 2 P such that A �pm(T ) ATB �pm(T ) ATB.



112 CHAPTER 6. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SETSWhen using this de�nition the problem of reducing A1 to A is settledfor the Turing case. Namely, x is in A1 i� x is in B and x is in A. Onedisadvantage of this de�nition however is that the requirement thatthe splitting has to be polynomial time computable seems too strong.In order to capture this feeling, we also want to look at the de�nitiondiscussed above. Note here also that since our main interest concernscomplete sets we will not have the trouble that A0 (or A1) does notreduce to A (This because A is complete)De�nition 6.21 An recursive set A is called weakly-p-m(T) mitotic i�there exist re sets A1 and A0 such that:1. A1 � A; A0 � A, A1TA0 = ;, A1SA0 = A2. A �pm(T ) A1 �pm(T ) A0One of the questions that arises, is: are �pm -complete sets for EXP(weakly) p-m mitotic? In order to answer this question we �rst take agood look at the complete sets for RE . There it is known, due to Myhill,that the �pm -complete sets are all isomorphic. Now using the factthat K, the standard �pm -complete set for RE is m-mitotic and thatthis property is preserved under isomorphisms it follows that all �pm-complete sets are m-mitotic. Unfortunately, it is not known whetherthe �pm -complete sets for EXP are p-isomorphic but it is known thatthey are all 1-1, length increasing equivalent [Ber77, GH89, Wat87a].It turns out that this is su�cient to prove that they are weakly-p-m-mitotic.Theorem 6.22 All �pm -complete sets for EXP are weakly-p-m-mito-tic.Proof: Let A be a �pm -complete set for EXP . Let A�A �pm A via fthat is 1-1 and length increasing. Set A0 to be fy j 9 0x; x 2 A; y =f(0x)g. Since f is 1-1 and length increasing it is obvious that A0 is inEXP , furthermore it is also �pm -complete because x 2 A i� f(0x) 2A0, and A0 � A. Now set A1 = A � A0. Obviously, A0 SA1 = Aand A0TA1 = ;. Now it remains to be shown that A1 is also �pm-complete. Let A1 = f1x j x 2 Ag. Note that A1 � A� A and is �pm



6.3. SPLITTINGS 113-complete. Since f is 1-1, 1x 2 A1 ) f(1x) 2 A ) f(1x) 2 A � A0,and 1x =2 A1 ) 1x =2 A�A) f(1x) =2 A) f(1x) =2 A� A0. 2So for EXP the 1-1 length increasing property seems to be enoughin order to get weakly-p-m-mitoticity. For NEXP the situation is some-what di�erent because we do not know whether we have length increas-ing reductions to complete sets. But we do have the 1-1 property andsome sort of honesty namely that the reductions are not more thanexponential length decreasing, i.e. 2jf(x)j > jxj [GH89]. The main prob-lem however is, that when applying the same proof as above, the setdi�erence used to de�ne A1 = A � A0 is not known to be in NEXPbecause it is not known if NEXP is closed under complementation (andthus under set di�erence). However we can prove something that at a�rst glance looks hopeful in order to prove weakly-p-m-mitoticity forNEXP -complete sets.Theorem 6.23 Every �pm -complete set A for NEXP can be split intoin�nitely many disjoint subsets A1; A2 : : : such that S1i=0Ai = A, suchthat for all i, Ai � A and Ai is �pm -complete for NEXP.Proof: We start the same way as in the EXP case. So let A�A �pm Avia f that is 1-1 and exponentially honest. Set A0 = fy j 9 0x; y =f(0x); y 2 Ag. Note that it is equivalent, in the de�nition of A0,to say that x 2 A or y 2 A, because f is a many-one reduction.Now A0 is in NEXP : on input y guess the 0x such that f(0x) = y.This can be done in nondeterministic exponential time because jxj <2jyj, by the exponential honesty of f . Now accept y i� y 2 A. Wede�ne A1 in a similar way: A1 = fy j 9 1x; y = f(1x); y 2 Ag. Wehave now two complete sets A0 and A1 and some leftover of A namelyT0 = A � (A0 SA1). At this point we repeat this procedure with A0resulting in A00 and A01 and again some leftover T1. Repeating thiswe get an in�nite sequence of sets A0i1 and a set T = S1i=0 Ti so that(S1i=0Ai01) ST = A. Since T is countable (it is a subset of IN) we canadd the ith element of T to A0i1 resulting in a sequence A00i1 satisfyingthe properties of the theorem. 2Although this looks hopeful, the following example shows that thein�nite version of mitoticity and mitoticity can be independent of each



114 CHAPTER 6. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SETSother. Ladner [Lad73] showed the existence of non mitotic sets, to-gether with the following observation this yields the somewhat bizarreexistence of a set that cannot be split into two parts but can be splitin in�nitely many parts of the same complexity.Observation 6.24 every r.e. set A can be split into in�nitely manydisjoint r.e. subsets A1; A2; : : : of A such that they remain in the sameTuring degree as A.Proof: It is well known that every r.e. set A has an in�nite subset Bthat is recursive. Let B be such an in�nite recursive subset of A. SinceB is recursive and in�nite, it is (recursively) isomorphic to ��. So wecan code A into B. I.e. let f be the isomorphism between �� and B,de�ne A0 = ff(x) j x 2 Ag. Obviously A0 is r.e and A0 �T (A � B).Furthermore there exists a T1 such that A = (A�B) SA0 S T1. Nowusing the same "divide and split" trick as in the previous theorem weget the desired sequence of subsets. 2We try to follow the same line now as Ladner [Lad73] and try toprove that there exist non (weakly-p-m) mitotic sets in EXP . We suc-ceed in this and can also prove that those sets can be �p3�tt -complete.Note that this also proves that the same result is true for p-m mitoticity.Theorem 6.25 There exists a set A in EXP that is non-weakly-p-m-mitotic and �p3�tt -complete.Proof: In order to prove this we prove the following: There exists aset A so that for all sets A0; A1 2 EXP , that split A, A0 6�pm A1. It isenough to prove this for only exptime computable splittings (i.e. Ai isin EXP ) in order to get non weakly-p-m-mitoticity. This is because fora weakly-p-m-mitotic set B in EXP the parts B0 and B1 are in EXPbecause they are �pm to B. Let Mi0 be an enumeration of exponen-tial time machines that run in time 2ni + i and fj an enumeration ofpolynomial time many-one reductions.In order to construct A we have the following set of require-ments: For all i00; i10; i0; i1, if L(Mi00) and L(Mi10) split A then eitherL(Mi10) 6�pm L(Mi00) via fi1 or L(Mi00) 6�pm L(Mi10) via fi0.



6.3. SPLITTINGS 115We introduce a function b in order to have a set of strings to diag-onalize over. Let b(0) = 1 and b(i) = (b(i � 1)i�1) + 1. The idea is toput 3 copies of K into A and make sure that from the pairs, <i; x>(i = 1; 2; 3), always at least one of them is in A if x 2 K. A becomesthen �p3�tt (in fact �p3d) -complete by the following reduction from Kto A: x 2 K i� 9i � 3 such that <i; x> in A. On the other hand,we can leave out at most 2 of the pairs <i; x> in order to destroy themitoticity.stage 0 A = ;stage n:Let n = <i00; i10; i0; i1> and let b = b(i�1)i�1+1. We will make surethat all strings of length � b in A will not be changed by this stageand because b(i) is strictly increasing, not by later stages. Considerfi0(0b(n)) = y0 and fi1(0b(n)) = y1. Set A to be ASf<i; x> j i =1; 2; 3 and x 2 Kg. We assume that the pairing function does notoutput strings that start with a 0 this in order to be able to let stringsof the form 0b(i) out of A without disturbing the completeness. Wehave several cases to consider.1. y0 = 0b(n) or y1 = 0b(n) in this case we put 0b(n) into A.2. y0 = y1, and not case 1. We have two subcases:(a) jy0j > b. Leave y0 out of A and put 0b(n) in A.(b) jy0j � b. Put 0b(n) in A i� y0 =2 A3. y0 6= y1, and not case 1. We have 3 subcases:(a) Both jy0j and jy1j are bigger than b. Leave both y0 and y1out of A and put 0b(n) in A.(b) One of the y's is bigger than b and the other is smaller.W.l.o.g. let jy0j > b and jy1j � b. We leave y0 out of A andhave two subcases:i. y1 =2 A. Put 0b(n) in A.ii. y1 2 A. 0b(n) 2 A i� Mi10(y1) accepts.



116 CHAPTER 6. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SETS(c) jy0j � b and jy1j � b. We have 3 subcases.i. y1 =2 A and y0 =2 A. Put 0b(n) in A.ii. y1 2 A and y0 =2 A. (The other way around is symmet-ric) y1 2 A i� Mi10(y1) accepts.iii. y1 2 A and y0 2 A. 0b(n) 2 A i� Mi00(y0) accepts andMi10(y1) accepts.end of stage nThis ends the construction of A. The correctness of the constructionis an analysis of the the cases in the construction. The cases can bedistinguished in 2 types: namely the one where y0 and y1 are free i.e.> b. In those cases we can diagonalize by putting 0b(n) in A and leavingboth y1 and y0 out of A. In these cases we diagonalize against the manyone reductions. In the other cases we are forced to leave y1 and y0 inA in order not to destroy the the work done at previous stages. But inthese cases we are able to compute in exponential time the splittingswe want to diagonalize against. We will show the correctness of case3(c)iii in the construction. The other cases have a similar proof. Soboth y0 and y1 are �xed and in A. By putting in 0b(n) we force y0 andy1 for any possible correct splitting both to be in either in A0 or A1. Onthe other hand by leaving 0b(n) out of A, y1 has to be in Ai and and y1in A1�i (i = 0; 1). Since we are able to compute the splittings we candiagonalize in this case. 2The logical next step would be to prove this result for Turing com-plete sets. We are not yet able to do this but suspect that there existTuring complete sets that are not weakly-p-T-mitotic.An other line of splittings in recursion theory is the existence of asplitting of an r.e. set A in A0 and A1 that are incomparable. Oneexample of this is the splitting theorem of Sacks [Sac63] and the timebounded versions by [Lad75]. The next theorem is in a way a counter-part of this. In the original splittings one gets the following structure:A0 and A1 are Turing (or many one) incomparable but do reduce toA, thus achieving that A does not reduce to A0 or A1. I.e. A0 andA1 are strictly below A. In the next theorem the sets A0 and A1 arestrictly below A but are in the same many one degree. Seen in another light this theorem can be seen as a generalization of the fact that



6.3. SPLITTINGS 117there exists �p2�dtt -complete sets for EXP that are not �pm -complete[Wat87a, GH89].Theorem 6.26 If A is �pm -complete for EXP then A can be split intoA0 and A1 such that:� A0 �pm A1� A0 and A1 are �p2�dtt -complete for EXP but not �pm -complete.Proof: Let A be �pm -complete and K be the standard �pm -completeset. Since the �pm -complete sets for EXP are 1-1 length increasingequivalent we can construct the following length increasing 1-1 functionh from A to A. Let f be the 1-1, l.i. reduction from A to K and gthe one from K to A. Let h(x) = f(g(x)). We say that x is a rootif h�1(x) is unde�ned and x is on a chain if h�1(x) is de�ned. Onepossible way to construct A0 and A1 is as follows (the real constructionfollows later): A0 = fx j x 2 A and x is a root g S fx j x 2 A and x ison a chain and hi(xr) = x and xr is a root and i is even gand A1: fx j x 2 A and x is on a chain and hi(xr) = x and xr is a rootand i is odd gClearly A0 and A1 split A, are in EXP and A0 �pm A1 via h. A0and A1 are �p2�dtt -complete: x 2 A() x 2 A0 or x 2 A1 () x 2 A0or h(x) 2 A0. The only thing to do now is to show that A0 and A1 arenot �pm -complete. Note here that in order to get the above properties(i.e. splitting of A, the �pm and the �p2�dtt -completeness) it doesn'tmatter if the roots are in A0 or A1 as long as it holds that: x 2 Aithen h(x) 2 A1�i This gives enough freedom to diagonalize against �pm-reductions. So we are going to construct a set W 2 EXP so that Wnot �pm A0. Note that then A1 cannot be �pm -complete either. LetM1;M2; : : : be an enumeration of �pm -reductions such that Mi runs intime ni. We also need a function b(n) to denote the set of strings todiagonalize against Mn. Let b(0) = 1 and b(i + 1) = b(i)i + 1. W isgoing to be a subset of 0�. We construct W;A0 and A1 in stages. Atstage 0, W = A0 = A1 = ;stage n:



118 CHAPTER 6. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE SETSWe have constructed W;A0 and A1 up to strings of length b(n �1)n�1 + 1. We simulate Mn(0b(n)) = y. We now have three cases forthe construction of W :1. jyj � b(n� 1)n�1. Put 0b(n) in W i� y =2 A0.2. 9 y0 � b(n� 1)n�1 s.t. hi(y0) = y and i is even. Put 0b(n) in W i�y0 =2 A0.3. Otherwise put 0b(n) in W .This ends the construction of W .Construction of A0 and A1. Let b(n � 1)n�1 < jxj < b(n)n + 1and x 2 A.4. x 6= y(a) x is a root.� 9 i s.t. hi(x) = y{ put x in A0 i� i is odd.{ put x in A1 i� i is even.� put x in A0(b) x is on a chain, xr is the root of x and hi(xr) = x. Put x inA0 if i is even and xr 2 A0 otherwise put x in A1.5. x = y. Put x in A1.end of stage nIt is not hard to see thatW;A0 and A1 are all in EXP . FurthermoreA0 and A1 split A and A0 �pm A1. It remains to be shown that W 6�pmA0. Suppose it does via machine Mj , then Mj(0b(j)) = y. For cases1 and 2 in the above construction, 0b(j) 2 W i� y 62 A0 and from theconstruction of A0 and case 3, 0b(j) 2W and y =2 A0. 2



Chapter 7SelfreductionsIn this chapter we turn our attention to another form of reduction, theselfreduction. This type of reduction reveals more of the inner struc-ture of a single set. The reductions introduced so far made precisethe notion A is "easier" to compute than B (A �pr B). In this senseit ordered the two sets A and B. The �rst di�erence with the previousreduction types is that a selfreduction is only de�ned for one set andthus as such does not imply an ordering between sets. Intuitively a setA is selfreducible if we can recognize A (in polynomial time) with A asan oracle. Since this is trivialy true for any A (on input x just simplyquery if x is in the oracle) there is a restraint on the type of questionsto be queried. A �rst attempt to restrict the access to the oracle isto demand that x itself should not be part of the queries queried bythe oracle machine (i.e. x =2 Q(M;x)). Sets A that have this property(i.e. can be recognized in polynomial time with A as oracle with theextra property that x is not queried) are called (polynomial) autore-ducible. This is a direct generalization from the recursion theoreticalautoreducibility notion, where the oracle machine has to be recursive.Since in the following we will only talk about polynomial autoreducibil-ity we will drop the adjective polynomial. We would like to note thatthe RE sets that are recursive autoreducible have been characterizedas presicely those sets that are mitotic[Lad73]. This chapter is orga-nized as follows: Section 7.1 contains the main de�nitions and somebasic facts. In section 7.2 we will discuss which sets in NP are selfre-ducible and which ones are probably not selfreducible. In section 7.3119



120 CHAPTER 7. SELFREDUCTIONSwe will focus on the complexity of sets that are selfreducible and arep-selective. We will end this chapter with section 7.4, where we willstudy the relationship between the various notions of selfreducibility onNP . The new work is taken from [BvHT] and [BTvEB93].7.1 De�nitions and FactsBefore we go on we give a precise de�nition of autoreducibility due toAmbos-Spies [AS84]:De�nition 7.1 Let r be any of the previous de�ned restrictions. Letid = 8y 2 Q(Mi; x) : x 6= y. Let r0 be the restriction obtained byadding id to the query-type set of r. (i.e. query-type = query-type Sfidg).� We say that A is r-autoreducible if A �pr0 A.� We say that A is autoreducible if A is T -autoreducible.It is simple to see that there are autoreducible sets of arbitrary com-plexity. For any set A, A�A is autoreducible. On the other hand it isnot hard to see that there are sets in EXP that are not autoreducible.For a full discussion of autoreducibility and mitoticity and the struc-ture of autoreducible sets we would like to refer the interested readerto Ambos-Spies [AS84].It would be interesting to determine which sets in NP are autore-ducible and which ones (if any) are not. We note immediately thatevery set in P is autoreducible, so the existence of a non-autoreducibleset in NP would imply P 6= NP .As a partial answer to questions of the latter type we show thatevery �pT -complete set A for NP is autoreducible. Before we provethis we want to re�ne the notion of autoreducibility a bit. We want tore�ne it in the sense that not only x is not allowed in the query treebut also strings that are "bigger" in some ordering. First we de�newhat we mean by "some ordering". The following de�nition is due toKo [Ko83]



7.1. DEFINITIONS AND FACTS 121De�nition 7.2 A partial ordering � on �� is polynomially well-foun-ded and length-related (polynomially related) if there is a polynomial psuch that:1. x � y can be decided in p(jxj + jyj) steps,2. x � y implies jxj � p(jyj) for all x; y in �� and3. the length of a � -decreasing chain is shorter than p of the lengthof its maximum element.As an example of a polynomial related partial ordering we mentionthe length of the strings, i.e. x � y i� jxj < jyj. We assume an enumer-ation of polynomial related partial orderings. Let �i be the ith orderingin such an enumeration. Note we do not demand the enumeration tobe e�ective, although recursive enumerations exists.De�nition 7.3 Let i = <k; l>, decreasing = 8y 2 Q(Mk; x) : y �lx and r be any of the previous de�ned restrictions. Let r0 be the re-striction obtained by adding decreasing to the query-type set ofr. � We say A is r-selfreducible if A �pr0 A.� We say A is selfreducible if A is T -selfreducible.Note that selfreducibility is a form of autoreducibility. Ko observedthat selfreducibility does not allow sets of arbitrary complexity as fol-lows from the following theorem:Theorem 7.4 ([Ko83]) If A is selfreducible then A 2 PSPACE.Ko observed that disjunctive (and conjunctive) selfreducibility implyfurther restrictions of the complexity of the set.Theorem 7.5 ([Ko83]) � If A is disjunctive-selfreducible then A 2NP.� If A is conjunctive-selfreducible then A 2 co-NP :



122 CHAPTER 7. SELFREDUCTIONSIn a similar vein we show that if a set is parity selfreducible then theset is in �P .Theorem 7.6 If A is �-selfreducible then A 2 �P.Proof: Let the parity selfreduction of A be witnessed by machine Ms.We now construct a nondeterministic Turing machine Mp, with theproperty that x 2 A i� accept(Mp(x)) is odd. Let Mp be the machinethat simulates Ms on input x guesses nondeterministic a query y andrecursively continues on y. An easy inductive argument shows thatx 2 A i� accept(Mp(x)) is odd. 2An other way of looking at a selfreduction is by seeing it as a �xedpoint of the reducing oracle machine: Let Mself be an oracle machineobeying query-type decreasing. The �xed point of Mself is the setthat is a solution to the equation: A = L(Mself ; A). The interestingpoint is that this �xed point always exists and is unique.Theorem 7.7 LetMi be a an oracle Turing machine obeying a restric-tion with query-type containing decreasing. There exists a unique�xed point for Mi.Proof:(existence) Let �k be the polynomially related ordering withpolynomial p(n), belonging toMi. We �rst de�ne the lengthk of stringsx (lk(x)) w.r.t. the ordering �k, to be the number of strings + 1,preceding x on a maximal descending chain for x. This number isbounded by p(jxj). We construct the �xed point A in stages. A set Xcontaining only strings of lengthk � n will be suggestively written asXn. At stage n we put all the strings x with lk(x) = n in A i� they arein L(Mi; An�1). Since on input x machine Mi(x) only queries stringsy, with lk(y) < lk(x), we get that A is a �xed point for Mi.(uniqueness) Suppose that A and B are both �xed points for Mi. (thatis satisfy the equation X = L(Mi; X)) We prove now by induction onthe lengthk of strings, that (for all n) An = Bn. For n = 1, Mi isnot allowed to query any string on inputs of lengthk 1 and since Miis deterministic, x 2 A1 i� Mi(x) accepts i� MAi (x) accepts i� MBi (x)accepts i� x 2 B1. For strings of lengthk n, Mi only queries stringsof lengthk n � 1 and for those An�1 = Bn�1 and again since Mi isdeterministic, we get that An = Bn. 2



7.2. WHICH SETS IN NP ARE SELFREDUCIBLE? 123The last notion of selfreducibility for sets in NP we want to discusshere is the one de�ned by Borodin and Demers [BD76]. They call aset A functional selfreducible if a proof for membership of x can begenerated in polynomial time, using A as an oracle. We will call thisnotion, Search Reduces to Decision for A (srtd for A). To be moreprecise:De�nition 7.8 ([BD76, BBFG91]) . Let L be in NP. x 2 L canbe de�ned as 9y(jyj � p(jyj) and RL(x; y) for some polynomial p andsome polynomial time computable relation RL. We say RL and p de-�ne L. Let witnessL(x) = fy j RL(x; y)g. We say Search Reducesto Decision for L i� there exists a polynomial time computable func-tion relative to L, fL (with L as oracle) such that for all x: 9y 2witnessL(x) and fL(x) = y, for some relation RL de�ning L.Thus y in witnessL(x) is some proof that x is in L. Note that thereare many ways to de�ne a set A in NP , and that A has srtd if someproof for x 2 A can be generated relative to A.7.2 Which sets in NP are Selfreducible?7.2.1 Sets in NP that are SelfreducibleTheorem 7.5 above states that every disjunctive selfreducible set is inNP . It is not known if the converse is true, but we will show thereis some evidence against this. A relaxation of the previous questionwould be to look at NP -complete sets. The question then becomes :are all �pr -complete sets for NP selfreducible. We do have a partialanswer as was observed by Ko [Ko83].It is easy to see that if A and B are polynomial time isomorphic,and A is r-selfreducible then so is B (just use the induced orderingby the isomorphism to get the ordering for the selfreduction for B).Furthermore SAT , the set of boolean formulas that are satis�able, is2dtt-selfreducible. On input �(x1; : : : ; xn), a formula on n variables,query if either �(x1 = 0; : : : ; xn) or �(x1 = 1; : : : ; xn) is in SAT . Herewe denote �(x1 = 0(1); : : : ; xn), with the formula that has False (True)substituted for its �rst variable. For some suitable coding of formu-las the formula with 1 variable less will be strictly smaller in length



124 CHAPTER 7. SELFREDUCTIONSthan the original one and thus selfreducible via the standard orderingon strings with respect to length, i.e. y � x i� jyj < jxj. This is aswe have seen before a polynomially related ordering. Now applying atheorem by Berman and Hartmanis [BH77], that states that all known(at that time) NP -complete problems are polynomial time isomorphic,we have that all natural NP -complete problems are 2-dtt-selfreducible.Whether they are all 2-dtt-selfreducible with respect to some �xed poly-nomially related ordering is a di�erent question. Some work along theselines can be found in [BSS90].The following theorem shows that for srtd things are a bit betterunderstood then for selfreducibility, in the sense that some absoluteresult can be obtained.Theorem 7.9 All NP -complete sets w.r.t. �pT -reductions have srtd.Proof: Let A be a �pT -complete set for NP . Let RA and p de�neA. De�ne prefix(A) = f<x; y> j 9z such that y is a pre�x of z andRA(x; z)g (compare with Selman[Sel88]). Clearly prefix(A) is in NP .Thus prefix(A) �pT A. Using prefix(A) as an oracle it is easy togenerate a proof for x in A:input xLet z = � and done = falserepeatif <x; z0> in prefix(A) then z=z0else if <x; z1> in prefix(A) then z=z1else done = trueuntil done = trueoutput z i� R(x,z)end.Since prefix(A) �pT A, the above algorithm can be made computablerelative to A, thus establishing that A has srtd. 2Though we will discuss the relations between the three notions ofselfreduction on sets in NP in more depth, we give a sneak preview andprove the following lemma:



7.2. WHICH SETS IN NP ARE SELFREDUCIBLE? 125Lemma 7.10 If A has srtd then A is autoreducible.Proof: Let Msrtd witness the fact that A has srtd for RA and p,de�ning A. We are going to alterMsrtd to make it an autoreduction forA. On input x simulateMsrtd(x). If however x the input itself is writtenon the query-tape, don't query x, but assume the answer is YES, i.e.write 1 on the answer-tape. Continue the computation of Msrtd(x).Let z be the output of the computation. Now accept x i� R(x; z).First note that the above machine obeys the query constraint id. Tosee that it computes x 2 A correctly: if x is in A, the computationis correct (on query x the correct answer is written on the answer-tape) and Msrtd(x) should output a witness z such that R(x; z). Onthe other hand if x not in A the above computation may be wrong butnevertheless a witness can never be found because there does not existone. 2Lemma 7.10 together with Theorem 7.9 give us the following corollary:Corollary 7.11 If A is �pT -complete for NP then A is autoreducible.The previous corollary is also interesting seen in the light that sucha fact is plainly not true for the RE sets, since Ladner[Lad73] has shownthat there exist �RECT -complete RE sets that are not mitotic and thusnot autoreducible (in the recursive sense).7.2.2 Sets in NP that are not SelfreducibleIn the previous section we saw that it was possible to show that certaintype of sets in NP are selfreducible in some sense. In this section wefocus on the other possibility: being not selfreducible. As stated beforethis would imply P 6= NP , so at least we have to work under thatassumption. Unfortunately no results are known from this assumption,so the next best thing is to assume a stronger assumption like E 6= NEor even EE 6= NEE (here EE (and NEE ) denote (non-deterministic)double exponential time). We note that these assumptions imply P 6=NP , but that it is not known whether they are equivalent.We will need one more de�nition and some known facts about theseassumptions and what they imply. The next notion we want to intro-



126 CHAPTER 7. SELFREDUCTIONSduce is again a direct translation of a recursion theoretical one: semi-recursive, proposed by Jockush[Joc68]. The resource bounded versionwill be called p-selective and is due to Selman.De�nition 7.12 ([Sel79]) We say that a set A is p-selective i� thereexist a polynomial time computable function f : �� � �� ! ��. Suchthat:1. f(x; y) = x or f(x; y) = y2. (x 2 A or y 2 A)) f(x; y) 2 A.The function f is called the selector function for A. The notion can beseen as a weaker form of decision: of two strings the most likely stringof the two to be in A can be computed in polynomial time. Note thata selector function for some set A induce some kind of ordering on twostrings: suppose that f(x; y) = x, then y 2 A) x 2 A and because)is a logical implication it follows that x 62 A) y 62 A.The next lemma will be very useful in the following. The lemmastates that for any p-selective set A and any n strings, these strings canbe ordered in a very special way:Lemma 7.13 Let A be a p-selective set. We can order any n stringsin the following way: x1 2 A) x2 2 A) : : :) xn 2 A.Proof: We prove this by induction on the number of strings to beordered. For any x and y, f(x; y) = x induces the ordering: y 2A ) x 2 A. Let x1; : : : ; xn be the strings that have to be ordered.If f(xi; xj) = xj we say that xi wins from xj . Now use the p-selectorto play a knock-out tournament among the n strings. Let x0 be thewinner of the tournament. If x0 2 A then for all i, xi 2 A and if thereis an i such that xi 62 A, then x0 62 A. By induction hypotheses then� 1 strings (x1; : : : ; xn without x0) can be ordered: x1 2 A) : : : )xn�1 2 A. Together with x0 this yields the ordering x0 2 A ) x1 2A : : :) xn�1 2 A. 2In [Sel79], Selman used p-selectivity in order to show that E 6= NEimplies that �pT -reducibility and �pm -reducibility di�er on NP . Hethen asked for constructions (using p-selective sets) to separate the



7.2. WHICH SETS IN NP ARE SELFREDUCIBLE? 127completeness notions on NP with respect to these reduction types. (i.e.�pm and �pT ) Ko in [Ko83] then showed that p-selective sets probablyare not su�cient to distinguish the completeness notions, for he showedthat every p-selective set is �pT reducible to some sparse1 set and thusif a p-selective set were complete for NP , then the polynomial timehierarchy would collapse to �p2.Theorem 7.14 ([Ko83]) If A is p-selective then A �pT S, for S asparse set.In [Sel79], Selman proved the following theorem:Theorem 7.15 ([Sel82]) For every tally language T there exist a setB such that1. B �pptt T .2. T �pT B.3. B is p-selective.Together with the fact [Boo74], that if E 6= NE then there exist atally set in NP � P , this theorem implies the existence of a p-selectiveset in NP�P , under the assumption that E 6= NE . To see this, observe�rst that NP is closed under �pptt -reductions [Sel79]. Now if the tallyset T from Theorem 7.15 is in NP � P , it follows that the p-selectiveset B also has to be in NP � P .We will see that this set cannot be selfreducible. It was knownthat any tally set T that is selfreducible is in P [MP79]. Thus the�rst example of a non-selfreducible set in NP was already given byBook [Boo74].In section 7.3 we will prove that every set that is both selfreducibleand p-selective is in P . Given this theorem, the following corollary isimmediate:Corollary 7.16 There is a p-selective set in NP that is not selfre-ducible unless E = NE.1recall that a set S is sparse if for all n; jjS�njj � p(n) for some polynomial p.



128 CHAPTER 7. SELFREDUCTIONSThese results can be viewed as strong evidence that there are nonselfreducible sets in NP . What about the other types of selfreducibility?It is at present not known if under the hypotheses that E 6= NE ,there are sets in NP that are non autoreducible or do not have srtd.But under the stronger hypotheses, that double exponential time, EE ,is not equal to non deterministic double exponential time, NEE , onecan prove that this is indeed the case.Theorem 7.17 There exists a set D in NP that is not autoreducible,unless NEE 6= EE.Proof: Let A be a set in NEE � EE . De�ne T (A) = f0n j n 2 Agand T (T (A)) = f0m j m 2 T (A)g = f02n j n 2 Ag. Let D be T (T (A)).First of all if A 2 NEE � EE then D 2 NP � P2. Next note thatthe di�erence in size of two successive elements in D is exponential.Suppose that D is autoreducible. Consider the autoreduction Mauto oninput 02n for some n. Since Mauto is prohibited to query 02n, the onlystrings that are in D and can be queried by Mauto, are those that areexponentially smaller than 02n. But since D is in NP , those queries canbe computed in deterministic polynomial time and thus D in P wouldfollow, contradicting our assumption. 2Applying Lemma 7.10 we get the following corollary:Corollary 7.18 ([BBFG91]) There exists a set A in NP that doesnot have srtd, unless NEE = EE,So far we were able to show that nontrivial (i.e. complete) setsin NP posses the property of being selfreducible: all natural �pm -complete sets are selfreducible and all �pT -complete sets have srtd andare autoreducible. Furthermore we could show that other sets did nothave these properties. Though non selfreducible sets needed a weakerhypotheses to prove their existence. In section 7.4 we will examine therelationship between the 3 notions of selfreducibility.2Observe that if x = 02n is in T (T (A)) then jxj = 22n , so double exponential timein n is only polynomial in x, so T (T (A)) is in NP . On the other hand if T (T (A))is in P then one can show that A has to be in EE , contradicting the hypotheses.



7.3. P-SELECTIVE & SELFREDUCIBLE SETS. 129In the next section we will prove a characterization of P in termsof sets that are p-selective and selfreducible. This characterization en-abled us earlier on to conclude that some sets are not selfreducible.Furthermore it will help us in section 7.4.7.3 P-selective & Selfreducible Sets.In order to get a better insight in the sets that live in a certain complex-ity class, we have already seen that reductions induce some structurein complexity classes. The main goal is to show that certain classes ex-hibit di�erent structures and thus are di�erent. Another approach togain some knowledge about certain complexity classes is to characterizethem, other than by their de�nition, by the sets that are contained inthem. This approach not only leads to more insight in the sets thatare in a certain class, but also gives a handle to show that certain setsare not contained in the class under consideration. Well known ex-amples of this approach are the many ways to de�ne the class of setsfor which there exist small circuits [Pip79], and the identi�cation ofvarious forms of interactive proof systems with PSPACE ;NEXP andNP [Sha90, BFL90, ALM+92]. Other examples are the classi�cation ofcomplexity classes by various logical theories [Imm84, Imm87].In this section we characterize P in terms of sets that are selfre-ducible and p-selective. But �rst we show some other characterizationsof P .7.3.1 Other characterizations of PThe rules of the game leading to characterizations of complexity classesare to describe in some way the sets that are contained in the complexityclass. One way to do this is by looking at structural properties of setsthat would imply the membership to a certain complexity class.In this vein it was proven by [GJY87] that all sets that are selfre-ducible and p-cheatable3are in P . In that same paper they prove that3A set is p-cheatable if there is a constant k � 1) such that for any 2k elements,the question of membership in A for all 2k elements can be reduced in polynomialtime to only k questions about membership in A.



130 CHAPTER 7. SELFREDUCTIONSP can also be characterized as those sets that are both p-cheatableand near-testable4. Another characterization can be found in [Sel82],where it is shown that every set that is p-selective and positive Turingreducible5 to its complement is in P .7.3.2 The P-selective & Selfreducible characteri-zationIn [Sel79] it was shown that all sets that are disjunctive selfreducibleand p-selective are in P . The proof of this goes as follows. Let A bedisjunctive selfreducible, on input x, y1; : : : ; yn are generated such thatx 2 A i� 9i s.t. yi 2 A and furthermore yi �k x for some polynomiallyrelated ordering �k. Now use the p-selector to choose one of the yi'sand proceed recursively on this yi until a string yo is encountered forwhich the selfreduction determines without any queries whether it is inA. Because the nature of the selfreduction and the p-selector, x 2 Ai� y0 2 A and because y0 is reached in at most p(n) many steps, A isrecognized in polynomial time.We want to improve this theorem by generalizing disjunctive selfre-ducible to selfreducible. First we show what the obvious upper boundis for sets that are p-selective and selfreducible:Theorem 7.19 ([Ko83]) Every set that is p-selective and selfreducibleis in �p2.Proof: Let A be p-selective and selfreducible by machine Mself . UsingTheorem 7.14 we get that A �pT S, for some sparse set S, say by Mr.Using techniques from [KL80, Bal90] we show that A is in �p2. Let p(n)be the polynomial belonging to the polynomially related ordering, �k,induced by Mself . To see that A is in �p2, we give a �p2 -algorithm.On input x (of length n), guess S�q(n), that part of S, that is neededfor Mr to decide membership in A relative to S, for strings of length4A set A is near-testable if there exists a polynomial time computable functionfor computing the function �A(x) +�A(x+ 1) (mod 2) where (x+1) denotes thelexicographic successor of x.5Recall that an oracle machine M is positive if it holds for all oracles A;B: ifA � B ) L(M;A) � L(M;B).



7.3. P-SELECTIVE & SELFREDUCIBLE SETS. 131p(n). Next universally check the following: 8x0(x0 �k x00; jx00j � n) :x0 2 L(Mr; S�q(n)) i� x0 2 L(Mself ; L(Mr; S�q(n))). Using Theorem 7.7it follows that if the check does not fail, an initial segment of a �xedpoint for Mself has been found and via uniqueness is the same as aninitial segment of A: x is in A i� x is in L(Mr; S�q(n)). 2We now give the proof of the new characterization of P in terms ofsets that are both selfreducible and p-selective. The proof will follow adi�erent strategy than the proof of Theorem 7.19 above.Theorem 7.20 A set is in P if and only if it is both selfreducible andp-selective.Proof: We will �rst show how to translate an adaptive selfreductioninto a non-adaptive one using the p-selector function. Then we willshow that all non-adaptive selfreducible and p-selective sets are in P .This establishes one side of the theorem. The other side is trivial sinceevery set in P is automatically selfreducible and p-selective.Lemma 7.21 Every adaptive-selfreduction for a set A can be trans-formed into a non-adaptive-selfreduction for A, if A is p-selective.Proof: Let Ms be an adaptive selfreduction for some p-selective setA and let f be the p-selector. We will show how to construct a non-adaptive selfreduction, Ms0 for A. We start by simulating Ms on inputx. Let q1 be the �rst query queried by Ms. Next compute f(x; q1).6Depending on the outcome of f(x; q1) either q1 2 A ) x 2 A, orq1 62 A) x 62 A. We proceed by writing a 0 (1) on the answer-tape ifa 1(0) implies (non-)membership of x in A. (i.e. we explore the branchthat does not give an outcome to x yet) We repeat this procedureuntil an accepting or rejecting state, outcome, has been found. Letq1; : : : ; qp(n) be the queries encountered in the above procedure. M 0s nowsimply queries q1; : : : ; qp(n), and decides x as follows: either the answersto q1; : : : ; qp(n) are exactly the same as assumed in the above procedure,i.e. the string written on the answer-tape by the oracle is the sameas the string written on the answer-tape in the simulation of Ms. In6Recall that a selector function f(x; y) = x for some set A, induces an orderingon x and y: y 2 A) x 2 A and x 62 A) y 62 A.



132 CHAPTER 7. SELFREDUCTIONSthis case we took the "true" path in the above oracle computation, andMs0 accepts i� outcome is an accepting state. In the other case thereexists an i such that �A(qi) = 0(1) and we wrote 1(0) on the answer-tape for qi, during the simulation of Ms. In this case however thep-selector guarantees that �A(x) = 0(1), and Ms0 accepts accordingly.Ms0 behaves non-adaptively and since it queries only q0is, that are inQ(Ms(x)), it is clear that M 0s obeys decreasing and thus is a non-adaptive selfreduction for A. 2Next we have to show that every non-adaptive selfreducible set is inP . We do this by �rst reducing the number of queries that the selfre-duction queries to a single question. This is enough to show that the setA is in P , since we now proceed recursively on this single question andafter polynomially many applications we derive a string y0 for whichthe selfreduction is not allowed to query any queries at all and willdecide whether y0 2 A in polynomial time, which on its turn implies(non)membership of x in A.Lemma 7.22 If a set A is non-adaptive selfreducible and p-selective,then A is selfreducible via a selfreduction that only queries 1 query.(i.e. A is selfreducible via a machine that obeys a restriction whereN(i; x) = 1)Proof: Let Ms witness the non-adaptive selfreduction for A and let fbe the p-selector. We simulateMs(x) and let q01; : : : ; q0p(n), be the queriesqueried by Ms. By Lemma 7.13 we can order the queries together withx, obtaining a sequence q1 2 A ) : : : ) qi�1 2 A ) x 2 A ) qi 2A ) : : : ) qp(n) 2 A7. With the property that if qj 2 A, then all thequeries to the right of qj (i.e. qi(i > j)) (including x if it is to the rightof qj) are in A, and all the queries to the left of qj are not in A if qj isnot in A.We now claim that the single query that determines completelywhether x is in A, is either qi�1 or qi. Thus lets us take a closer lookat x, qi�1 and qi in the above ordering. Lets evaluate the possibleoutcomes of �A(qi); �A(qi�1) and �A(x).7We relabeled the queries according to the ordering



7.3. P-SELECTIVE & SELFREDUCIBLE SETS. 1331. �A(qi�1) = 0 and �A(qi) = 0. The ordering implies that �A(x) =0.2. �A(qi�1) = 1 and �A(qi) = 1. The ordering implies that �A(x) =1.3. �A(qi�1) = 1 and �A(qi) = 0. This cannot happen, since it iscontradictory to the ordering.4. �A(qi�1) = 0 and �A(qi) = 1. The ordering by itself does notforce x to be in or out of A immediately. Observe however thatfor all the strings right of qi, qj (j > i), �A(qj) = 1, and for allthe strings left of qi�1, q0j (j 0 < (i� 1)); �A(qj) = 0. So �A(x) canbe computed in polynomial time from this information.From the above evaluation it is clear that �A(x) can be computed from�A(qi) and �A(qi�1). To see that in fact one of the two gives enoughinformation observe that in case 1 and 2, �A(x), �A(qi�1) and �A(qi)are the same. In case 4 one can compute whether �A(x) = �A(qi�1) or�A(x) = �A(qi). Because case 3 does not occur, �A(x) is the same aseither �A(qi�1) or �A(qi). 2This ends the proof of the theorem. 2Examining the statement of this theorem carefully we observe thatit is in fact a statement about selfreducible sets that are many-onereducible to a set that is p-selective. In fact a much stronger statementis true. We capture this in the following theorem.Theorem 7.23 If A is �ppos B and B is p-selective then A �pm B andA is p-selective.Proof: We use the same strategy as the proof of Theorem 7.20. First weshow how to transform a positive Turing reduction into a positive truth-table reduction, using the p-selector for B. Then we will use a resultfrom Selman [Sel82] that says that any positive truth-table reduction toa p-selective set can be transformed into a many-one reduction. Fromthis it is clear that A is p-selective, since one can use the p-selector forB and the many-one reduction from A to B to construct a p-selectorfor A.



134 CHAPTER 7. SELFREDUCTIONSLet MT witness the positive Turing reduction from A to B and letf be the p-selector for B. First we de�ne for any z the following twosets: B+(z) : fx j f(x; z) = xg and B�(z) : B+(z)� fzg. We will needthe following properties of B+(z) and B�(z).Lemma 7.24 For any z, let B+(z) and B�(z) be as above.� B+(z) and B�(z) are in P.� z 2 B ) B+(z) � B.� z =2 B ) B � B�(z).Proof: Since f can be computed in polynomial time B+(z) and B�(z)are in P . (z 2 B ) B+(z) � B) Let x be any string in B+(z), sof(x; z) = x and thus z 2 B ) x 2 B.(z =2 B ) B � B�(z)) Let x be any string in B, since z =2 B; f(x; z) 6=z and f(x; z) = x and x 2 B�(z). 2The following procedure will transform the Turing reduction into anon-adaptive computation:Simulate MT (x) and let q1 be the �rst query queried by MT . ComputeMB+(q1)T (x) and MB�(q1)T (x) there are 4 possible outcomes:1. MB+(q1)T (x) rejects and MB�(q1)T (x) accepts.2. MB+(q1)T (x) accepts and MB�(q1)T (x) rejects.3. MB+(q1)T (x) accepts and MB�(q1)T (x) accepts.4. MB+(q1)T (x) rejects and MB�(q1)T (x) rejects.Outcome 1 cannot occur since it violates the positiveness of MT . Wewill argue that case 2 will imply that x 2 A i� q1 2 B, in which case wealready have a many-one reduction and we can stop. In case 3 we willwrite down the query q1 and continue the simulation of MT (x) with0 written on the answer-tape, and recursively continue on the nextquery queried. In case 4 we write down q1 and continue the simulationwith 1 written on the answer-tape. This procedure either stops in case



7.3. P-SELECTIVE & SELFREDUCIBLE SETS. 135a many-one reduction is found or when the simulation of MT (x) endsin an accepting or rejecting state outcome. Let q1; : : : ; qp(n) be thequeries written down by the above procedure, and y be the string on theanswer-tape. The truth-table reduction behaves as follows: It queriesq1; : : : ; qp(n). If the string written on the answer-tape is y, it acceptsi� outcome is an accepting state. Otherwise let qi be the �rst querysuch that the ith bit of y is di�erent from the ith bit of the string on theanswer-tape. Suppose that for qi we were in case 3 in the simulation ofMT (x). This means that both the computations with B+(qi) and withB�(qi) were accepting. We wrote down a 0 on the oracle tape whereasqi 2 B. Since qi 2 B, it follows from Lemma 7.24 that B+(qi) � B.Thus by positiveness of MT , MBT (x) also accepts and we let the truth-table reduction safely accept. On the other hand assume that for qi wewere in case 4. We wrote down a 1 on the answer-tape, but qi 62 Band thus by Lemma 7.24, B � B�(qi). Again by positiveness, MBT (x)rejects and we let the truth-table reduction reject. It is not hard to seethat the above truth-table reduction is in fact positive and reduces Ato B, as was needed.It remains to show that case 2 yields a many-one reduction (x 2 Ai� qi 2 B). Let qi be such that MB+(qi)T (x) accepts and MB�(qi)T (x)rejects. There are two cases:� qi 2 B: B+(qi) � B (Lemma 7.24) and MB+(q1)T (x) accepts, thusvia positiveness MBT (x) accepts so x 2 A.� qi 62 B: B � B�(qi) (Lemma 7.24) and MB�(q1)T (x) rejects, sopositiveness guarantees that MBT (x) rejects and thus x =2 A.The next lemma ends the proof of this theorem.Lemma 7.25 ([Sel82]) If A �pptt B and B is p-selective, then A �pmB.Proof: LetMp witness the �pptt-reduction. SimulateMp on input x andorder the queries as was done in Lemma 7.13: q1 2 B ) : : : ) qp(n) 2B. The only valid, according to the ordering, strings that can be writtenon the answer-tape are strings that look like 0i1p(n)�i(0 � i � p(n)).SimulateMp(x) with 0i1p(n)�i written on the answer-tape for i = 0 up



136 CHAPTER 7. SELFREDUCTIONSto i = p(n). Let j be such thatMp(x) = 1 with 0j1p(n)�j andMp(x) = 0with 0j+11p(n)�(j+1) written on the answer-tape. (Note that if such aj does not exist, for all i; 0 � i � p(n), Mp(x) with 0i1p(n)�i written onthe answer-tape either always accepts or always rejects. In this case�A(x) can be inferred and a �xed element in B or outside of B can begenerated in order to establish a many-one reduction.) Since Mp is apositive oracle machine it follows that for strings 0i1p(n)�i with i > jwritten on the answer-tape, Mp(x) = 1. From this it is clear thatx 2 A i� qj 2 B. 22Corollary 7.26 Let A and B be sets such that A �ppos B. A is in P ifand only if A is selfreducible and B is p-selective.Corollary 7.27 Let C be any of the following classes: NP ;PP ;�P orPSPACE. C = P if and only if there exists a �ppos-hard set for C thatis p-selective.What about non-positive reductions? First we note that if we couldgeneralize Theorem 7.20 to a theorem that states that A is in P i� A isselfreducible and Turing reducible to a p-selective set, then this wouldimply that EXP is not contained P=poly8. For suppose it is. Since SATis in EXP , SAT �pT S, for some sparse set S. Using the fact[HIS85]that every sparse set is �pT reducible to a tally set T , we have that SAT�pT T , for some tally set T . Applying Theorem 7.15, we get that SAT�pT B, and B is p-selective. Now using a generalized Theorem 7.20we see that P = NP . On the other hand we know from Karp andLipton [KL80] that EXP = �p2 under the hypotheses that EXP inP=poly. Putting oneandtwo together this would imply that EXP = P ,which is clearly in contradiction with the hierarchy theorems. A similarargument yields the following,Corollary 7.28 EXP does not have �ppos -hard sets that are p-selec-tive.8P=poly is the same class as the sets that are �pT reducible to a sparse set.



7.3. P-SELECTIVE & SELFREDUCIBLE SETS. 137The above discussion justi�es trying to generalize theorem 7.20.Unfortunately Theorem 7.20 is probably not true for Turing reductions!Theorem 7.29 If E 6= UE, then there exist sets D and B in NP �P,such that:1. D is disjunctive selfreducible.2. B is p-selective.3. D �pT B.Proof: The assumption E 6= UE implies the existence of a tally setT in UP � P . Let RT and q(n) de�ne T . Since T 2 UP � P there isfor each 0n 2 T exactly one string w such that RT (0n; w). We call thisstring w the witness for 0n. Construct D = prefix(T ) = f<0n; y> jy is a pre�x of w and RT (0n; w)g as in Theorem 7.9. It is not hardto see that D is disjunctive selfreducible (c.f. Selman [Sel88]). AlsoT �pm D because 0n 2 T i� <0n; �> 2 D and since T 2 NP � P itfollows that D 2 NP � P . Furthermore D is sparse because for each0n 2 T there is only 1 witness of size q(n) and only q(n) pre�xes of w.Since D is sparse there is a tally set T 0 such that D �pT T 0 (Theorem 5.4in Chapter 5 or in [HIS85]). Applying theorem 7.15 (point 1) we geta p-selective set B in NP � P . Putting the pieces together we have:T �pm D �pT T 0 �pT B, as was needed. 2The previous theorem prevents us from generalizing Theorem 7.20upto Turing reductions. Nevertheless can we stretch the theorem up to�p1�tt -reductions, which is an example of a non-positive reduction.Theorem 7.30 Let A �p1�tt B. A is in P if and only if A is selfre-ducible and B is p-selective.Proof: We follow quite strictly the lines of the proof of Theorem 7.20.First we show how to transform the adaptive selfreduction into a non-adaptive selfreduction, this time using the p-selector for B. We knowfrom [HHO+92] that there are sets that are not p-selective, but thatare �p1�tt -reducible to a p-selective set. Although A may not be p-selective, we can still order any pair of strings in a certain way. Let M1



138 CHAPTER 7. SELFREDUCTIONSwitness the fact that A �p1�tt B and let x and y be pair of strings. Letx0 be the query written on the query-tape by M1(x) and y0 the one byM1(y). The following 4 situations can occur:1. x 2 A() x0 2 B and y 2 A() y0 2 B2. x 2 A() x0 =2 B and y 2 A() y0 =2 B3. x 2 A() x0 =2 B and y 2 A() y0 2 B4. x 2 A() x0 2 B and y =2 A() y0 2 BIn case 1 we order the strings x and y as x 2 A) y 2 A if f(x0; y0) = y0.In case 2 we do the opposite: x 2 A) y 2 A if f(x0; y0) = x0. In case 3we have the following: x 2 A ) y =2 A if f(x0; y0) = x0: Case 4 isanalogous to case 3. It is left to reader to see that this is enough toprove Lemma 7.21 for selfreducible sets that are �p1�tt-reducible to ap-selective set. The next step is to show that this non-adaptive selfre-duction, say Mself , can be transformed into one that queries only onequery. Let q1; : : : ; qp(n) be the nonadaptive queries from the selfreduc-tion for A. Let M1(x) query x0 and M1(qi) query q0i (1 � i � p(n)).Observe that Mself together with M1 can be chained together in thesense that �B(q01); : : : ; �B(q0p(n)) can be used to determine �B(x0). SinceB is p-selective we can order q01 : : : q0p(n) together with x0 (Lemma 7.13,yielding the following ordering: q01 2 B ) : : :) q0i�1 2 B ) x0 2 B )q0i 2 B ) : : : ) q0p(n) 2 B9. A similar argument as in Lemma 7.22shows that �B(x0) can be computed from either �B(q0i�1) or �B(q0i) andthus that �A(x) can be computed from either �A(qi�1) or �A(qi). 2Corollary 7.31 EXP does not have �p1�tt -hard sets that are p-selec-tive.Corollary 7.32 Let C be any of the following classes: NP ;PP ;�P orPSPACE. C = P if and only if there exists a �p1�tt-hard set for C thatis p-selective.9We relabeled the queries



7.3. P-SELECTIVE & SELFREDUCIBLE SETS. 139The �rst obvious question that arizes is: does this work for othertype of selfreductions as well? Lemma 7.21 and Lemma 7.22 go throughwith respect to autoreducibility yielding the following:Corollary 7.33 If A is both autoreducible and p-selective, then A isautoreducible via a machine that queries only 1 query. (i.e. obeys arestriction with N(i; x) = 1)Unfortunately this is not enough to guarantee that the set is in P ,and in the next section we will in fact see that Theorem 7.20 is not truefor autoreducible sets and probably neither for sets that have srtd.This ends more or less the picture for autoreducible sets. Forsrtdhowever we have a possibility of strengthening the de�nition some-what: instead of letting the function that computes the witness beadaptive we demand it to be non adaptive.De�nition 7.34 We say that A has srtdk (non-adaptively reducessearch to decision for A) i� A has srtd via a function that non-adaptively queries A. (i.e. f can be computed via a machine that obeysa restriction that has comp = non-adaptive)Very recently it was proven in [NOS] that Theorem 7.20 goes throughwith respect to sets that have srtdk.Theorem 7.35 ([NOS]) A set is in P if and only if it has srtdk andis p-selective.Proof: Again one side is trivial, so we only show that if A has srtdkand is p-selective then it is in P . Let f be the p-selector for A andlet Msrtdk witness the fact that A has srtdk via relation RA and poly-nomial q(n). Simulate Msrtdk on input x and let q1; : : : ; qp(n) be thequeries queried by Msrtdk. The idea now is to order the strings as inLemma 7.13. Let q1 2 A ) : : : ) qp(n) 2 A be this ordering. Ob-serve that because of the ordering only p(n) + 1 values are possible for�A(q1); : : : ; �A(qp(n)). Let a1; : : : ; ap(n)+1 be all the possible values for�A(q1); : : : ; �A(qp(n)). Next for all ai simulate Msrtdk on input x with aiwritten on the answer tape of Msrtdk and let yi be the output. Nowaccept i� there exists an i such that RA(x; yi) holds. This algorithm



140 CHAPTER 7. SELFREDUCTIONScorrectly decides A for if x 2 A, one of the answer strings ai is correctand the corresponding yi is a witness for x. On the hand if x 62 A, awitness can never be found. 27.4 Selfreducibility Notions on NPIn this section we want to �gure out whether the 3 notions of selfreduc-tions: selfreducible, having srtd and autoreducible di�er on NP . Firstof all we recall that selfreducibility is a special form of autoreducibility,thus selfreducible implies autoreducible. Lemma 7.10 tells us that srtdimplies autoreducible. From the fact that there are autoreducible setsof arbitrary complexity we get that there are sets that are autoreduciblebut not selfreducible. The following observation shows that there are(probably) autoreducible sets in NP that have neither srtd nor areselfreducible.Observation 7.36 ([Nai92]) There is a set B in NP �P that is au-toreducible and p-selective, but does not have srtd and is not selfre-ducible, unless EE = NEE.Proof: Recall the set D we used to show that there are non-autore-ducible sets in NP unless EE = NEE Theorem 7.17. Let A be a setin NEE � EE . We de�ned D to be the set f02n j n 2 Ag. Let D �Dbe the desired set B. Obviously B is autoreducible and in NP � P .Moreover B is p-selective. A selector for B works as follows: (let x andy be the input to the selector function)� x = 1z; y = 0z; z = 02n. output x.� x is not of the form 1z or 0z, z = 02n. output y.� x is of the form 0z or 1z and y is of the form 0z0 or 1z0, z = 02nand z0 = 02m, (m < n). In this case one can compute whether mis in A, and thus whether y is in B, in polynomial time, so outputx if y 62 B. otherwise output y.� all of the above with the role of x and y exchanged.



7.4. SELFREDUCIBILITY NOTIONS ON NP 141The above procedure works in polynomial time and is a p-selector for A.The next step is to observe that if B has srtd then B has srtdk. Thisis because the only type of questions that have to be queried to B haveto be of the form 1z or 0z, z of the form 02n, and all questions of thattype can be queried non-adaptively. Now we apply Theorem 7.35 andTheorem 7.20 and see that B cannot have srtd and is not selfreducible.2 As promised we get:Corollary 7.37 Theorem 7.20 is not true for autoreducible sets in NPnor sets having srtd, unless EE = NEE.For selfreducible sets and sets that have srtd the situation is some-what more complex. In [NOS] it was shown that under the assumptionthat NE T co-NE 6= E , there exists a p-selective set A in NP �P , thathas srtd. Applying Theorem 7.20 and Theorem 7.35:Theorem 7.38 There exists a set in NP � P, that has srtd, but isnot selfreducible and does not have srtdk, unless NE T co-NE = E.Applying Lemma 7.10 we get:Corollary 7.39 There exists a set in NP � P, that is autoreducible,but is not selfreducible, unless NE T co-NE = E.At present it is not known whether the notions selfreducible andhaving srtd are incomparable on NP . We note that if A is disjunc-tive self-reducible, then A has srtd: Let Md witness the disjunctiveselfreduction for A. De�ne RA(x; y) i� x 2 A and y codes a sequencey1; : : : ; yk, such that yi 2 Q(Md; yi+1)(1 < i � k) and Md(yk) acceptswithout any oracle queries. Clearly RA de�nes A and by doing a pre-�x search one can generate a sequence y relative to A. Finally wemention that in [NOS] it was proven that under the assumption thatUE T co-UE 6= E , there exists a set in NP that is disjunctive selfre-ducible but does not have srtdk. On the other hand they show thatif UE 6= E , then there exists a set in NP that has srtdk but is notselfreducible. Concerning the issue whether every set in NP that is



142 CHAPTER 7. SELFREDUCTIONSselfreducible is in fact disjunctive selfreducible Naik has informed usthat he has constructed a set A 2 NP that is selfreducible but notdisjunctive selfreducible under the hypotheses that UE T co-UE 6= E .Observation 7.40 ([Nai92]) If UE T co-UE 6= E then there exists aset A in NP that is conjunctive selfreducible but not disjunctive selfre-ducible.Proof: Let T be a tally set in UP T co-UP � P constructed fromthe hypotheses. Consider the set B = prefix(T ) as in Theorem 7.29.Again B is disjunctive selfreducible and sparse. Set A = B. To see thatA is the appropriate set, observe that B is not conjunctive selfreduciblesince then it would be in P . This follows from Fortune's [For79] proofof the result stating that if SAT is �pm -reducible to the complementof a sparse set, then P = NP (See [Loz92]). Thus the complement ofB is conjunctive selfreducible and not disjunctive selfreducible. 2The picture on the next page captures the relations between the notionsof selfreducibility on NP .
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Nederlandse SamenvattingIn dit proefschrift bestuderen wij de polynomiale tijd begrensde re-ducties. Een dergelijke reductie induceert een equivalentie relatie opverzamelingen, zodat de equivalentie klassen, bestaande uit de verza-melingen die tot elkaar reduceren, partieel geordend kunnen worden.Wij bestuderen de structuur die een polynomiale reductie aanbrengtop tijdbegrensde complexiteits klassen.Het centrale open problem binnen de computationele complexiteitstheorie betreft de vraag of polynomiaal begrensde deterministische be-rekeningen even krachtig zijn als non-deterministische berekeningen,die polynomiaal begrensd zijn. Om een precies beeld te krijgen vande kracht van deterministische en non-deterministische berekeningen,zijn de klassen P en NP geintroduceerd. Het boven genoemde openprobleem staat ook wel te boek als het P versus NP probleem.Aangezien er nog geen duidelijke uitspraak is gedaan of de klassenP en NP verschillen { het probleem is te moeilijk om met de huidigekennis op te lossen { is de aandacht verschoven naar de klassen E enNE , die in de buurt van P en NP liggen. Ook voor deze klassen blij-ven veel problemen onopgelost. Desalniettemin is er enige vooruitgangte melden over de opheldering van de structuur, aangebracht door depolynomiale tijd reductie, op deze klassen. Er bestaat de hoop, datde methoden en idee�en ontwikkeld voor het in kaart brengen van destructuur van deze klassen, enig licht zullen werpen op het centraleprobleem.In dit proefschrift zetten wij een kleine stap op de voorgesteldeweg. Wij bewijzen in hoofdstuk 3 dat de structuur van de volledigeverzamelingen voor verschillende type reducties voor NE gelijk is aandie van E . Opvallend is hier dat de 1-truth-table reductie dezelfde155



156volledigheids notie induceert als de many-one reductie, temeer daarniet bekend is of NE gesloten is onder complementatie.In hoofdstuk 4 nemen wij de volledige verzamelingen voor E , NE enNP onder de loep. Wij proberen hier duidelijkheid te verkrijgen overde gevolgen van het hebben van redelijk dunne, subexponentieel dichte,volledige verzamelingen voor deze klassen. Wij hebben sterke aanwij-zingen dat deze klassen niet anders dan dichte volledige verzamelingenkunnen bevatten. Dit generaliseert eerdere resultaten die behaalt zijnop dit gebied.In hoofdstuk 5 gebruiken wij een complementaire strategie. Wijbekijken hier welke verzamelingen reduceren naar dunne, polynomiaaldichte, verzamelingen. Wij lossen twee open problemen op en lateno.a. zien dat elke polynomiaal dichte verzameling op zeer simpele wij-ze te coderen is in een zogenaamde `tally' verzameling. Dit mag eenverrassend resultaat genoemd worden daar algemeen vermoed werd dateen dergelijke codering onmogelijk was.Hoofdstuk 6 kan gezien worden als een vervolg van hoofdstuk 4. Indit hoofdstuk echter bekijken wij andere { dan dichtheid { structureleeigenschappen van volledige verzamelingen. Wij bekijken hoe robuustvolledige verzamelingen zijn tegen het wegnemen en toevoegen van eenrelatief gering aantal elementen. De resultaten geven aan dat sommigeelementen cruciaal zijn voor de volledigheid van de verzameling. Aande andere kant blijkt echter dat het moeilijk is om zulke `hoekstenen' tevinden. Wij laten namelijk zien dat als ge�eist wordt dat de elementenin polynomiale tijd berekend moeten worden, dat dan voor een aan-tal volledigheids noties, volledigheid bewaard kan blijven. Interessantis dat een verder gaande generalisatie van de hier behaalde resultateneen ander open probleem zou oplossen: exponenti�ele tijd heeft geenpolynomiale circuits. In dit hoofdstuk wordt verder aandacht besteedof het mogelijk is verzamelingen, in het bijzonder volledige, te split-sen in twee delen die een gelijke hoeveelheid computationele informatiebevatten. In het geval van een splitsing voor volledige verzamelingenbetekent dit dat de delen wederom volledig zijn. Wij laten zien datvoor many-one volledige verzamelingen in E een dergelijke splitsing al-tijd mogelijk is, resulterend in het feit dat een volledige verzameling inoneindig veel stukjes verdeeld kan worden en dat ieder van de stukjeswederom volledig is. Interessant zijn deze splitsings resultaten met het



157oog op de eerder aangetoonde `hoekstenen' in een volledige verzameling.Hoofdstuk 7 benadert de structurele eigenschappen van een verza-meling op een andere wijze met behulp van de zelfreductie. Een zelf-reductie ordent niet twee verzamelingen maar geeft, voor �e�en verza-meling, een interne structuur aan. Wij bekijken welke verzamelingenin NP waarschijnlijk { een absoluut resultaat levert P 6= NP { zelf-reduceerbaar zijn. Verder geven wij een sterke karakterisering van deklasse P in termen van verzamelingen, die zowel zelfreduceerbaar alsp-selectief zijn. Deze laatste notie is een polynomiale tijdbegrensde ver-sie van de uit de recursie theorie bekende notie van semirecursiviteit.Vervolgens laten wij zien dat de klasse van p-selectieve verzamelingengesloten is onder positieve Turing reducties. Tot slot geven wij, on-der redelijke aannamen, een gedetailleerd beeld van de verschillendezelfreduceerbaarheids noties op NP .


